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FOREWORD
The Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) is an organization
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
". ^^, Goddard Space Flight Center ( NASA/GSFC) and created
r the purpose of investigating the effectiveness of soft-
Nare engineering technolog ;.es when applied to the develop-
ment of applications software. The SEL was created in 1977
and has three primary organizational members:
NASA/GSFC ( Systems Development and Analysis Branch)
Tne Unjversity of Maryland ( Computer Sciences Department)
Computer Sciences Corporation (Flight Systems Operation)
The goals of the SEA, are (1) to understand the software de-
velopment process in the GSFC environment; (2) to measure
the effect of various methodologies, tools, and models on
this process; and (3) to identify and then to apply success-
ful development practices. The activities, findings, and
recommendations of the SEL are recorded in the Software
Engineering Laboratory Seri
	 a continuing series of re-
ports that includes this document. A version of this docu-
ment was also issued as Computer Sciences Corporation
document CSC/SD-83/6016.
The primary contributors to this document include
Pei-Shen Lo	 (Computer Sciences Corporation)
David Card	 (Computer Sciences Corporation)
Other contributors include
Frank McGarry	 (Goddard Space Flight Center)
Victor Church
	 (Compt !.ter Sciences Corporation)
Single copies of this document can be obtained by writing to
Frank E. McGarry
Code 582.1
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, Md 20771
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ABSTRACT
This document provides the information necessary to under-
. stand the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) Data ^'.ase
Maintenance System (DBAM). It describes the various a)ft-
ware facilities of the SEL, DBAM operating procedures, and
DBAM system information. Appendixes provide the relation-
ships among DBAM components (baseline diagrams), component
descriptions, overlay descriptions, indirect command file
listings,. file definitions, and sample data collection forms.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
This document is intended to serve as a reference for opera-
tors and programmers involved in Software Engineering Labo-
ratory (SEL) data ease maintenance activities. Section 1
provides an overview of the data base and the various soft-
ware facilities of the SEL. Section 2 describes in detail
the operation of the SEL Data Base Maintenance System
(DBAM), and Section 3 discusses the programming and imple-
mentation considerations of DBAM. Appendix A contains base-
line diagrams; Appendix B, component descriptions;
Appendix Cr overlay description files; Appendix D, indirect
command file listings; Appendix E, file definitions; and
Appendix F, sample data collection forms. The reader is
assumed to be generally familiar with the Digital Equipment
Corporation PDP-11/70 computer and the RSX-11M operating
system, the environment in which DRAM operates.
1.2 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LABORATORY OVERVIEW
The primary objective of the SEL is to collect and maintain
a data base for the use of managers and researchers. The
data are used to analyze the software development process,
to monitor the progress of ongoing projects, and to provide
information to development project members. A significant
body of software has been developed to facilitate this task.
The SEL DBAM, which provides interactive facilities for the
management of collected SEL data, is the principal subject
of this document. Two related systems are discussed in the
following subsection. They are explained in detail in Ref-
erences 1 and 2 and more briefly in Section 1.3.
1.3 RELATED SOFTWARE
Two DBAM-related software packages are described in this
subsection. They are the Profile Reporting System and the
Source Analyzer Program. Both systems are operational on a
1-1
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PDP-11/70 computer under the RSX -11M operating system,
although some preprocessing is required on other machines.
The SEL data base is stored online to the PDP-11/70. The
relationships of all software are shown in Figure 1-1.
The Profile Reporting System (PRS)'provides formatted list-
ings and summaries of the data base contents. Plots are
also available for some data. PRS reports are distributed
for review by managers, project leaders, and researchers.
These reports Lacilitate the quality assurance of data col-
lected from completed projects and generate information for
personnel of active projects.
The Source Analyzer Program (SAP) enumerates occurrences of
specific features in FORTRAN source cc..e (e.g., statement
types). Input is usually in the form of a tape prepared on
the machine used by the development team. SAP produces a
sequential file of the data generated; this file is later
processed by a DBAM function (see Section 2.4.4)
1.4 DBAM/DATA BASE OVERVIEW
DBAM is organized into five functions: create, archive,
restore, update, and compress. The update function is
further subdivided into 13 subfunctions, each of which i1-
lows the operator to add to or modify data in a specific
file type interactively. This updating may be done as part
of the regular data collection procedure or in response to
requests for changes by reviewers. Subfunctions may operate
in any of three modes: add, change, or delete (except as
noted in Section 2.3). The create, archive, restore, and
compress functions are utilities affecting the entire range
of data base files. They are discussed in Sections 2.5,
2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, respectively. Two frequently used
special-purpose utilities, UPDSFG and UPDMFN, are included
in DBAM. They are described in Sections 2.9 and 2.10,
respectively.
1-2
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Seven types of data are collected and maintained in the data
base:
•
	
	 Project., Project information is co11ooted on a
by-project basis. It is Usually provided by the
project managers.
•
	
	 Form. The project leader and the developers fill
out forms describing their activities= this infor-
mation is referred to as "form" data.
•
	
	
SAP. SAP data are generated by the Source Analyzer
Program.
•	 Code. Many nonnumeric data fields are encoded
(i.e., a numeric code is substituted for character
values). The equivalence between numeric codes and
character values is code information.
•
	
	 Status. Status data include file names, record
counts, and access dates for all data base files.
•
	
	 Comments. Comments can be associated with some
forms but are stored separately.
•
	
	 Computer. Computer data include computer usage
accounting information and source code usage infor-
mation from the development machine.
The data are distributed among several files. Each file
type corresponds to a record format. There may be multiple
occurrences of files of a particular file type, as outlined
in Section 3.2. The data collection forms and data base
files are described in detail in Reference 3. Software and
data base files are cataloged under separate User Identifi-
cation Codes (UICs).
DBAM includes an interactive update program (,..,ditor) for
most file types. The relationship between files and DBAM
T	 ---I
programs managing those files is defined in Table 1-1. The
interactive update programs are described in detail in Sec-
tion 2.
1-5
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Table 1-1. Relationship of DBAM Programs to Data
Base Files
Update
Type of File Abbreviation Type of Data Program
Accounting Information ACC Computer UPDACC
UPDSFG
Component Information CIF SAP/code UPDCIF
UPDSFG
UPDMFN
Comments CMT Comments a
Change Report Form CRF Form UPDCRF
UPDSFG
Component Summary Form CSF Form UPDCIF
UPDSFG
Component Status Report CSR Form UPDCRR
UPDSFG
Subjective Evaluations DIR Code: UPDDIR
Directory
Encoding Dictionary ENC Code UPDENC
Estimated Statistics EST Project UPDEST
Growth History HIS Computer UPDHIS
UPDSFG
Phase Dates	 (Header) HDR Project UPDDDR
Run Analysis Form RAF Form UPDCAF
UPDSFG
Resource Summary Form RSF Form UPDRFF
UPDSFG
SAP Output SAP SAP UPDCIF
Subjective Evaluations SEF Project UPDSEF
File Name and Status STS Status UPDSTS
aSee Section 3.1.2.
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records	 for a new pro;., et (Section 2.5) .
ARCH IV Make, a
	
tapes copy of data base	 tiles s	 ( S ti, c-
tion	 2.6) .
Rt.STO11 twoovers, they data hale from a Backup t.apcox
and	 ttlt,	 t rannac: t ion	 t i les	 (Sect io n . 7) .
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t ioil	 2.9) .
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::TOP Terminates execution of I)CIAM.
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Alternatively, any program can be invoked directly by an
experienced operator, as indicated in the specific program
(function) descriptions.
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2.2 OPERATING RESTRICTIONS
The following restrictions apply to concurrent use of DBAM
file and program resources:
•	 No other interactive updates can !je made while an
update of the Encoding Dictionary is in progress.
•	 Information (last access date and record count)
stored in the File Name and Status File may become
inaccurate if other files are updated while the
File Name and Statuz Filc is being updated.
•	 Component names cannot be validated for a project
whose Component Information File is in the process
of being updated.
•	 No other DBAM programs should be operated while a
create, archive, restore, or compress operation is
in progress.
•	 No more than one copy of each DBAM'program may be
in use at any time.
r
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2.3 MESSAGES
The following four classes of messages may be Jisplayed dur-
ing execution:
•	 Prompt. These messages terminate with "(X)=>",
where "X" is a FORTRAN format specification, or a list of
allowable responses separated by "/". Data or a decision is
required of the operator.
•	 Informational. Massages beginning with "+++" ad-
vise that some action has occurred (e.g., record-added) or
that some condition exists (e:g., operation in progress).
No immediate operator response is required.
•	 Error. Messages beginning with "***" advise: that
some intended action has not occurred or that an undesirable
condition exits. Examples include "file already in use,"
"validation error," and "record not found." The operator
should reexamine previous input and assumptions about the
data. This message is usually followed by a prompt for a
corrective actin-.
•	 Severe Errors. Messages starting with "*** RMS"
indicate that a hardware, software, or operation error has
occurred that may affect the program execution. These
errors should be reported to the Data Base Administrator.
He or she will correct the problem or refer it to the appro-
priate support personnel. These errors are numbered and may
be interpreted by examining Table A-2 of RMS-11 MACRO-11
Programmer's Reference (Reference 4). The Data Base Admin-
istrator will determine when processing may be resumed.
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2.4 INTERACTIVE UPDATE PROGRAMS
2.4.1 INTRODUCTION
The interactive update programs can be classed into five
groups based on the type or files accessed and the organiza-
tion of DRAM. The characteristics of these program groups
are as follows:
•	 Update Data Base Header and Summary Files
Data do not come from the forms shown in Ap-
pendix F, but from other paper records
Only one file of each kind exists
Programs: UPDSTS, UPDENC, UPDEST, UPDHDR,
UPDSEF, and UPDDIR
•	 Update Complex Data Files
-	 Data come from forms shown in Appendix F
-	 One file of each type exists for each project
-	 May have multiple comments per record
-	 Records must be displayed in several segments
-	 ADD mode prompts field by field
-	 Changes require two responses (field identifi-
cation and new value)
-	 Programs: UPDCRF and UPDCSF
*	 Update Simple Data Files
-	 Data come from forms shown in Appendix F (ex-
cept the Growth History, which is on other
paper records)
-	 One file of each type exists for each project
-	 One or no comments per record
-	 Records ar q
 small enough to be displayed in
one segment
2-5
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ADD mode prompts for data in one group (on one
line)
-	 Changes may be made with one response (field-
id-value)
Programs: UPOHIS, UPDCSR, UPDRAF, and UPDSFF
•	 Update Component Information File (CIF)
Optionally reads SAP file to update CIF records
Must be used to assign component names to com-
ponent codes
Other capabilities are the same as simple data
files
Program: UPDCIF and UPDMFN
•	 Update Record Status Flags
Updates status flag fields of entire data file
Changes require two responses (file identifi-
cation and new status value)
Program: UPDSFG only
Program activities are divided into three modes: ADD new
records, CHPNGE existing records, 1 and DELETE existing
records. Program activity proceeds in three hierarchical
steps or levels: select mode, identify record, and execute
mode activity. Mode selection is accomplished by specifying
the first letter of the mode (e.g., A) in response to the
1Changes `.o an existing record are made by first identifying
the field to be changed. Each field is tagged with a two-
character code. This code is indicated in the field title
in the data display by "+" symbols next to the characters
comprising the code. Codes are read top to bottom, then
left to right. Programs vary in whether or not the new
value may be cantered on the same line as the field code
(see the following subsections).
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prompt for mode. The programs automatically cycle between
the last two steps until the operator intervenes.1
The last access date and record count on the record for the
accessed file (in 'the File Name and Status File) are auto-
matically updated. A sequential transaction file is main-
tained for each form type. The afterimage of each updated
record is copied to it with a transaction code (A - ADD,
C - CHANGE, D = DELETE), and the current date.
The individual programs are described in detail in Sec-
tions 2.4.2 through 2.4.14. Figure 2-1 shows the general
outline of activity in the interactive update programs.
The control-Z character may be entered in response to any
prompt to terminate the program. Entering "/*" will cause
a return to the program driver (which prompts for mode).
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3.4.2 UPDATE COMPONENT SUMMARY FORM ( UPDCSF) PROGRAM DE-
SCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDCSF supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of records in the Component Summary
Form (CSF) File.
Dat^-^ y	 :used. The following data setr are accessed:
Data Set
Encoding Dictionary
CSF File (by project)
CIF File (by project)
Comments (' MT) File `(by
project)
CSF Transaction File
File Name and Status File
Operation-
Read. only
Read, write, update, delete
Read only
Read, write, delete
Write (append) only
Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDCSF may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,3) and entering "@UPDCSF" or
logging on with another UIC and entering " @( 204,3 ) UPDCSF".
Program Operation. Program activities are divided into
three modes: ADD, CHANGE, and DELETE. Within these func-
tions, other activities are divided into hierarchical levels.
Program levels are summarized as follows:
Level	 Description
1	 Select mode ( ADD/CHANGE/DELETE)
2	 Identify CSF record (project, form number)
3	 Perform activity (mode)
These activities are described below.
•	 Select Mode (Level 1). One of three modes may be
selected: ADD new records, CHANGE existing records, or
DELETE existing records. Mode selection can only be made at
this level.
2-10
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•	 Identify-Record (Level 2). A valid project and
form number must be supplied in response to the prompts.
Entering "S" (stop) returns the program to the "select mode"
prompt. A carriage return, in response to the "identify
project" prompt, retains the previous response to that
prompt.
•	 ADO Mode (Level 3). The message "duplicate record"
appears if the form number supplied is already defined for
this p roject. Otherwise, the operator is prompted for each
field in turn. Prompts are also made for corrections to any
input errors that have been detected. A carriage return may
nt-rod for any field for which a v.!ilm- is not •av ilahle.
The completed record is then, displayed. The data display
should be carefully examined, and any discrepancies from
what was intended should be noted. The record can be cor-
rected later in the CHANGE mode. The prompt "enter x" ap-
pears next. The operator should respond with an "X" if the
record is acceptable. If the data are marked acceptable,
the operator is prompted for comments, and the record and
comments are added to the data base. The proqram then re-
turns to the "identify record" prompts (level 2).
•	 CHANGE Mode (Level 3). The message "record not
found" is displayed if the specified record is not defined
for this project. Otherwise, the record is displayed in
five segments. The values in the current display may be
changed by entering the code corresponding to the field in
response to the prompt "enter code for field." The operator
is then prompted for a new value for that field. Entering a
carriage return in response to the "enter code" prompt
causes the next record segment to be displayed, or, in the
2-11
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case of the last segment, causes a prompt for "disposition"
to appear. Four responses are possible:
•
	
	 LIST--List the current record; prompt again for
disposition
e	 EDIT--Rksume	 =ing (as in paragraph above)
e	 EXEC--U date the record on the data base; exit
e
	
	 (Carriage return cnlyj--Make no changes to the
original record; exit
The last two responses return the program to the CSF "iden-
tify record" prompts (level 2) after completing the speci-
fied action.
DELETE Mode (Level 3). The message "not found" is displayed
if the record is not defined for this project. Otherwise,
the record is deleted and an appropriate message is dis-
played. The program returns to the "identify recora"
prompts (level 2).
End of Session (Level 1). Specifying "S" (stop) in response
to the prompt for function terminates the UPDCSF session. A
summary of transactions is displayed.
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2.4.3 UPDATE CHANGE REPORT FORM (UPDCRF) PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDCRF supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of records in the Change Report Form
(CRF) Files.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
Encoding Dictionary
CRF File (by project)
CIF File (by project)
CMT File (by project)
CRF Transaction File
File Name and Status File
Operation
Read only
Read, wril.e, update, delete
Read only
Read, write, delete
Write (append) only
Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDCRF may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC [204,3] and entering "@UPDCRF" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]UPDCRF".
Program Operation. Proceeds as in UPDCSF (Section 2.4.2).
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2.4.4 UPDATE COMPONENT INFORMATION FILE (UPDCIF) PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDCIF supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of the CIFs. Optionally, CIF records
can be updated from the SAP output.
Data Sets Accessed. The follow ,..--a data sets are accessed:
Data Set
Encoding Dictionary
CIF File (by project)
SAP Output File
CIF Transaction File
File Name and Status File
Error message data set
Operation
Read only
Read, write, update, delete
Read only
Write (append) only
Read, update
Write only
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDCIF may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC [204,3) and entering "@UPDCIF" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]UPDCIF".
CIF Data Structure. CIF records may be divided into two
parts: an area that is filled with values supplied by SAP
and an area that is filled with values collected elsewhere
(PANVALET level, function, origin, etc.). The latter data
are displayed first, on a single line (segment). The SAP
data are displayed on two lines (subsequent segments).
Program Operation. Program activities are divided into four
modes: ADD, CHANGE, and DELETE and READ fro nt the SAP Output
File. The READ mode is fully automatic. Records from the
SAP Output File are matched (by component name) with CIF
records; then the SAP data are copied into the CIF record.
The record on the SAP Output File is then deleted. No
checks are made for duplicate names or records in the SAP
Output File or for already filled fields in the CIF records.
The last SAP record read (for a component) supersedes all
2-14
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previous data in SAP-supplied f ields. Unmatched SAP recor.i:a
remain in the SAP Output File for later processing. Compo-
nent names in SAP records that were not matched with a CIF
record are listed •-n an external data set as well as dis-
played on they terminal. The operator is offered an oppor-
tunity to list this data set at the end of the session.
Program :activities in they ether modes are divided into re-
currinq layor.i:
Level	 Description
1	 Selectt mode (ADD:'C IIAN(3E; DELETE, READ)
(There cart, no further levels for read
Iti c^ ^ 9 ^^ 1
Identify project
3	 Identify CIF record (component name)
4	 Perform mode activity (supply values)
Theso activities art' dese;rihed helow.
• ole?c t, Mode ( revel	 Four modes ire available:
ADD new records, CHANGE existing records, DELETE existing
records, and READ (and update existing data) from SAP Output
File. Mode selection can only be made at this level.
•	 Identify Project (Level 2). In response to a
prompt, the operator must specify the project name to iden-
tify and open the proper CIF. The operator may respond to
the ".identify project" prompt with a project name, an "S,"
or a carriage return. "S" terminates the current mode and
returns the program to the "select mode" prompt (level 1).
Entering a carriage return causes the last response (project
name) to this prompt to be reused. Piy other response is
verified as a project name by comparison with the Encoding
Dictionary.
•	 Identify Record (Level 3) . The operator must', ex-
plicitly specify the component name in response to t1te
"identify record" prompt (level 2). Furthermore, a CIF
2-15
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record must alrea(iy exist for that oomponont if the model is
CHANOE. or PF:LI TI ; .^ CIF record for that component cannot
already exist if the' mode is ADD. An error re tur n s the pr o-
gram to the "identify project" prompt (level 2).
0	 ADO ( odo (Level a)	 Three difh ,sr+"1 1 	of
data f ield titles are presented.	 Tilt! oo.— t ,~	 l.' :supply
values for some, none, or all tilt-,
 fields 11y cncering a value
directly below the field to be filled. The data fields
identif ied
 in the last two display:: cy an be filled  t rom the
SAP Output File by the READ function. The operator usually
skips tho--;o fields when .addino now records (hy ontering.a
+'.irri,a kio return onl.0 .	 111e111t VAILIOS ai'e V.11 Ldated 0111110-
diateL\_ ,, and they operator 15 of fer ed
 
the opportunity to cor-
rect any errors detected in this line. The record is than
added to, the data base, and the program .activity tr.ansters
to the "identify project" prompt (level 2) .
•	 I. HAN G E. Mode (Level 4) . Each of the three segments
of data is displayed in turn. after each display, the oper-
ator is prompted for a field to change and a now value. The
field and value are validated immediately, and the operator
is offered an opportunity to correct any errors detected.
Enterin gi a carriage return only advances the program to the
next segment. After the last segment, the operator is
prompted for the disposition of the revised record. Enter-
inq "V (execute) causes the corre sponci inc7 data base record
to be replaced with the revised record. Entering "L" (list)
transfers program .activity to the be,7inntnq of the chan•le
sequence (including_ displays) for this record. A null re-
sponsa (earriaae return) aborts they transaction; the data
base is not changed. Followinc an "\" or null response,
program activity transfers to the "identify project" prompt
(level 2) .
-16
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•	 hFt,P 'CF M	 1 4	 Identificatic)n o f a vaIid
:-omponont name results in the dt-letion of the re lated record.
Pr OhlI - AM ActIVitV V e t k I r n S t0 the " idozitify project" proInpt
( leve 1 _`) .
• IV TIA	 ;,;	 .90..	 i011 (1,^ I % , k , 1 1) ;:pe.:ifyill.I "ti"	 (stow)
	
in
rtNsponse to the ".--elect modo" prompt (level	 1) terminates
1 1 1 , 041r,1nl	 O\octlticsn.	 1	 .unmtivv of	 tran:.aotion:. is kiisplayed.
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2.4.5 UPDATE COMPONENT STATUS REPORT (UPDCSR) PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDCSR supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of the Component Status Report (CSR)
File.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are acc,'sc
Data Set
	
Operation
Encoding Dictionary
CSR File (by project)
CIF File (by project)
CSR Transaction File
File Name and Status File
Read only
Read, write, update, delete
Read only
Write (append) only
Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDCSR may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,3) and entering "@UPDCSR" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]UPDCSR".
CSR Data Structure. Any given CSR form may generate several
CSR records. Each record corresponds to a horizontal line
of data from the CSR form. The fields of a CSR record are
divided into the following three areas for access and dis-
play purposes:
•	 CSR form-identification area--Project, form, pro-
grammer, phase, and date are fields common to all
CSR records derived from the same form. All fields
are required.
•	 CSR component-status area--Sequence number; compo-
nent; and design, code, and test hours are unique
within the group of records making up a form.
•	 CSR other-activity area--Other-activity name and
hours may be filled instead of the component-status
area. The component-status and other-activity
areas cannot both by
 filled.
2-18 1
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Program Operation. Program activities are divided into
three modes: ADD, CHANGE, and DELETE. Within these modes,
other activities are organized into hierarchical levels.
Activity in a given level is terminated by entering "S"
(stop) at the entry point for that level, or by providing
the program with the necessary information to proceed. (An
exception is the lowest level, which may be exited only by
entering carriage returns in response to all prompts.) "S"
always returns the program to the next higher level. The
program levels are summarized as follows:
Level	 Description
1	 Select mode (ADD/CHANGE/DELETE)
2	 Identify CSR form (project, programmer,
date, form number)
3	 Identify CSR record (sequence number)
4	 Perform mode activity
These activities are described below.
• Select Mode (Level 1). Three modes are available:
ADD new records, CHANGE existing records, and DELETE exist-
ing records. Mode selection can only be made at this level.
•	 Identify Form (All Modes, Level 2). All fields
must be supplied in the ADD mode. Only project and form
number need be supplied for the CHANGE and DELETE modes.
Entering "S" returns the program to the "select mode" prompt
(level 1). A carriage return may be entered to retain the
last project entered as the current project.
•	 ADD Mode (Levels 3 and 4). The user may enter a
specific sequence number or enter a carriage return to use
automatic sequencing option. Automatic sequencing incre-
ments the sequence number by 1 or sets it to 1 if no se-
quence number has previously been entered. If the sequence
number has already been used with this form number, a
"duplicate record" message is displayed. "S" may be entered
2-19
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to return to the "form identification" prompt:. Responding
"A" will bypass subsequent number prompts and data titles
(for fast .iota entry) .
Identification of a valid sequence number produces a display
of the component-status area field titles. The operator
enters values (where available) for the fields below the
dashed line. The TAB key may be used to skip blank fields.
Entering a carriage return instead of a component name at
this point produces a prompt for the other-activity area.
The operator responds to this by entering the other-activity
name (up to eight characters) and the hours separa:,ed by an
equal sign (e.a., "'I'C:AWM=l'21.4") .
	 Fntt°rind a carri-iq o re-
turn at this point aborts the transaction and returns the
proqram to the "identify record" (sequence number) prompt.
The operator is prompted for corrections to any input errors
detected.
•	 CHANGH, Mode (Levels 3 and 4) . The operator may
enter a specific sequence number or "5" to stop. A carriage
return results in the default sequence number "O1" being
used. If the indicated sequence number is not found for the
specified form number, the message "record not found" is
displayed. Responding "A" causes all records of this form
tc be displayed. (The program returns to the "identify
form" prompts ( level. 2),1
Once an existing record is identified and retrieved, it is
displayed. The operator is then prompted for the field to
be changed and the value to be used. These should be en-
tered in the following format: "code=value," .where code is
the two-letter code for the field (indicated by "+" in the
display titles) and value is the component name (if appro-
priate) or a decimal number (for hours). The other-activity
area may be changed by specifying "OA=name =value", where
name is the activity name (up to eight characters) and value
2-20
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is a decimal num')er. Note that inserting data in the other
activity area of a record that contains information in the
component-status area results in the loss of the component-
status data. The operator is prompted for corrections to
any input errors aetecteU. Entering a carriage return in
•	 response to the prompt for field and value terminates edit-
ing of that record.
The operatur is then prompted for the disposition oC the
record. Four responses are possible:
•	 LIST--List the current record: prompt for disposi-
tion appears again
•	 EUIT--Reinitlate editing (as in paragraph above)
•	 EXEC--Update the record on the data base; exit
•	 (Carriage return only)--Make no changes to the
original record; exit
The first two responses return the program to the "disposi-
tion" prompt. The last two responses return the program to
the CSR "identify form" prompts (level 2) after completing
the specified action.
•	 DELETE Mode (Level 3). The operator may enter a
specific sequence number or "S" for stop. A carriage return
results in the default sequence number "161" being used.
If the indicated sequence number is not found for the speci-
fied form number, the message "record not found" is dis-
played. If the record is located, the message "deleted"
appears (the record has just been deleted). Responding "A"
causes all contiguous records of this form to be deleted.
The program returns to the "identify form" prompts (level 2).
•	 End of Session (Level 1). Specifying "S" in re-
sponse to the prompt for mode terminates the UPDCSR session.
A summary of transactions is displayed.
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2.4.6 UPDATE RUN ANALYSIS FORM (UPDRAF) PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDRAF supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of the Run Analysis Form (RAF) Files.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set	 Operation
Encoding Dictionary
RAF File (by project)
CIF File (by project)
CMT File (by project)
RAF Transaction File
File Name and Status File
Read only
Read, write, update, aelete
Read only
Read, write, delete
Write (append) only
Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDRAF may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,3] and entering "@U:DR A`F" or
logging on with another UIC and entering 11@1204,3]UPDRAF".
RAF Data Structure. Any given RAF may generate several RAF
records. Each record corresponds to one horizontal line of
data from the form. The fields of an RAF record are divided
into three areas for access and display purposes:
• RAF identification area--Project, form number, pro-
grammer, and computer are fields common to all rec-
ords of the same form. All fields are required.
•	 RAF data area--Other fields define the specific run.
•	 Comment area--Maintainer in a separate file.
Program Operation. Proceeds as in UPDCSR (Section 2.4.5).
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2.4.7 UPDATE RESOURCE SUMMARY FORM (UPDRSF) PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDRSF supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of records in the Resource Summary
Form (RSF) Files.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data seta are accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
Encoding Dictionary	 Read only
RSF File (by project)	 Read, write, update, delete
RSF Transaction File	 Write (append) only
File Name and Status File	 Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDRSF may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,31 and entering "@UPDRSF" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@f204,3)UPDRSF".
RSF Data Structure. Any given RSF form may generate several
RSF records. Each record corresponds to one horizontal line
of data from the form. The fields of an RSF record are
divided into two areas for access and display purposes:
•	 RSF identification area--Form number and project
are common to all records of a form. Moth fields
are required.
•	 RSF data area--Other fields define a resource and
its utilization.
Program Operation. Proceeds as in UPDCSR (Section 2.4.5).
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2.4.8 UPDATE GROWTH HISTORY FILE (UPDHIS) PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDHIS supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of the Growth History (HIS) Files.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
Encoding Dictionary
HIS File (by project)
HIS Transaction File
File Name and Status File
Operation
Read only
Read, write, update, delete
Write (append) only
Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDHIS may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,3] and entering "@UPDHIS" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@(204,3)UPDHIS".
Program Operation. Program activities are divided into
three modes: ADD, CHANGE, and DELETE. Activities within
these modes are divided into hierarchical levels. Activity
on a level is terminated by entering "S" in response to the
first prompt at that level. Program levels are as follows:
Level	 Description
1	 Select mode (ADD/CHANGE/DELETE)
2	 Identify project
3	 Identify date of data
4	 Perform mode activity
These activities are described below.
• Select :Mode (Level 1). Three modes are available:
ADD new records, CHANGE existing records, and DELETE exist-
ing records. Mode selection can only be made at this level.
•	 Identify Project (Level 2). The operator must sup-
ply a project name or eater "S" (stop). A null response
causes the previous project name to be reused. "S" returns
program activity to the "select mode" prompt.
2-24
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•	 Identify Date of Data (Level 3). The date must be
supplied. The add mode accepts the date from the same line
as the rest of the data. DELETE and CHANGE modes require
that the date be entered in response to the specific prompt
for that field.	 .
•	 ADD Mode (Level 4). A line of data titles is dis-
played. Values for these fields should 1^- entered in a
single line below the titles. Errors are then reported, and
the operator is provided an opportunity to correct the er-
ror. No record is added to the data base without a complete
and correct date. The operator continues to be prompted for
data in this manner until .a null date or line is ontered.
The program then transfers to the "identify project" prompt
(level 2).
•	 CHANGE Mode (Level 4). The data for the specified
date are displayed, if found; otherwise, a message is dis-
played and the program transfers to level 2. The operator
is prompted for the field to be changed and the replacement
value. Responses should take the form "code=value," where
code is the two-character code for the field and value is an
acceptable value for that field. Err-.,rs are reported imme-
diately, and the operator is given an opportunity to correct
any error. Entering a null response results in a prompt for
record "disposition." Entering "X" (execute) causes the
changed record to replace the old record in the data base.
"L" (list) transfers activity back to the display of data.
A null or blank response causes the transaction to be ig-
nored ( no change will be made to the data base). After null
or "X", the program transfers to the " identify project"
prompt ( level 2).
•	 DELETE Mode ( Level 4). The record for the speci-
fied date is deleted if found; otherwise, a message is dis-
played. The program returns to the "identify project"
prompt ( level 2).
2-25
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•	 Fnd of Session (Level 1). Specifying "S" in re-
sponse to the prompt for mode terminates the UPDHIS session.
A summary of transactions is displayed.
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2.4.9 UPDATE FILE NAME: AND STATUS FILE (UPDSTS) PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDSTS supports interactive deletion and
editing of existing records in the File Name and Status
(STS) File. (Records may only be added to the File Name and
Status File thriugh the CREATE utility.)
Data Sets Accessed. The following data se;s are accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
Encoding Dictionary	 Read only
File NAme and Status File
	 Read, update, delete
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDSTS may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC [204;3) and entering "@UPDSTS" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]UPDSTS".
Program Operation. The operator is prompted for the project
name and file type (qualifier). The record for this file is
retrieved from the data base and displayed. Then the opera-
tor is prompted for the field to be changed and the value to
use. Responses should take the form "code-value," where
code is the two-character code for the field and value is an
acceptable value for the field. Errors are reported, and
the operator is given an opportunity to provide correc-
tions. Entering a null or blank response results in a
prompt for disporAtion. Allowed responses are " L", list and
resume editing; "X", complete the transaction ry updating
the data base; "D", compl y► :_e the transaction by deleting the
record from the data base; and "S", discard this transac-
tion. Exercising any of the last three options (X, D, S)
returns the program to the "project name" prompt. Entering
a null response for the project name causes the next sequen-
tial record in the file to be retrieved. Entering "S" ter-
minates the program.
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2.4.10 UPDATE ENCODING DICTIONARY (UPDENC) PROGRAM DESCRIP-
TION
Program Function. I1POENC supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editir ►g of records on the Encoding Dictionary
(ENC).
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
W
7
Encoding Dictionary	 Read, write, update, delete
File Name and Status File 	 Read, update
Program invocation. Execution of UPDENC may be initiated by
either logging on with ETIC [204,3) and entering "@UPDENC" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3)UPDE-IC".
ProE am Operation. The operator must first identi f y the
mode/function in response to that prompt. "A" for add, "C"
for change, and "S" for stop (terminate program) are allowed
responses. The operator is prompted for the code type
(category of codes) and item name (eight-character abbrevia-
tion). The operator is prompted for a description of the
entry in the ADD mode. The previous description is dis-
played, and the operator is promptel for a .replacement in
the CHANGE mode. Entering "D" in response to this prompt
causes the record to be deleted. A null or blank response
leaves the record unchanged. Any other value is accepted as
the new description. (Because of the nature of the Encoding
Dictionary, only the description is a changeable field.)
The program then returns to the "code type" prompt.
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2. 4.11 UPDATE ESTIMATED STATISTICS FILE (UPDEST) PROGRP"4
DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDEST supports the interac lA ve addition,
deletion, and editing of the Estimated Statistics (EST) File.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets• are accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
Encoding Dictionary	 Read only
Estimated Statistics File	 Read, write, update, delete
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDEST may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,3] and entering "@UPDEST" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "a(204,3)UPDEST".
Program Operation. Program activities are divided into
three modes: ADD, CHANGE, and DELETE. Activities within
these modes are divided into three hierarchical levels.
Program levels are summarized below.
Level	 Description
1	 Select mode (ADD/CHANGE/DELETE)
2	 Identify project
3	 Perform mode activity
•	 Select Mode (Level 1). Three modes are available:
ADD new records, CHANGE existing records, and DELETE exist-
ing records. Mode selection can only be made at this level.
"S" (stop) di-,plays a summary of tra p -s.ctions, then termi-
nates the pccgram.
•	 Identify Project (Level 2, All Modes). The opera-
tor must supply a project name or enter "S". "S" returns
program activity to the "select mode" prompt (level 1).
•	 ADD Mode (Level 3). Several sets of data titles
are displayed consecutively. Each is followed by a prompt
for data. Values should be entered in a single line imme-
diately below the field to which they are to be applied.
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The operator is notified of any errors detected and is given
an opportunity to correct them. The newly constructed rec-
ord is displayed after all data have been entered. The pro-
gram then returns to the "identify project" prompt (level 2).
•	 CHANGE Mode (Level 3). The data for the specified
project are displayed, if found; otherwise, a message ap-
pears and the prog ram returns to the "identify project"
prompt (level 2). The operator is prompted for the field to
be changed and the value to use. Responses should take the
form "code=value," where code is the tiro-character field
code and value is an acceptable value for this field.
Entering a null or blank response results in a prompt for
'disposition." Allowed responses are "L", list and resume
editing; "X", complete the transaction by updating the data
base; and null (blank) response, discard this transaction.
Exercising either of the last two options returns the pro-
gram to the "identify project" prompt (level 2).
•	 DELETE Mode (Level 3). The record for the speci-
fied project is deleted, if found; otherwise, a message is
displayed. The program returns to the "identify project"
prompt (level 2).
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•	 ADD Mode (Level 3). Titles of measures of differ-
ent categories are displayed consecutively. Each category
may contain two or more lines. Each title line di3play is
followed by a prompt for data. values should be entered in
a single line immediately below tht- field to which they are
to be applied. The operator 	 notified of any errors de-
tected and is qiven an oppo:t.ini —. •	correct them. After
each record is entered into the SEF, the operator is noti-
fied by the message "+++ DATA RECORD XX ADDED," where XX is
the data record sequence number. After all seven records of
a given project have been entered, the program returns to
the "identify project" prompt (level 2).
•	 CHANGE Made (Level 3) . After entering the CHANGE
mode, the program first prompts for the name of the category
of measure to be changed. The operator must supply a cate-
gory name that is valid (see Appendix A of Reference 3).
Otherwise, the message "RECORD NOT FOUND" is displayed and
the program returns to the prompt for the name of the cate-
gory of measure to be changed. If the category is valid,
the data for the specified category of a given project are
displayed. The operator is then prompted for the name of
the field to be changed. After responding with a code name,
the operator is prompted for a new value. The operator
should respond with an acceptable new value for this field.
Allowed responses for the field to be changed, besides the
actual field name, are " L", list and resume editing; "X",
complete the transaction by updating the SEF; and "S", dis-
card this transaction and return to the prompt for the name
of the category of measure to be changed.
•	 DELETE Mode (Level 3). All seven records of a
specified project are deleted; otherwise, a message "***DATA
RECORD XX NOT FOUND" (where XX is the data record sequence
number) is displayed. The program returns to the "identify
project" prompt (level. 2).
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2.4.13 UPDATE SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS DIRECTORY (UPDDIR) FILE
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Proqram Function. UPDDIR supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of records on the Subjective Evalua-
tions Directory (DIR) File.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Date Set
	
Operation
Subjective Evaluations 	 Read, write, update, delete
nirectory File
File Name and Status File
	 Read, update
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDDIR may be initiated by
either loqqing on with UIC (204,31 and entering "@UPDDIR" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]UPDDIR".
Program Operation. The operator must first identify the
mode/function in response to that prompt. "A" for add, "C"
for change, "D" for delete, and "S" for stop (terminate pro-
gram) are allowed responses. In all modes (except STOP)g
the operator is prompted for the code-type. (With an entry
of "S", the program returns to the "mode/function" prompt.)
In the ADD mode, the operator is prompted for a description
of the entry. In the CHANGE mode, the existing record is
displayed and the operator is prompted for replacement
values. In the DELETE mode, the "code-type" entered by the
operator is deleted. In all modes, completion of the func-
tion is noted, and the program returns to that function's
"code-type" prompt. With an entry of "S" to the "mode/
function" prompt, the STATUS.HDR is updated accordingly and
a count of the functions performed is displayed prior to the
program ending.
5
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2.4.14 UPDATE PHASE SATES FILE (UPDHDR) PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDHDR supports the interactive addition,
deletion, and editing of records on the Phase Dates (HDR)
File.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets	 a::cessed:
Data Set	 Opera tin
Encoding Dictionary	 Read only
Phase Dates (Header) File	 Read, write, update, delete
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDHDR may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC [204,3] and entering "@UPDHDR" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "3[204,3]UPDHDR".
Program Operation. Proceeds as in UPDEST (Section 2.4.11).
s
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205 CREATE NEW PROJECT FILES (CREATE) UTILITY DESCRIPTION
ProgLom Function. CREATE initializes required records in
the Encoding Dictionary and File Name and Status File and
creates data base files for a new project.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
Indirect command files
Temporary data sets
Encoding Dictionary
File Name and Status File
CIF File (icy project)
CMT File (by project)
CRF File (by project)
CSF File (by project)
CSR File (by project)
HIS File (by project)
RAF File (by project)
RSF File (by project)
Read only
Read, write, de
Read, write
Read, write
Define only (by
Define only (by
Define only (by
Define only (by
Define only (by
Define only (by
Define only (by
Define only (by
Lete
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
DEF utility)
Program Invocation. Execution of CREATE may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,31 and entering "@CREATE" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@(204,31CREATE".
Program Operation. The program first prompts for the proj-
ect name. It then attempts to add the project name to the
Encoding Dictionary and to create records; in the File Name
and Status File for the project files that are to be created.
Any errors are reported to the operator. The operator must
decide, on the basis of the messages received, whether or
not to proceed with the actual file creation,. Any reported
error is sufficient cause to terminate CREATE. If the oper-
ator chooses to terminate CREATE, care should be taken to
delete the records that have just been added to the Encoding
Dictionary and the File Name and Status File using UPDENC
and UPDSTS, respectively.
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2.6 ARCHIVE DATA BASE FILES (ARCHIV) UTILITY DESCRIPTION
Program Function. ARCHIV makes a tape copy of the entire
data base or of a list of files specified by the user.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
All or part of data base
File Name and Status File
Encoding Dictionary
Magnetic tape
Operation
Read only (by BCK ut i 1 i t;,;
Read, update, write
Read only
Write only (by BCK utility)
.
Program Invocation. Execution of ARCHIV may be initiated by
either log g ing on with UIC (244,3] and entering "@ARCHIV" or
logging r.n with another UIC and entering 11@[204,3JARCHIV".
Program Operation. The operator is first reminded to ready
the tape from the console and specify the necessary command
format. When this has been done, the operator should re-
spond to the prompt for files to be saved by entering "ALL"
or "LIST". The tape identification is then requested. This
should be the same alphanumeric string used in the INI/MOU
command g . l
 If "ALL" was specified, all data sets under
UIC (204,1] are copied to the tape. Otherwise, the program
prompts for file names until a null response is entered.
These files are verified against the File Name and Status
File for accuracy, the last access date is reset, and the
files are copied to tape. The File Name and Status File is
updated before any data sets are copied under the "ALL"
option.
See RSX-11 Command Language Manual (Reference 5) for de-
tails about the INI and MOU commands.
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2.7 RESTORE DATA SASE FILES (RESTOR) UTILITY DESCRIPTION
Program Function. RESTOR recovers all or a list of data
sets stored on a tape and reestablishes them under UIC
(204,1).
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
Magnetic tape
Transaction Files
Recovered data base
Encoding Dictionary
File N .imas anti Status File
Operation
Read only (by RST utility)
Read only
Read, write, update, delete,
write (by RST utility)
Read only
write only
Program invocation. Execution of RESTOR may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC (204,3) and entering "@RESTOR" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "3(204,3)RESTOR".
Program Operation. The operator is first reminded to ready
the tape from the console and specify the necessary command
format. When this has been done, the operator should re-
spond to the prompt for "files to recover" by entering "ALL"
or "LIST". Specifying "LIST" causes the program to prompt
for and recover files by name. Specifying "ALL" recovers
the entire contents of the tape. The operator is then
prompted for the versions of the Transaction Files to be
merged with the data base. The operator should determine
these files before beginning RESTOR by selecting the last
versions in existence before the date of the archive
(backup) tape copy from which the recovery (restore) is
being made.
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2.8 COMPRESS DATA BASE FILES (COMPRESS) UTILITY DESCRIPTION
Program Function. COMPRESS compresses user-specified data
base files. It first defines new versions of the files and
then copies all records from the old versions to the new
versions of the files.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set	 Operation
Desired data base files	 Read, write
File Name and Status File
	
Read only
Program Invocation. Execution of COMPRESS may be initiatea
by logging on with UIC [204 1 3] and entering "@COMPRESS" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]COMPRE5S11.
Program Operation. After "@COMPRESS" is entered, the user
is given the prompt F* COMPRESSF[S]: to which the.user can
enter the name of the data base file to be compressed. (The
"[S]" indicates that a character string is expected.) Wild-
cards (*) may be used to specify all projects, all file
types, or both. For example, F* COMPRESSF[S]:*.RAF would
cause all Run Analysis Form Files to be compressed.
Some file characteristics, such as the file-extension quan-
tity, vary depending on whether the file is considered
"active" or "inactive." This is indicated by the current
data base file version number. Any file with a version num-
ber less than octal 100 is considered active; all other
files are inactive. (Most data base files are inactive.)
Version numbers may be changed if necessary by using the PDP
PIP command.
HELP may be entered in response to the COMPRESS prompt for
user help information.
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2.9 UPDATE STATUS FLAG (UPDSFG) UTILITY DESCRIPTION 	 {
Program Function. UPDSFG updates the status flag field of
every record in a selected data base file to a particular
value. UPDSFG cannot be used to update the status flags in
•	 header files.
Data Sets Accessed: The following data sets arw. accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
Desired data base file 	 Mead, update
Encoding Dictionary 	 Read only
Transaction Files	 Write (append) only
Program Invocation. Execution of UPDSFG may be initiated :,y
either logging on with UIC (204,3) and entering "@UPDSFG" or
logging on with anothar UIC and entering "@( 204,3)UPDSFG".
Program Operation. After the UPDSFG utility is entered; the
operator is prompted first for the project name. The opera-
to r must supply a valid project name or enter "S" (stop). A
null response causes the previous project name to be reused.
"S" stops program execution. If an invalid project name is
given, the program displays an error message on the terminal
and prompts for the project name again. If a valid project
name is entered, the program then prompts for the file type.
The operator must enter a valid file type or " S" (stop).
"S" or a null response returns program activity to the
"project name" prompt. "ACC", "CIF", "CMT", "CRF", "CSF",
"CSR", "HIS", "RAF", and "RSV are valid file types. If an
invalid file type is entered, an error message is displayed
on the terminal and the program prompts the operator for the
file type again.
If both project name and file type are valid, help informa-
tion on the allowed status values is displayed, and the
operator is prompted for the new status value. The operator
must respond with one of the allowed values; otherwise, an
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error message is displayed and the prompt for the status
value is given again. The following status values are
allowed:
status value
	
Description
1	 Data unchecked
2	 Data hand-checked
3	 Data verified by usage
After the program updates the status flag for all records in
the selected file to the new value, a summary report is
printed on the terminal. The information displayed contains
the file name, total number of records processed, and the
new status value. In addition, the old status values in the
file and the number of records having each old status value
are displayed. After the summary report is displayed, the
program, returns to the prompt for the project name.
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2.10 UPDATE THE MODULE. FUNCTION OF THE COMPONENT INFORMATION
FILE (CIF) UTILITY (UPDMFN) DESCRIPTION
Program Function. UPDMFN computes and updates the FORTRAN
module function value for records of a given CIF in the SEL
data ba:,e.
Data Sets Accessed. The following data sets are accessed:
Data Set
	
Operation
Encoding Dictionary	 Read only
CIF File (by project) 	 Read, update
CIF Transaction File	 Write (append)' only
Program Invocation. Execution of IJPDMFN may be initiated by
either logging on with UIC [204,3] and entering "@UPDMFN" or
logging on with another UIC and entering "@[204,3]UPDMFN".
Program Operation. After the UPDMFN utility is entered, the
operator is prompted for the project name. The operator
must enter a valid project name or "S".for. stop. "S" stops
program execution. A null response also stops program exe-
cution.. When an invalid project name is entered, the pro-
gram displays an error message on the terminal and prompts
for project name again.
When the project name is valid, the program performs the
following activities without operator intervention: For
each record in the CIF, when the module function field is
blank and the number of executable statements is greater
than zero, the module function value is computed and stored
in the appropriate field of the record. Otherwise, the mod-
ule function value in the record is not changed. After all
records in the specified CIF have been processed, a summary
report, which contains the number of records read, number of
records changed, and number of errors encountered, is dis-
plaved on the terminal. After the summary report is dis-
played, the program returns to the. prompt for another
project name.
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SECTION 3 - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The DSAM system is composed of the programs and data sets
described in the following subsections.
3.1 SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
System activities are organized onto three levels:
•	 Function--The type of activity to be performed
(e.g., UPDATE, or ARCHIV)
•	 Subfunction--The application of that activity to a
specific file (e.g., update, component information
file (UPDCIF))
•	 Mode--The particular operation in progress on a
file (e.g., ADD, CHANCE, or DELETE)
Only the UPDATE function has subfunctions (e.g., UPDCIF or
UPDENC), and only the UPDATE subfunctions have modes (e.g.,
ADD or CHANGE). Six other utility functions are available
in addition to the UPDATE function. Each utility function
and UPDATE subfunction is an independently executable mod-
ule. (Their operation was described in detail in Sec-
tions 2.4 through 2.10.) The executable modules of DSAM are
composed of indirect command files and FORTRAN subroutines
as indicated below.
3.1.1 INDIRECT COMMAND FILES
The highest level of system control is exercised by the .a-
direct command files (Figure 3-1). The activities they per-
form include selection of the function to be performed,
selection of the type of file, initiation of execution of
FORTRAN programs, and integration of RMS utilities. Indi-
rect command files are not compile-3; they are interpreted
code and system directives. Minimally, the call to the exe-
cutable task image associated with each function is imbedded
in an indirect command file of the same name. Listings of
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the DRAM indirect command files are presented in Appendix D.
Other services may also be connected by these indirect com-
mand files.
3.1.2 INTERACTIVE UPDATES
The special nature of the Record Management System (RMS)-
indexed file structure prevents SEL files from being ac-
cessed by the usual sequential methods. Interactive update
programs take advantage of the RMS-indexed feature to pro-
vide fast access to the data. Every record in a file is
identified by a unique field (primary key) and possibly by
other fields (alternate keys). These keys are used to mani-
pulate RMS-indexed records directly.
The 13 UPDATE subfunctions update the data base. Fig-
ures A-1 through A-13 in Appendix A illustrate the baseline
diagrams for these subfunctions. The module functions are
described in Tables B-1 through B-13 and in Table B-20 in
Appendix B. Three modes (ADD, CHANGE, DELETE) within each
'subfunction are supported for all SEL files except the Com-
ments Yile. The additional capability of reading data from
the SAP Output File is also available in the UPDCIF function.
Comments can only be added or deleted; they cannot be
changed. Comments are not logically independent of the
forms to which they pertain, and so they are updated as part
of a form update. No separate UPDATE function is available
for Comment Files.
3.1.3 FILE MAINTENANCE UTILITIES
Four utilities--CREATE, ARCHIV, RESTOR, and COMPRESS--
support the maintenance of the global data base structure.
These utilities are indirect command files that use RMS sys-
tem utilities in addition to application programs to perform
their function. Descriptions of the utilities follow (the
3-3
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IRMS utility used is noted in parentheses). Figures A-14
through A-17 in Appendix A illustrate the baseline diagrams
for these functions. The individual module functions are
described in Tables B-14 through B-17 and in Table B-20 in
Appendix B. Reference 6 describes the use of the RMS util-
ities.
The CREATE (DEF) uti ity enters a new project name in the
Encoding Dictionary, creates all data files specific to that
project, and adds records for those files to the File Name
and Status File. The six Header Files are the only data
sets that must be defined by separate procedures.
The ARCdIV (BCK) utility makes a tape copy of all or a list
of data base files. The "last backup date" field in the
File Name and Status File is updated for every file saved.
The Transaction Files are also reinitialized if the entire
data base is archived. The date and tape identification of
every ARCHIV transaction is recorded on a log data set.
The RESTOR (RST) utility recovers all or a list of data sets
from a tape. Previous versions of Transaction Files are
merged with the reinstalled files if "ALL" is specified.
The COMPRESS (DEF, IFL) utility compresses the data base
files by sorting the file indexes and reformatting the data
into contiguous blocks.
3.1.4 INDEPENDENT UTILITIES
Two utilities--UPDMFN and UPDSFG--are included in DBAM to
perform some special functions. Figures A-18 and A-19 in
Appendix A illustrate the baseline diagrams for these func-
tions. The individual module functions are described in
Tables B-18, B-19, and B-20 in Appendix B.
r
	
	 The UPDMFN utility computes and updates the FORTRAN module
function value for records of specified CIFs. The UPDSFG
f
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utility updates the status flag field of every record in a
	
t
	 selected data base file to a particular value. UPDSFG cannot
Ile used to update status flags in header files.
3.2 DATA SET DESCRIPTIONS
The data sets used by DRAM fall into the three groups de-
scribed below. All files, unless otherwise noted, are lo-
	
t	 catod can disk DBI in TITC [201,1).
3.2.1 DATA BASE FILES
Data base files contain the information used in the inter-
pretation and analyses that are the goals of the SEL. The
files containing descriptions of the structure of these
files are presented in Appendix E. The detailed formats of
the files are presented in Reference 3. All data base files
are RMS-indexed files with fixed-length, formatted records.
(The SFF and SAP files are exceptions as noted "below.)
There are six header files in the data base. Three of these
files contain information describing other files or their
content: the Encoding Dictionary (ENCODE.HDR), the File
Name and Status File (STAT.HDR), and the Subjective Evalua-
tions Directory File (DIR.HDR). The other three header
files contain summary information describing the projects:
the Phase Dates File (HEADER.HDR), the Estimated Statistics
File (EST.HDR), and the St,"J ective Evaluations Data File
(SEF.HDR). The SEF is the only data base file containing
variable-length records.
Where are nine "form" data file types in the data base.
Each project may be represented by up to nine files, one of
each type. These files are named "project.abv", where proj-
ect is the name of the project and abv is the three-character
file type abbreviation (Table 1-1). The files contain
either form, computer, component, or comment data.
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The SAP Output File is the only sequential organization data
base file. This file contains the component data extracted
from project source code by the SAP (Reference 2).
3.2.2 TRANSACTION FILES
Transaction files receive afterimages of all updates made to
seven types of form data files. (There is no transaction
file for either the CMT or Accounting Information (ACC) type
of form data file.) A transaction file has the same format
as the corresponding form data file but has additional bytes
to specify the type of transaction (A = ADD, D = DELETE,
C = CHANGE) and the date of the transaction. These tiles
are named " 1204, 11  TRANS.abv", where abv is the throa-
character form type (Table 1-1 1 . These files have fixed
length and sequential formats and are the only files asso-
ciated with the SEL data base that are located on disk DBO.
3.2.3 OTHER FILES
Several files are used by the maintenance utilities to pass
data among indirect command files, programs, and RMS util-
ities. CREATE uses "[204,3]PRONAM.DAT" to hold the name of
the project for which files are being created. ARCHIV and
RESTOR use "[204,3JFILNAM.DAT" to save the specification of
files to be archived or restored. A log of ARCHIV transac-
tions is maintained on 11 [204 1 3]BCKLOG.DAT". Error messages
generated by UPDCIF while processing SAP data are saved on
"[204,3]MESSAGE.SAP". All of these data sets have variable-
length sequential formats.
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3.3 TASK-BULLD PROCEDURES
All programs described in this document were implemented in
structured FORTRAN. Consequently, all sources must pass
through the FORTRAN Preprocessor (FPP) (Reference 7) before
compilation. The locations of all data sets required to
prepare a task image (load module) are listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Locations of Component Data Sets
File Type
	 Qualifier
	 UIC
Source FPP (204,151
Object OBJ (204,15)
Overlay ODL [204,151
Task image TSK [204,51
Indirect task builder com- TKB (204,151
mands
Task image generation com- CMD [204,151
mands
The component (subroutine) name is used as the file name of
the source and object data sets. The program (function)
name is used as the file name of the task images. Overlay
Descriptor Language data set names have the format "XX.ODL"
and indirect task builder command data set names have the
format "XX.TKB", where XX is the subsystem prefix
(Table 3-2). Task-build options used in preparing task
images are listed in Table 3-2. Task image generation com-
mand files perform all precompile, compile, and task buila
operations and have names with the format "XXGEN.CMD", where
XX is the subsystem prefix. Appendix C lists the Overlay
Descriptor Language needed to build these task images.
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Table 3-2. Task-Build Options for DBAM Functions
Maximum Number Maximum
Subsystem Active Files of Units Buffer Size
Program Prefix (ACTFIL) (UNITS) (MAXBUF)
UPDREF SE 3 13 518
UPDEST ES 2 12
UPDHDR HD 2 12
UPOHIS HI 4 12
UPDRSF RS 4 13
UPDRAF RA 4 14
UPDCSR CT 4 13
UPDCSF CM 4 14 263
UPDCIF CI 4 14
UPDCRF CH 4 14
UPDETS ST 2 12
UPDENC EN 2 12
CREFIL CE 4 11
(CREATE)
ARCFIL AR 4 11 263
(ARCHIV)
RESFIL RE 4 13 263
(RESTOR)
STS (COM- CO 1 1
PRESS)
UPDDIR SD 2 1
UPDMFN MF 3 3
UPDSFG SF 4 3 263
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APPENDIX A - BASRLINE DIAGRAMS
Appendix A contains baseline diagrams for the DBAM programs.
Fiqures A-1 through A-13 and show the 13 update subfunc-
tions; Figures A-14 through A-19 show the 6 utility func-
tions.
Title
Component Summary Form Update Subfunction
Change Report Form Update Subfunction
Component Information File Update Subfunction
Component Status Report Update Subfunction
Run Analysis Form Update Subfunction
Resource Summary Form Update Subfunction
Growth History Update Subfunction
File Name and Status File Update Subfunction
Encoding Dictionary Update Subfunction
Estimated Statistics File Update Subfunction
Subjective Evaluations File Update Subfunction
Phase Dates (Header) Update Subfunction
Subjective Evaluations Directory File Update
Subfunction
Create Function
Archive Function
Restore Function
Compress Function
Update Status Flag Function
Update the FORTRAN Module Function of the Com-
ponent Information File Function
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APPENDIX B - COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
Appendix B contains brief descriptions of all components
written for DRAM. These are organized by subfunction (task
image,, . Those components that ara common to several sub-
functions are listed in the last table.
Table
Number Title
B-1 UPDCSF Component Descriptions
B-2 UPDCRF Component Descriptions
B-3 UPD^IF Component Descriptions
B-4 UPDCSR Component Descriptions
B-5 CPDRAF Component Descriptions
B-6 UPDRSF Component Descriptions
B-7 UPDHIS Component Descriptions
B-8 UPDSTS Component Descriptions
B-9 UPDENC Component Descriptions
B-10 UPOEST Component Descriptions
B-11 UPDSEF Component Descriptions
B-12 UPDHDR Component Descriptions
B-13 UPDDIR Component Descriptions
B-14 CREATE Component Descriptions
B-15 ARCHIV Component Descriptions
B-16 RESTOR Component Descriptions
B-17 COMPRESS Component, Descriptions
B-18 UPDMFN Component Descriptions
B-19 UPDSFG Component Descriptions
B-20 Recurring Component Descrip-
*-ions
B-1
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Table B-l. UPDCSF Component Descriptions
Module	 Description
ADDCSF	 ADD :node driver for CSF; controls data
set access
APCMT	 Adds comments to comment file
CHGCSF	 CHANGE mode driver for CSF; controls
data set access
DELCSF DELETE mode driver for CSF; control:
data set access; deletes identified
record
DSBCSF	 Displays first segment of CSF record
DSBCSF	 Displays second segment of CSF record
DSCCSF Displays third segment of CSF record
DSBCSF Displays fourth segment of CSF record
DSLCSF Displays fifth segment of CSF record
DSFCSF Displays sixth segment of CSF record
DSBCSF Display driver for CSF data
EMHORB Verifies that a 1-byte field contains
"E",
	 "M",	 "H",	 or a blank
FLDCSF Prompts for changes and rewrites a CSC'
record
GETCRF Prompts for and validates the project
name and form number
NUCORB Verifies that a 1-byte field contains
I-"N #1 ,	 "U",	 "C",	 or	 a	 blank
PROCSF Constructs and adds a new CSF record
from operator input
UPDCSF Update Component Summary Form File
subfunction driver; selects mode
VALCSF Passes parameters from validation
control tables
VALDTX Validation driver;	 selects validation
type
B-2
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Table 9-2. UPDCRF Component Descriptions
Module Description
ADDCRF ADD mode driver for CRF; controls data
set access
' CHGCRF CHANGE mode driver for CRF; controls
data set access
DFLCRF DELETE mode driver for CRF; controls
data set access; deletes identified
record
DSACRF Displays first segment of CRF record
DSBCRF Displays second segment of CRF record
DSCrRF Displays third segment of CRF record
DSDCRF Displays fourth segment of CRF record
FLDCRF Identifies fields to be changed in the
CRF record
GETCRF Prompts for and validates project name
and form number
PROM Drives CRF record updates
UPDCRF Update Change Report Form File
subfunction driver; 	 selects mode
VLACRF Validates first segment of CRF data
VLBCRF Validates second segment of CRF data
VLCCRF Validates third segment of CRF data
VLDCRF Validates fourth segment of CRF data
B-3
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Table B-3.	 UPDCIF Component Descriptions
Module Description
ADDCIF ADD mode driver	 for CIF; controls data
set access
CHGCIF CHANGE mode driver for CIF; controls
data set access
CODCIF Finds an unused component code in the
CIF
DLLCIF DELETE mode driver for CIF; controls
da"a set access; deletes identified
record
US AL: I i uisplays tirst	 54a111tiit oL	 C11	 record
DSi3CIF Displays second segment or c:IF record
DSCCIF Displays third segment of CIF record
FLDCIF Prompts for changes and rewrites a CIF
' record
GLTCIF Prompts for and validates project name
avid component name
MUVCIF Moves data from a SAP record to a CIF
record
NAMCIF Reads and validates project name and
component name from SAP record
PROCIF Constructs and adds a new CIF record
from operator input
RLDCIF Reads SAP records and matches them with
CIF records
UPDCIF Update Component Information File
subfunction driver; selects mode
VALCIF CIF validation driver
VLACIF Validates first segment of CIF data
VLACIF Validates second segment of CIF data
VLCCIF	 Validates third segment of CIF data
B-4
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Tahle B-4. UPDCSR Component Descriptions
Module Description
ADDCSR ADD mode driver for CSR	 controls data
set access
CHGCSR CHANGE mode driver for CSR; controls
data sr-I t access
DFLCSt2 DELETE mode driver for CSR; controls
data set access; deletes indicated
record
DSPCSR Display driver for CSR data
FLDCSR Prompts for changes and rewrites a CSR
record
FORCSR Displays titles for data part of CSR
record
GETCSR Prompts for and validates project name
form number, and date
HEDrSR Displays titles for record
identification part of CSR record
PROCSR Constructs and adds a new CSR record
from operator input
UPDCSR Update Component Status Report File
subfunction driver; selects mode
VALACT Validates other-activity field of CSR
record
VALCSR Validates data fields of CSR record
B-5
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Table B-5.	 UPDRAF Component Descriptions
Module Description
ADDRAF ADD mode driver for RAF; controls data
set access
CHGRAF CHF.NGE made driven for RAF, controls
data set access
DATRAF Displays titles for data part of RAF
recur
DELRAF DELETE mode driver for RAF; controls
data set access; deletes identified
record
DSPRAF Display driver for RAF data
FLDRAF, Prompts for changes and rewrites an
RAF record
GETRAF Prompts for and validates project name,
fo " number, programmer, and machine
HEDRAF Displays titles for record
identification part of RAF record
PRORAF Constructs and adds an RAF record from
operator input
UPDRAF Update Run Analysis Form File subfunction
driver; selects mode
VALCMP Verifies that a character string is a
valid component name
VALDTY RAF validation driver; selects
validation type
VALRAF Passes parameters from validation
control tables
B-6
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Table B-6. UPDRSF Component descriptions
3
Module Description
ADDRSF ADD mode driver for RSF; controls data
set access
CHGRSF CHANGE mode driver for RSF; controls
data set access
COMRSF Displays titles for RSF computer usage
da^a
DATRSF Displays titles for RSF manpower and
other hours data
DELRSF DELETE mode driver for RSF; controls
data set access; deletes identified
record
DSPRSF Display driver for RSF data
FLDRSF Prompts for changes and ;rewrites an RSF
record
GETFRI Calculates dates at 1-week intervals
from a starting date
GETRES Prompts driver for RSF add mode
GETRSF Prompts for and validates project name
and form number
GETVAL Terminal input driver for RSF ADD mode
HEDRSF Displays titles for record iden-
tification area of RSF record
PRORSF Constructs and adds a new RSF record
from operator input
UPDRSF Update Resource Summary Form File sub-
function driver; selects mode
VALRSF RSF validation driver; selects
validation type
B-7
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Table B-7. UPDHIS Component Descriptions
Module Description
AnDHTS ADD mode driver	 for HIS; controls data
set access
CHGHIS CHANGE mode driver 	 for HIS;	 controls
data set access
DATHIS Displays titles for HIS data
DELHIS DELETE mode driver for HIS; controls
data set access;
	
deletes identified
record
DSPHIS Display HIS record
FLDHIS Prompts for changes and rewrites HIS
record
PROHIS Constructs and adds new HIS record
from operator input
UPDHIS Update Growth History File subfunc-
tion driver; selects mode
VALHIS HIS validation driver;	 selects
validation type
B-9
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Table 8-8. UPDSTS Component Deperiptions
Module Description
CHC?S'PS Lower-level driver for STS update
activities
DSPSTS Displays an STS record
FLDSTS Prompts for changes and rewrites or
delAtes an STS record
GETCOD Retrieves the file and project codes
from the Encoding Dictionary
GETSTS Reads and displays a specified STS
record
UPDSTS Update File Name and Status File sub-
function driver; opens and closes data
sets
VALSTS STS validation driver; selects
validation type
i
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Table B-9. UPDENC Component Description
Module	 Description
ADDENC	 Constructs a new ENC record from
operator input
CHGENC
	 Adds, rewrites, or deletes a specified
ENC record
DSPENC
	 Displays an ENC record
FLDENC	 Changes the description field of an
ENC record
GETENC	 Process ENC record
UPDENC
	 Update Encoding Dictionary subf unction
driver
OF FOUR QUALITY
Table B-10.	 UPDEST Component Descriptions
Module Description
ADDEST Constructs and adds a new EST record
from operator input
CHGEST Prompts for changes and rewrites
an EST record
DELEST Deletes a specified EST record
DSPEST Display driver for EST data
DETEST Prompts for and receives EST data
HOREST Displays titles for EST hours data
NL'MEST Displays titles for EST numeric data
UPDEST Update Estimated Statistics File
subfunction driver
VALEST EST validation driver; selects
validation type
B-11
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Table B-11. UPDSEF Component Descriptions (1 of 8)
Module Description
ADDSEF Constructs and adds new SEF records
from operator input
CHGSEF Prompts for changes and rewrites SEF
records for SEF file
DELSEF Deletes records of a given project
from the SEF file
D.SP`iP Displays title and value of fields for
a selected category of measure
GETFLD Obtains field to be changed and its new
value and validates it
GETSEF Filis the seven SEF records of a given
project for ADD mode
RDDIR Rea(Is one indexed record from the SEF
directory file
SUM Computes SUM fo:: a selected category of
measure
UPDSEF Updates Subjective Evaluations File
subfunction driver
VALCOD Validates the evaluation code for the
SEF record
VALFLD Validates a fixed decimal number field
for the SEF record
VALSFG Validates status flag value for the
SEF record
VFIELD Validates the value of a given field
for the SEF records
%?'FPNUM Validates a fixed decimal number and
positions it in the output area with
given number of implied decimal place
VLINTG Validates an integer number field for
the SEF record
VLREAL Validates a given category of measure
that all fields are real numbers with
same format
VPART1 Validates fields that are 4 bytes long
for the part one of a given category of
measure
B-12
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Table B-11. UPDSEF Component Descriptions (2 of 8)
Module Description
VPART2 Validates fields for the part two and
above of a given category bf measure
GETMT Obtains and verifiers data for the Prac-
tices and Techniques (MT) category
STIMNT Computes sums on the MT category
DSPMT Displays titles and data for th1 MT
category
DSPMT1 Displays first line of titles for the
MT category
DSPMT2 Disptsys second line of titles for the
MT category
DSPMT3 Displays third line of titles for the
MT category
GETTS Obtains and verifies data for the Tools
(TS)	 category
SUMTS Computes sums on the TS category
DSPTS Displays titles and data for the TS
category
DSPTSI Displays first line of titles for the
TS category
DSPTS2 Displays second line of titles for the
TS category
GETDC Obtains and verifies data for the
Documentation (DC,% category
SUMDC Computes sums on the DC category
DSPDC Displays titles and data for the DC
category
DSPnCl Displays first tine of titles for the
DC category
DSPDC2 Displays second line of titles for the
DC category
GETAP Obtains and verifies data for the Ex-
perience with Application (AP) category
SUMAP Computes sums on the AP category
DSPAP Displays titles and data for the AP
category
B-13
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Table B-11. UPDSEF Component Descriptions (3 of 8)
Module Description
DSPAPI Displays first line of titles for the AP
category	
1
DSPAP2 Displays secona line of titles for the	 j
AP category
GETMG Obtains and verifies dat,,% for the Ef-
fectiveness of Management	 (MG)	 category	 l
SUMMG Computes sums on the MG category
DSPMG Displays titles and data for the MG
category
DSPMGI Displays first line of titles for the
MG category
DSPNIG2 Displays second line of titles for the
MG category
DSPMG3 Displays third line of titles for the
MG category	 {
DSPMG4
i
Displays fourth line of titles for the	 I
MG category
GETPF Obtains and verifies data for the
Performance of Team (PF) category
SUMPF Computes sums on the PF category
DSPPF Displays titles and data for the PF
category
DSPPFl Disp' Sys first line of titles for the
PF category
OSPPF2 Displays second line of titles for the
PF category
DSPPF3 Displays third line of titles for the
PF category
DSPPF4 Displays fourth line of titles for the
PF category
GETCP Obtains and verifies data for the
Complexity of Problem (CP) category
SUMCP Computes sums on the CP category
B-14
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Table B-11. UPDSEF Component Descriptions (4 of 8)
Module Description
DSPCP Displays titles and data for the CP
category
DSPC P1 Displays first line of titles for the
CP category
DSPCP2 Displays second line of titles for the
CP category
GETIN Obtains and verifies data for the
Internal Influences on Project	 (IN)
category
SUMIN Computes sums on the IN category
DSPIN Displays titles and data for the IN
category
DSPINI Displays first line of titles for the
IN category
DSPIN2 Displays second line of titles. for the
IN category
GETEX Obtains and verifies data for the
External Influences on Project	 (EX)
category
SUMEX Computes sums on the EX category
DSPEX Displays titles and data for the EX
category
DSPEXI Displays first line of titles for the
EX category
DSPEX2 Displays second line of titles for the
EX category
GETRA Obtains and verifies data for the
Resources Available (RA) category
SUMRA Computes sums on the RA category
DSPRA Displays titles and data for the RA
category
DSPRAI Displays first line of titles for the
RA category
DSPRA2 Displays second line of titles for the
RA category
GETPR Obtains and verifies data for the
Software Product ( PR) category
B-15
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Table B-11. UPDSFF Component Descriptions (5 of 8)
Module Description
SUMPR Computes sums on the PR category
DSPPR Displays titles and data for the PR
category
DSPPRI Displays first line of titles for the
PR category
DSPPR2 Displays second line of titles for the
PR category
GETPP Obtains and verifies data for the
Product/Process Performance (PP)
category
SUNIPP Computes sums on the PP category
DSPPP Displays tit?.as and data for the PP
category
DSPPPI Displays first line of titles for the
PP category
DS?PF2 Displays second line of titles for the
PP category
GETRK Obtains and verifies data for the Team
Rank	 (RK) category
DSPPK Displays titles and data for the RK
category
DSPRKI Displays first line of titles for the
RK category
DSPRK2 Displays second line of titles for the
RK category
DSPRK3 Displays third line of titles for the
RK category
DSPRK4 Displays fourth line of titles for the
RK category
GETYP Obtains and verifies data for the Years
of Professional Experience (YP)	 category
DSPYP Displays titles and data for the YP
category
DSPYPI Displays first line of titles for the
YP category
DSPYP2 Displays second line of titles for the
' YP cateaory
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Table B-11. UPDSEF Component Descriptions (6 of 8)
Module Description
DSPYP3 Displays third line of titles for the
YP category
DSPYP4 Displays fourth line of titles for the
YP category
GETYA Obtains and verifies data for the Years
of Applicable Experience (YA) category
DSPYA Displays titles and data for the YA
category
DSPYAI Displays first line of titles for the
YA category
DSPYA2 Displays second line of titles for the
YA category
DSPYA3 Displays third line of titles for the
YA category
DSPYA4 Displays fourth line of titles for the
YA category
GETYE Obtains and verifies data for the Years
of Environment Experience	 (YE) category
DSPYE Displays title and data for the YE
category
DSPYEI Displays first line of titles for the
YE category
DSPYE2 Displays second line of titles for the
YE category
DSPYE3 Displays third line of titles for the
YE category
DSPYE4 Displays fourth line of titles for the
YE category
GETWF Obtains and verifies data for the
Walston-Felix Model (WF) category
SUMWF	 Computes sums on the WF category
DSPWF
	
	
Displays titles and data for the WF
category
DSPWFI
	
	
Displays the first line of titles for
the WF category
B-17
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Table B-11. UPOSEF Component Descriptions	 (7 of 8)
Module Descrintion
DSPWF2 Displays the second line of titles for
the WF category
DSPWF3 Displays the third line of titles for
the WF category
0SPWF4 Displays	 the	 fourth line of	 titles	 for
the WF category
DSPWF5 Displays the fifth line of titles for
the WF category
DSPWF5 Displays the sixth line of titles for
the WF category
DSPWF7 Displays the seventh line of titles for
' the WF category
DSPWF8 Displays the eighth line of titles for
the WF category
•	 VALWF Validates fields for the WF measures
GETPS Obtains and verifies data for the Price
S3 Model	 (PS)	 category
SUMPS Computes sums on the PS category
DSPPS Displays titles and data for the PS
category
DSPPSI Displays first .line of titles for the
PS category
DSPPS2 Displays second line of titles for the
PS category
GETCO Obtains and verifies data for the
COCOMO Model (CO) category
DSPCO Displays titles and data for the CO
category
DSPCOI Displays first line of titles for the
CO category
DSPCO2 Displays second line of titles for the
CO category
GETMS Obtains and verifies data for the
Miscellaneous (MS) category
DSPMS Displays titles and data for the MS
category
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Table t3 -11. UPDSEF Component Descriptiors (d of 8)
Module Description
DSPMSI Displays the first line of titles for
the MS category
DSPMS Displays the second line of titles for
the MS category
DSPNIS3 Displays the third line of title	 for
the MS category
DSPM84 Displays the fourth line of titles for
the MS category
VA U1,13 Validates	 fields	 for they M5 measures
GETSW Obtains and verities data	 for the rode
Breakdown	 (SW)	 cateyory
DSPSW Displays titles and data	 for tale	 SW
category
DSPSWI Displays the first line of titles for
the SW category
DSPSW2 Displays the second line of titles for
the SW category
DSPSW3 Displays the third line of titles for
the SW category
DSPSW4 Displays the fourth line of titles f<,r
the SW category
DSPSW5 Displays the fifth line of titles for
the SW category
_DSPSW6 Displays the sixth line of titles for
the SW category
DSPSW7 Displays the seventh line of titles for
the SW category
DSPSW8 Displays the eighth line of titles for
the SW category
DSPSW9 Displays the ninth line of titles for the
SW category
DSPSWA Displays the tenth line of titles for
the SW category
VALSW Validates fields for the SW measures
;3-19
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Table B-12. UPDHDR Component Descriptions
Module	 Description
ADDHDR Constructs and adds a new HDR record
CHGHDR Prompts for changes and rewrites an
HDR rect.,rd
DATHDR Displays titles for HDR date data
DELHDR Deletes a specified HDR record
DSPHDR Display driver for HDR data
EXFHDR Displays titles for extra	 (unused)
HDR date fields
GETHDR Prompts for and receives HDR data
for add mode
HEDHDR Displays titles for non-date HDR data
UPDHDR Update Phase Dates (Header)	 File sub-
function driver
VALHDR HDR validation driver; selects
validation type
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Table B-13.	 UPDDIR Component Descriptions
Module Description
ADDDIR Constructs a new DIR record from op-
erator input
CHGDIR Changes and rewrites an existing DIR
record as requested by operator input
DELDIR Deletes an existing DIR record as re-
quested by operator input
UPDDIR Update Subjective Evaluations Directory
(DIR)	 File subfunction driver; updates
the Status File	 (STAT.HDR)
K
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Table B-14. CREATE Component Descriptions
Module
	 Description
ADDFNC
	 Constructs a new Encoding Dictionary
record
ADDSTS
	 Constructs and adds records to the
File Name and Status File for all files
to be created for the new project
CREATE	 Creates new files
(indirect
file)
CREM	 Update Header Files for new project
(indirect	 driver
file)
INTENC
	 Adds a new record (project) to the
Encoding Dictionary
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Table B-15. ARCHIV Component Descriptions
Module Description
ARCFIL Identifies files to be archived and
tape number
ARCHIV Copies data base files to tape
(indirect
file)
BCKDAT Sets the last backup date to the
current date for all File Name and
Status File records
GETLST Prompts for file names,	 verifies them,
updates the last backup date, and
writes them to a data set
TRNSET Initializes new versions of all Trans-
action Files
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T3h11 S -lb. RESTOR Compont^nt DescriptiDns
Module	 Description
RECMF.R	 Reads a record from a Transaction File
and performs the indicated update on the
indicated file
RCSFIL,	 Merge Transaction Files driver;
identifies versions to use
RESTOR	 Restore function driver; identifies
(indirect	 files to be restored
file)
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Table B-17. COMPRESS Component Descriptions
Module	 Description
COMPRESS	 Drives compress function; calls DEF
(indirect	 utility to define new file and then
file)	 calls IFL to copy old file to new file
STS
	
	
Retrieves the number of records of a
given data base file from the File
Name and Status File
B-25
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Table B-18. U?D.dF.J component Descriptions
Module	 Description
OTPRJ	 Obtains the project name from the user
PROCIF	 Reads records from a given CIF, com-
putes the FORTRAN module function, and
stores it back to CIF file
UPMFUN	 UPDMFN function driver; computes and
stores the FORTRAN module function
value for existing CIF record of a
given CIF file
wCry°"': "	 .-
Table B-19. UPDSFG Component Descriptions
Module Description
GTPROJ Obtains project name from user
GTSTAT Prompts user for the particular status
value
UPDSFC; Update Status Flag function driver=
updates all status fields in a given
SEL data base file to a particular,
value with one command
UPSTA:' Updates all status fields with a new
value for a given file and writes
changes to transaction file
VFYFIL Verifies the given file type
Table R-20. Recurring Component Descriptions (1 of 2)
Module noscr.iption
ADDCMT Adds a comment	 (one or more records)
	 to
the comment files
ALPHA Verifies that a field is alphabetic
CAC.MT Display and change comments driver
for multiple comments
CHGCMT Deletes an existing comment and re-
places it with another comment
COCODE Converts a character string to a com-
ponent code with the Component Informa-
tion Files
COnE2B Verifies a 2-byte field with the En-
coding Dictionary
DELCMT Deletes a specified comment
DNCODE Converts a name to a code or a code to
a name with the Encoding Dictionary
DSPCHG Displays summary counts of completed
transactions
DSPCMT Reads and displays a specified comment
DSPGRP Displays all entries of a specified
type from the Encoding Dictionary
FPNUM Verifies that a field has a decimal
numeric format
GETPRO Prompts for and validates the project
name
GETSEQ Prompts for and validates or increments
a sequence number
LJUST Left-justifies a character string
LOG Writes the current date into the last
access date and updates the record
count in a status record
NDATE Verifies that string has a valid date
format
NEWPRO Opens and closes project data files
and the corresponding comment files
NEWPR2 Opens and closes project data files
B-28
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Table D-20. Recurrincl.romponent Descrintion:3 (2 of 2)
MOdU I
 
D^^c-r if) t. ion
NONBL Counts non-blank characters	 in a string
NITMER Verifies that a field has a numeric;
format
PARVAL Parses a string	 into two parts using
" s " as a delimeter
TAB[,E, Verifies a	 1-byte	 field with the
Encoding Dictionary
TABLE2 Verifies a
	
repeated 1-bytti 	 field with
the Encoding Dictionary
X^,)RB Verifies that a byte contains "X" or a
blank
YNORB Verifies that a byte contains "Y",	 "N",
or a blank
ZFILL Zero-fills a string
u	 APPENDIX C - OVERLAY DESCRIPTION FILES
M
	 This appendix contains the Overlay Descriptor Language needed
to task-build the task images listed in Table 3-2 (Sec-
tion 3) .
Figure
Number
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-18
Task Image
ARCFIL
CREFIL
REEFIL
UPDENC
UPDEST
UPDHDR
UPDSEF
UPDSTS
UPDCIF
UPDCRF
UPDCSF
UPnCSR
UPDHIS
UPDRAF
[JPDRSF
UPDDIR
UPDMFN
UPDSFG
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THE OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DRAM ARCHIVE DATA BASE FILES (ARCFtiV)
UTILITY	 (P. LO 10/12/82)
.ROOT RIISROT-OTSROT-$ROOT,OTSALL,RMSALL
$ROOT: .FCTR C204.153ARAP,CFIL-C204,153ARTRNSET-C204,153ARBCKDAT-£ROOT2
$ROOT2: .FCTR C204,153ARGETLST-C204,153DMZFILL -C204,153DMNONBL -$ROOTS
$ROOT3: .FCTR C204, 71 1JTMOVE -C204, 73UTCHAREQ-SROOT4
$ROOT4: .FCTR C204, 7JUTMATCHS-C204, 73UFRMSIAC/LB
QLB: C 1 , j 3RMS 11MQLB : C 1, 1 3RMS 12X
.END
Figure C-1. ARCFIL Overlay Description File
a
;
OCE.ODL
OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DBAM CREATE NEW PROJECT FILES (CREATE)
UTILITY	 (P. LO 10/12/82)
f	 . POOT Rf1SROT-OTSRI.,T-$ROOT, OTSALL, RMSALL
$ROOT: . FCTR C 2174, 15 3CECPEF IL-C 204, 15 3CE INTEPIC-C 204, 15 3DMAD" -;AC-SPOOT2
$ROOT2 : . FCTP C 204, 15 3CEADDSTS-C 204.15 3DMNONBL -C 204, 15 3DMZ)' . LL -27ROOT3
$ROOT3: .FCTR [2174, 73UTCHAREQ-$ROOT4
$ROOT4: .FCTR C 204, 73UTMATCHS-C204, 73UFRMSIAC/LB
Ga LB:C 1, 13RMS11M
OLS : C 1, t 3RMS 12„
Fill
Figure C-2. CREFIL Overlay Description File
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t ORE. ODL
s	 OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DRAM RESTORE DATA BASE FILES (RESTOR)
	 4
UTILITY	 (P. LO 10/12/82)	 5
%
	
	 6
.ROOT RMSROT—OTSROT—SROOT.L TSALL,RMSALL
$ROOT: .FCTR C204,153RERESFIL —C204, 157RERECMER —C204.157DMNEWPR2—$ROOT2
	 9$ROOT"' : . FCTR 1203, 15 ]DMLOG
	 —C 20:3.15 ]Dh1DNCODE—$ROOT3	 9
$ROOTS: .FCTR C"'04, 7]UTCHAREO—$RO€1T4
$200T4: .FCTR 1204, 73UTMATCHS-1204, 7]UTMOVE 
—1204, 77UFRMSIAC/LB
	 1©
OLB:C1,17RMSIIM	
12
OLB : C 1, 1 ]RMS 12X 	 1 4
.END	 it
Figure C-3. RESFIL Overlay Description File
1
OEN.ODL
J
OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DBAM UPDATE ENCODING DICTIONARY (UPDENC) 	 4
PROGRAM	 (P. LO 10/12/82)	 5
.ROOT RMSROT-OTSROT-$ROOT,OTSALL,RMSALL
$ROOT: .FCTR C204,15]ENUPDENC-1204,15]EtICHGENC-1204;15]ENGETENC--ROOT2
$ROOT"': .FCTR 1204.15]DMADDENC-12204.15]DMLOG
	
—1"'04,15]ENDSPENC—_"ROOT3	 _a
$ROOTS: .FCTR 1204.153DMDSPCHG—$ROOT4 	 to
$ROOT4: FCTR C204, 73UTMATCHS-1204, ']UFRMSIAC/LB 	 11
OLB:C1.13RMS11M	 l
QLB : C I, 1 ]RMS 12:; 	 a
15
.END	 !G
Figure C-4. UPDENC Overlay Description File
C-3
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GES.ODL
OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOP, THE DBAM°UPDATE ESTIMATED STATISTICS FILE
1 UPIiEST) P P OGPAII	 f P. LO	 10/12.':327
. POOT PI 1SPIIT-OTSPOT-$POOT.$OO.OTSALL, ^IISALL
VOOT:	 . FCTR C 20-1, 15 ]ESUPDEST-C 204, 15 3DI1GETPP0-,ZPOOT2
TrOOT2 : . FCTP C 204. 15 ]DI1D'3P(,- HG-C 204, 15 )ESVALEST-$PJOT3
$POOT; : . FCTP C 204, 15 ]DI IPNPVAL-C 204. 15 3DMI1OVEBL-C 204, 15 ]DI'1DNCODE-=-POOT4
VOOT4: . FCTP [204 ? ]UTMHTCHS-C 2x34, r ]UFRriS IAC/LB-3P0'1T5
$POOTS: .FCTR *(S8B ,$CC,$DD)
,BB:	 .FCTR [204.15]ESCHGEST-C204, ']UFRMSIAC/LB
$CC:	 .FCTP C304,15]ESADDEST-C 204. 15]ESGETEST-[204, ']IJFPMSIAC/LB
:11'D:
	
.FCTP C204, 15]ESDELEST-1 204, 7 ]IJFRIISIAC.'LB
$00:
	
.FCTP	 VP;TSS)
ERR:	 . FCTP C 204, 15 ]DMSTSFLG-C 204, 15 ]DI°ILJUST -[ 204, 15 ]DMNUMEP -1'RR2
$RR2:	 . FCTR C 204, 15 ]DMFPNUM -1204, 15 ]DriYNORB -1204, 7 ]LITCHAREO
$SS:	 .FCTR C204,15]ESDSPEST-C204,15]ESNUMEST-C204,15]ESHOPEST " S2$SS2:	 . FCTR [ 204, 15 ]ESL I I,IEST
i3LB : C 1 . 1 ]PMS 1 111
01-8:1 1, 1 ]RMS12N
.END
Figure 5'-5. UFDEST Overlay Description File
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/	 gH0,ODL
/	 OVEPLAY 9TPUCTURE FOR THE D8AM UPDATE PHASE DATES FILE (UPDHDR)
,	 PR013Pa1	 /P. LO	 10'13 82`
.PI-111T	 OT-R	 0 P	 B	 U A	 LL
$ROOT:
	
.FLTP [2 .l5	 D R -	 .1	 ^P
$RO T2:	 .F[TP [	 .\	 MI,SPC G -	 .1	 $R OT3
$ROOT37: .F[TP 1204.15]0UPAPVAL-1284.153DnMOVEBL-[204^153DMDHCODE-$ROOT4
$ROOT4'	 .FCTR [20.4. 7]UTHATCH9-[20-4. 7]UFRMSlAC 'LB
/
 FCTR
:	 .F[TR C 20-4. 15 ]H0CHGHDR-[ 4. 	 /1B
$B82:	 .FCTR 1204.15]HDADDHDR-[204.15]HDGETH R-[284. 7]UPRMSIAC 1B
$863:
	
.F[TR [204.15]HDDELHDR-[204. -,3UFRMSlAC-L8
^
$DD:	 .F[TR ^'$DDl.	 $DD
.$BPI	 FCT9 [2O4,\S]0BTGFL	 15 JDMNDATE -[204.15]DMLJUST '$D0iA
$DD A:	 .FCTR [204.15]DMZ5CA E-[
$DD 2: 	 .F[TR [204.15]DU[ODE -[2O4.15]
$D03:
	
.FCTR [204.15]HDr,SPHDP-[204.15]HDHEDHDR-[2M4.t5]HDDATH0R-$D03A
$DD3*:	 .FCTP [20-4.15]HDE.,FHD9
QLB/[I.t]RMSl1M.ODL
QLB:[l.\]RMSI2X.ODL 
'
.END 
~
Figure C-6 ^
 UPDHDR Overlay Description File
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ORIGINAL PAGE TS
OF POOR QUALITY
i	 ISF..ODL
i
i THE OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DRAM UPDATE SUBJECTLvE EVALUATIONSi	 FILE (UPDSEF) PROGRAM	 (P. LO	 11/15/82)
i
.ROOT RMSROT—OTBROT— $ROOT9$00#DTSALLrRMSA1_L
*ROOT: .FCTR C204#I5JSEUPDSEF—E2O4vI53DmUE :FRO— E204tI53DML)NCOIJE—$ROOT'.
$ROOT2: .FCTR C204tI53SEDSPCHG — C2O4r 731ITMOVE — C204r 73UTMATCHS — *ROOT 3
SROOT31 .FCTR C204r1518EVPARTI — C204r1538EVPART2 — C204r 63SFRDSEF —$ROUT4$ROOT41 .Fs.*TR C204r153SERDDIR -C204r 73UFRMSIAC/L9-$RGOT5
$ROOTS: .FCTR 0($0D9$CCt0DD)
i$BB:	 .FCTR C20Ar153SECHOSEF—C204r153SEDSPTYP—C204r153SEOETFLD-0981
S pot.	 .FCTR C204r153SEVFIELD •• C2O4rl53SESUM	 -C204#I53SEVLREAL—$882
$9B21	 .FCTR *( Bir02rB3rB4rB5r86rB79BOrB9rB10r9lltbl2tD13rB14r$BB3)
5893:	 .FCTR *(815r816r017r81Sr819r020r821)
81:	 .f-:TR E200153SEDSPAP
B2: .FCTR C204r153SEDSPCO
B3: .FCTR 12049 153SEEtSF'CF'
B4: .FCTR C204r153SEDSPDC
B5: .FCTR C204r153SED.SPEX
B61	 .FCTR C2049153SEDSPIN
87:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPMG
B8:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPMS —C204r153SEVALMS
991	 .FCTR E204r153SEDSPMT
810:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPPF
oil:	 .FCTR C204PI53SEDSPPP
912:	 .FCTR C204PI53SEDSPPR
0131	 .FCTR C2049153SEDSPPS —C204rI53SEVALPS
8141	 .FCTR C204PISISEDSPRA
815:	 .FCTR E200153SED4PRK
916:	 FCTR L204r153SEDSPSW —E204PI53GEVAL5W
0171	 .FCTR C204•t53SEDSPTS
818:	 .FCTR C204r1535EDSPWF —C204r153SEVALWF
9191	 .FCTR C204PI53SEDSPYA
020:	 .FCTR C204PI53SEDSPYE
B21:	 .FCTR 'E204#153SEDSPYP
i
*CC1	 .FCTR C204r153SEADDSEF—C204rt53SEGETSEF—C204r153DMtIOVEBLI$CC1$CC1:	 .FCTR C204r 73UFRMSIAC/LB—SCC2
$CC21	 .FCTR *(C1rC2rC3rC4rC5rC6rC7rCRrC9rClOrC11rC12rC13rC14r$CC3)
$CC31	 .FCTR *(C15rC16rCt7rC1(J9C19rC20rC21)C1: .FCTR C204rt33SEGETAP
C2: .FCTR C204PISISEGETCO
CS:	 .F1TR C204r t'S3SEGETCP
C41	 .FCTR C204PI535E0ETOC
C5: .FCTR E204PIU]SEOETEX
C6: .FCTR C204r153SEGETIN
C7: .FCTR r204.151SEGETMO
C8: .FCTR C204PISJSEGETMS
C9: .FCTR C204PI51SEGETMT
CIO:	 .FCTR C204r151SEGETPF
C11:	 FCTR C2049ISJSECEI'h11
C12.	 .FCTR C204r133SEGEfPR
Figure C-7. UPDSEF Overlay Description File (1 of 2)
C-6
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C131 .FCTR C204PI539EGETPS
C14: .FCTR C204PI53BEGETRA
C151 .FCTR C204r1539E0ETRK
Clbt .FCTR C204r153SE0ETSW
C171 .FCTR C204r153SE0ETTS-
'C1St .FCTR C204r1535E0ETWF
C191 .FCTR C204r1539CORTYA
C20t .FCTR C204r157SE0ETYE
C213 .FCTR C204r153SEOETYP
F
40D:	 .FCTR C204r153SF.DELSEF-C204 ► 73UFRMSIAC/LS
F
400:	 .FCTR 4RR-*(489)
4RR:	 .FCTR C204r153DMSTSFLO-C204r153DMLJUST -C204r153DMNUMER -4RR2
4RR21	 .FCTR C204r1538EVFPNUM-C204r1539EVALSFO-4RR3
4RR38	 .FCTR C204r153SEVALCOD-C204r1538EVALFLD
F
4891	 .FCTR •(S1r92rS3r54rS5r66rS7r39rS9rS10r81tr912rS13rS14r4SS2)
49821	 .FCTR *(815rS16r517 ► 510rS19rS20r823)
S1: .FCTR C204r153SESUMAF' -C204r1575EDSPAPI-C204.1533EDSPAP2
S2: .FCTR C204r153SEDSNC01-C204r1530EDSPCO2
93: .FCTR C204r133SESUMCP -C204r1531EDSPCPI-C204r153SEDSPCP2
94: .FCTR C204PI53SESIJMDC -C204tt53SEDSPDCI-C204PI53SEDSPDC2
55:	 .FCTR•C204rt53SESUHEX -C204r1538EDSPElit-C2J4r157SEDSPEX2
863	 .FCTR C204 ► 1538ESUMN -C204r153SEDSPINI-C2049153SEDSPIN2
87:	 .FCTR C204r1538ESUMMO -C204ol538EDSPM0I-C204#153SEDSPMO2-87ii
S7A:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPM03-C204r133SEDSPM04
SS:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPM81-C204.153SEDSPM92-C20491518EDSPM82-SAA
SSA:	 .FCTR C204PI53SEDSPM94
891	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPMTI-C204r153SEDSPMT2-C204r1S39EDSPMT3-99A
S9A:	 .FCTR C204PI53SESUMMT
S10: .FCTR C204PI53SESUMPF -C204r153SEDSPPFI-C204r153SEDSPPF2-S10A
S10A:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPPF3-C204r153SEDSPPF4
S11: .FCTR C204r153S?SUMPP -C204r153SEDSPPPI-C204PI53SEDSPPP2
1
12: .FCTR C204r153SESUMPR -C204r153SEDSPPRI-C204r153SEDSPPR2
13: .FCTR C204r153SESUMPS -C204r153SEDSPPSl-E2O4vl53SEDSPPS2
5141	 .FCTR C204r153SESUMRA -C204r153SEDSPRAi-C204r153SEDSPRA2
515: .FCTR C204r153SEDSPRKI-0204.153BEDSPRK2-C204r153SEDSPRK3-S16A
S15A:	 .FCTR C204r1538ED9F'RK4
516: .FCTR C204r133SEDSPSWI-C2049153SEDSPSW2-C204PI53SEDSPSW3-916A
816A:	 .FCTR C204 p l53SED PSW4-C204x153SEDSPSW5-C2049151SE9SPSW6-8168
9166:	 .FCTR 204r153SFDSPSW7-C204r153SEDSPSWS-C204r1533EDSPSWT-S16C
916C:	 .FCTR :204r153SEDSFGWA
5173	 .FCIR C204r1535ESUMT9 -C204 ► i53SEDSPTSi-C204r•153SEDSPTS2
Ste:	 .FCTR C2049153SESUMWF -C204r153SEDSPWFI-C204r1533CDBPWF7-S1BA
SISA:	 .FCTR C204xlS3SEDSPWF3-C204PISISEDSPWF4-L204PIZ36EDOPWFS-9180
S190:	 FCTR C204r153SEDSPWF6-C204x15]SEDSPWF'J-C204 ► 153t'iED:iFIWFS
519:	 .Fe m C204PI519EDSPYAI-Cl04.153SEDSPYA^-L:104PI53UEDSPYA2-SIYA
SIVA:	 .FCTR C204r153S.DSPYA3
S^O:	 .FCTR C204r15'SF.DSPYEI-C204tl53SED51-"(E2-1S:04r153SLDSPYK3-020A
S20A.	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPYE4
521:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPYPI-C204PI53SEDSF 'YP2-C204#153SEDSPYP3-521A
S21A:	 .FCTR C204r153SEDSPYP4
i
OL0:CI-13RMSIIN
OLD': C: - 1 7RMS1':.X
r	 END
Figure C-7. UPDSEF Overlay Description File (2 of 2)
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i	 eST.ODL
i
i	 OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DRAM UPDATE FILE NAME AND STATUS FILE
i	 (UPDSTS) PROGRAM	 (P. LO 10/12/82)
.ROOT FMSROT-OTSROT-$ROOTrOTSALLPRMSALL
$ROOTS #FCTR C204PI53STUPDSTS-C204r153STCHOSTS-C204r153STDSPSTS-•ROOT2
$ROOT2: .FCTR C204+I53DMPARVAL-1:204r153STBETSTS-$ROOT3
$RC)UT3: .FCTR C2041IU2STOETCOD-C2O4r1'^3DMDNCODE-C20,tplZ3sTFLDSTS-$ROOT4
*POOT4: .FCTR L'.204P1538TVALSTS-C204r 153DPINUMER -C204rI53DMNDATE -$ROOT5
sR00T5: .FCTR C204r 73UTMATCHS-[2047 73UFRMSIAC/LH
(?LBS C1r13RMS1:M
2LB: C 1 r 13RMS12X
i
.END
Figure C-8. UPDSTS Overlay Description File
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OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DRAM UPDATE COMPONENT INFORMATION FILE 1(UPDCIF) PROGRAM	 (P.	 LO	 10.13 B?)
ROOT Pr 1'e ROT- OTSR4T-.FROOT, +TQ0. OTSALL . RMSALL
T'ROOT: FCTR C _t?4. 15 ]C IUFC, C IF-C04. 15 ]C IGETC IF-[ Wn.j. 15 3Dt1NEIJRR0-*POOT2
TPOi'1T.
	 : .Fi'TP f?n.3,	 2',•3. 15 ]C1'2DATE
	
-C : i4, 15 iLi'LLv-	 -iKQ0T4
C r1^4.	 - JI_ITELWO	 -C- ^J-1.	 ]I ITh'il ^'-	 -[ 2^.4,	 ' 11 .1 TPWTI'Hw-Ff IaOTS1;ki 0T-3; . Fi TP t
.FRI OT'i : Fi; T C X04.	 L< -TFOOTtS
FRQOTta: FCTR +	 TEB :KC.'TDD.$EE)
	 .
BBB : . FCTR C	 Il :. 15 IC IL HGC IF - C 204, 15 ]C IFLDC IF-C 204.
	 7 ]UFPPIS IAC
	 LB t 4
ACC: FCTR C204.15]CIPDDCIF-C204.IS]CIPROCIF-[204,15]CICODCIF- CC2 15$CC2 : . FCTR E;04.	 3UFP,1S IAC 'LB 1 h
$DD : FCTR 120-4. 15 ]C I DELI' IF-C 204. 	 7 ]UFRMS IAC 'LB 1"
TEE: FCTR C204.15]CIREDCIF-C204.157CINAHC IF-[204,15]CIMOVCIF--'EE2 1TEE': FCTR C '04.	 h JR51-T', PE
	 -C 204.	 7, ]UFRMS IHC. LS
$00 . . FCTR ';-f 2114. 15 ]DP IDNCODE-C 204. 15 3DPIDSPGPP-1 --'04. 15 ]DMTABLE
	 -$01)2$002: FCTR C
	 15 ]Dt1THBLE2-1 204. 15 ]DMSTSFLG-C 204, 15 ]C IVALC IF- , 003$003: FCTR C..134. 15 ]DMPARVAL-C 204. 15 ]DP1LJUST -1204, 15 ]DMNUMER
	 --004$QL74: FCTR [204.	 ^' ]UTCHHREQ-!FQQ5$005: . FCTR M t $RR . TSS .:ITT}
$RR: FCTR 12, 04, Ia]CIVLACIF-C204.15]CIDSACIF
$SS: .FCTR C20 . !	 15 ICIVLFCIF-C204	 157CIDSBCIF$TT: FCTR 12114. 15 ]C I1'LCC IF-[ 204. 1: ]C IDSCC IF
OLF:C 1. 1 ]Ptr,I 1t1 ±^
Q1.8: C 1 . 1 ]FMS 12?C
. Et1D
Figure C-9. UPDCIF' Overlay Description File
C-9
or POOR QUALITY
 OF p
OCH.ODL
0`,'EPLWi' '?TF'!!CTU!'E FOP THE DCAM UPDATE CHANGE PEPnPT FOPM (UPDCPF)
PF`OGFON 1 P . LO	 10/14 , 32) i
•
r,
PM' T r114. lc]CHIJFDi PF-Ptr'_P,•jT-,'T-.PtIT-aFCTP.-BFCTR.OT'^!4;.,L.PMSALL
raFCTF:: t	 ,	 Ir L	 •,.^. 1'	 ]Lt',,L',	 •'F	 -	 ^.+•l.	 1'	 i;'	 iLv
F, ,°,.x.:^^7t^l^rl,"i^!^r,,I-[^r^.r.1L
	 t„C; '.F^^^kCi.1'IN 1 1.nG	 -	 FCTR2
Ft	 r'::: .^	 r. [.	 ,.i. ']^,rrl.,	 C	 —C	 ,'+a.	 ]! rllril: i.—c. i,.4.	 11 1Cr.	 trr.	 —	 FCTR3
FCTP,: 1'i.TF [.-14.1511fl:P14Tf: FFIItiIHC	 L8 1:
SDI: . FCTR (20-4. 15 ]CHCHURF-C 2114. 15 ]CHFLDCPF-['04, 15 ]Dr1CHGCMT-TD IA 1
$D IA: . FCTR E.204. 15 ]DMD_,PCrIT-[ 204. 15 IN IDELCt1T-C 204, 15 BrIADDCMT-; rD 1 B 1.1$11 18: . FCTR [2-04. ” ]UFRI IS I OC LB
FCTR C '04. 15 ]CHAQDCPF-1204. 15 ]CHFROCPF-C'04, 15 ]DMADDCMT-SSA 1r
$DN: FCTR C 20.4. 73IJFPrISIAC LB 17
T1 1 3: FCTP [	 _+1-4. 15 ]CHI)CLCPF-C 204. 15 31 1 1IDELCtIT-[204.	 -. 7UFRII'3IAC	 L8 I
BFCTP: F, TF' 120 4. 15 111 11DIICO r E-C C04. 1S ]VICOCODE-C C+?•ti. 15 ]PMD_PGRP-PFCTRC
BF.iTR:': .Fi:TF' C	 -r1.4. I57DMTNLLE -C'04. 1`_ ]DtIHDATG -CF4TR -1
CFCTR: . FCTR C _'04. 15 ]DM ILI IER -* + DFCTP, EFCTR, FFCTP. GFCTP+
DFCTR: .FCTP ['414.ISICHVLACPF-1204.157CHDSACPF	 - r
EFCTR: FCTR 1 211-4. 15 ]CHVLBCPF-C' 04. 15 3CHDSBCPF
FFCTR: FCTR C'04.15]CHVLCCPF- C?04.15]CIADSCCPF
EFCTR: FCTP ['1-14. 15 ]CHVLDCPF-C'04. 15 ]CiIhTSFLG-C 304, 15 ]CHDSDCRF
I91-B:C 1, 1 ]RM'SI It1.,7IDL _^
@LB:C 1 . 1 ]PHS1'`;.r -I DL "0
. E1ID 71
Figure C-10. UPDCRF Overlay Description File
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*., .. J^* is
Cr po s)ij QL'OALITY
:
QCM.ODL
1
OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DBA11 UPDATE COMPONENT SUMr1APY FORM .^
(UPDCSF)	 PROGRAM	 (P. LO	 10/14/82) 5
.RGOT C204,153r-"1PDCSF-RMSROT-OTSPOT-AFCTP,BFCTF,OTSALL,Ff1SALL
AFCTR: .FCTP C204,15]DMGETCPF-XFCTR-,#,($Dt.$D2.$D3)
;FCTP; .FCTR C 20 1, t5 ]Dr1t1ElJPP2 -C 2')4. 15 mft(r:: p i.HG - [ '04. 15 7N'1, I?t;	 - 'r•''TP2
;CFCTP.2: . FCTR C 210	 ,'.15 ]CI VHLCSF-C 2k)4. 15 ]Ct 1VALDT: ,;-C 204. 15 ]I . f1ZF I LL
	
- FCTR3 ?
:^FCTR3: .FCTR C.'.04,	 77UTMATCHS-[20.3,	 ]UT110VE
	 -[204,	 7 3UTELA14	 - FCTP4
i:FCTR4: . FCTR C 20.1, 15 3DM"DATE -["2 04,	 7 ]UT INTG	 -[204.	 ' ]UFPt IS I AC tB
!D1: .FCTR C204,15]CMCHGCSF-C 204.153CMFLDCSF-C 204,153vMCACMT -$DIP
i=
14
SDIA: .FCTR C204,15]DMCHGCMT-C204.15]DMDSPCMT-C 201,153DMDELCMT- D18 15
SD18: .FCTR C204,153DMADDCMT-C204, 77UFRMSIAC/LB 16
SD2. . FCTR C 204, 15 ]CMADDCSF-C 204, 15 ]CMPROCSF-C 204, 15 ]Cf1APCr1T - 1;D2A 1"
SD2P : . FCTR C 204, 15 ]DMADDCr'IT-C 204,
	 7 ]UFRMS IAC /LB lSD3 : . FCTP, 1204, 15 ]Cr1DELCSF-C 204, 15 ]DMDELCf1T-C 204, 	 i' ]UFPMS I AC LE
BFCTR: .FCTR, *(CFCTR,DFCTR.GFCTR) 21
r_FCTR: .FCTP 1204.151CMDSPCSF-+C
	 D1O,TDiI) a^3D 10 : . FCTR C 204, 15 ]CMDSACSF-C 204, 15 ]CMDSBCSF-C 204, 15 3Cr1DSCCSF
3D11: .FCTR C204,15]CMDSDCSF-C204,15]CMDSECSF-C204,157CMDSFCSF 24
DFCTR : . FCTR C 204, 15 ]DMIJUMER -C 201, 15 ]DMNDATE -C 204, 15 ]DMCOCODE-EFCTR ".7
EFCTR: .FCTP C204,157DMSTSFLG-C 20,4, 15 3DMYNORB -C 204,15]Df1XOR8 	 -EFCTR2
EFCTR2 t . FCTP C 204, 15 ]Cr1EMHORB-C 204, 15 ]CtlhIUCOPB
GFCTR : . FCTR.. C 204, 15 ]DMDNCODE-C 204, 15 ]Dh1DSPGRP-[ 204, 15 ]Df1TABLE2- 3FCTR2 .3
GFCTR2: .FCTR C204,153DMTABLE ^?
QLB : C 1, 1 ]RMS 1111.ODL ? 1
QLB:C1,13PMSI2X.ODL
.END
tit
34
Figure C-11. UPDCSF Overlay Description File
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10
1!
12
la
15
15
17
16
^a
22
'3
245
2e
3.
OCT. ODL
t	 OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOP THE DBAM UPDATE COMPONENT STATUS REPORT
tUPDCSR) PROGRAM	 (P.	 LO	 10/14%'92)
.POOT bP0OT-PMSROT-OTSROT-$QQ, OTSALL, R11SALL
'ROOT: . FCTP C '04. 15 ]CTUPDCSR-C 204, 15 3CTGETCSR-C 204, 15 3DMZF ILL - 	 t
$P 1 : . FCTP [ ;0,4, 15 3DMLJUST -C Z04, 15 3DMNELIPR2-C 204, 15 ]DMDSPCHG-SR2
SRI: . FCTP C 204, 15 ?DMLOG	 -C 204, 15 3CTVALCSR-C 204, 15 3DMGETSEQ-ZR3
$P3: .FCTP [204,153CTVALACT-C204,15]DMPARVAL-SR4
TR4: . FCTR C 204, 15 ]DMSTSFLG-C 204, 15 3DMRt t zIND-C 204, 15 ]DMNDATE -SR5
SR5: .FCTR C204,153CTDSPCSR-C204,153CTHEDCSR-C 204, 153CTFORCSR-SR6
fR6 : . FCTR C 204.15 3DMFPNUM -C 204, 15 3DMt1UMER -C 204, 15 3DMDNCODE-SR7
SR7: .FCTR C 204,15 3DM000ODE-C204 , 153DMZDATE -$RIO
$PIC : .FCTR 1204, 73UTMOVE	 -C204, 73UTMATCHS-C204, 73UTBLANK -TR11
TR 1 1 : . FCTR C 204, 15 3CTE, ;PTAB-C 204, 	 7 3UFRMS IAC/LB
Wo: .FCTR' K($RR,$SS,STT)
$RR: .FCTR C204,153CTCHGCSR-1204,153CTFLDCSR-C2O4, 73UFRMSIAC%L@
SSS: .FCTR 1204,153CTADDCSR-[204,153CTPROCSR-C204, 7.3UFRMSIAC/LB
STT: .FCTR 1204,153CTDELCSR-C204, 	 73UFRMSIAC/LB
OLB : C 1 3P.MS 1 1 M. QDL
OLB:11,I3RMSI2X.0DL
. EIID
Figure C-12. UPDCSR Overlay Description File
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C-12
RHI.ODL
OVEPLAY STPUCTUP.E FOR THE DBAM UPDATE GROWTH HISTORY FILE (UPDHIS7
PPOGPAH	 1P. LO 10/14/32)
PLOT P: t'^POT-OTSPOT-1 POOT, $rir) . OTSALL. PIt:-ALL
XFOOT:	 . FCTF [ 13, 15 ]H IUF'DH IS-[ 20-i, 15 ]Iit 1';ETPP,]-[ 2134, 15 ]DI1ttEtJPP2- BPOOT2
SPOOT^ : . FCTP C 204, is 3DMtjSPCHG-[ 20 ' 15 31 1 11LOG
	 -C 204, 15 ]H I VALH I S-1POOT3
SROOT3: . FCTR [ '1 04, 15 3DMPAPVAL-C 2^^-1, 15 ]DI ILUATE ^C.2.34 15 ]Dt1tt0^1EBL- ZROOT4
SPOOT4: . FCTP [ '21 134, 7 3UTBLANK. -C 204. 7 3U mOVE
	 204, 7 ]UTFIATCH S--POOTS
SROOT5: .FCTR C204. 73UFRh1SIAC/L8-5POOT6
SROOM .FCTR #((SBB,SCC,SDD)
X88:	 . FCTP [ 204, 15 3ti ICHGH IS-C 204, 15 ]H IFLDH IS-[ 204, 7 31JFPMS IAC/LB
V--C :	 FCTP C 20,1, 15 ]H I ADDH I S-C 204, 15 3H I PROH I S-C 204, 7 3UFPt1S I AC/LB
$DD :	 . FCTR 1204, 15 3H I DELH I S-[ 204. 7 3UFPI1S f AG!LB
$00:	 .FCTR k($RP.$SS)
$RP :	 . FCTR C 20.4, 15 3H I DSPH I S-C 204.15 ]H I DATH I S-C 204, 15 ]DIILJUST -:SRR2$RR2: . FCTP C 204, 15 3DMSTSFLG-C 204, 15 3DMNDATE -C 204, 15 31)NHU"ER --RR3$RR3: . F' TR [204. 7 ]UTCHAPEQ
	SSS:	 .FCTR 1204, 153DIVICODE
@LB : C 1, 1 3RMS 11 MQLB:C 1, 1 MIS 12X
.END
Figure C-13. UPDHIS Overlay Description File
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QRA.ODL
OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR THE DRAM UPDATE RUN ANALYSIS FORM (UPDRAF)
PROGRAt1 (P.	 LO	 10/18/82)
.ROOT $ROOT-RMSROT-OTSROT-$AA, $CC, OTSALL, RMSALL$ROOT: . FC_TR C 204, 15 ]RAUPDRAF-C 201, 15 ]RAGETRAF-C 204, 15 3Dt1NE6JPP2-':.R2
$R2: . FCTP: C 204, 15 ]DMZF ILL -[ 204, l5 ]DMDSPCHG-C 204, 15 ]Dt1LOG
	 -SP3$R3: . FCTP C 204. 15 ]PAVALRAF-C 294, 15 ]D[,IGETSEO-C 204, 15 ]Pr4VALCr1P--P4$R4: FCTP C -i14. 15 3DMPr4PVPL- C 204. 15 ] r, ri?PATE
	 - C''04, 1 T ?F'P'--'NLDTr'- VP $R6: FCTP [ ?04, 15JDMCACMT -1204, 15 ]DNCHGCMT-C 204, 15 ]DI I	 PiCI1T- .£R7$R7: . FCTP C'`	 15']Di1ADOCt1T-C 20.1, 15 7LI1DELCHT-$R3
204
04,$R8: . FCTP C	 ..	 7 ]UTt iOVE
	 -E204,	 7 ]UTt1ATCHS-C 204, 	 7 ]IJTBLHNI	 -::P9$F,9: .FCTP ['204,
	 r- ]UFP1ISIr1C-,'LB
$AA: .FCTP +'t$BB1,$GB2,$(3B3)
$881: .FCTR [=04,157PACHGP AF-[204,157RAFLDRAF-0204, 7]UFt"MSIAC/LB
$BB2: .FCTP C204,15]RAADDRAF-C294,15]RAPRORAF-C294, 	 7]UFRMSIAC/LB
$883: .FCTR C?04,153RADELRAF-C204.	 77UFRMSIAC/LB
$CC: FCTP t^($EE,$FF,$GG)
SEE: .FCTP C204..15]RAASPRAF-C294,153RAHEDRAF-C204,153PADATRAF-FEE2$EE2: FCTP, C 204, 15 ]DMCOCODE
;
$FF: .FCTP 1294, 15]DMSTSFLG-C 294, 15]DML.tUST -[204, 15]DMNUMER -FF2$FF2: . FC rP 12134, 15 ]DriNDATE -C 204, 15 ]DM)CORB	 -1204, 15 ]DMYNOPB
SGG:. .FCTP 1204,153DthDNCODE-[204,157DMTABLE -1204,1*5]DMDSPGRP
;
QLB:1 1, 1 ]Pr1SI 1M
GLB : C 1, 1 ]Rt S 12X
;
.END
Figure C-14. UPDRAF Overlay Description File
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^ OVERLAY STRUCTUP2 FOR TPE D814M UPDATE RESOURCE SUMMARY FORM (U9DRSF^ 4
^	 PPUGPxM W.	 LO	 10	 |8 82)	 ' 13
.P0nT PP\ ,^POT-OTq POT-rPO T.	 M
	
RU9ALL
-WOOT' .F1:TP i	 4.|5]R'^UP DR' F-[284.\5]R	 TR I.;F-C 204. 15 IDN F I LL	 -TROOT2 I
TP'lOT2: FCTP ^[`0^^|3]0V<F/^^P^-[`O4.\5] 	 I	 P[H^-[204. 1	 ]^^	 -$R .4
T3:
.
.F
~	
^204.}	 P5V^LP9F-[ 2n4.\5]	 Q	 *,'0-4. 15 JIrIPHPVAL-rROOT.4 \o
^R	 '; F' .^5	 FLG-XROOT5`	 4	 \5]P^\PDnD|D-[`0^.|51D,^DATE -L 'U4	 ^~'-' ^N^ \
; 'F C 204
^
'	7]UTl|xT[HS-[-~~4.	 ^]UTMOYE	 -[^	 7 ' -^--^-^ROOT6- 12-~~
^6: FCTR [204	 7]UFRMS{ACL-$ROOT9 1^
$R0Or9: FCTR 1
^ 15
TAP: .F[TR [204.15]RSCHGRSF-[Z04.I 	 ] I t;
$8B: .F[TR L^O4.\5]RSAPDR9F-[	 0	 .1	 ]RS	 -[Z84,15]RSGETRES-T^BB,2 \^
T882: .F[TR [	 0-1 ,15]RSGETYoL-[204.	 73UFRM5lACLB \
$M .F[TV [204.(5]9S0ELP^F-[Z04.	 7lUFRMB<AC 1~8 I^
^ `0
TDD: .F	 TR XEE.$FF) ^-/
SEE: .F TR .	 ]R	 '[2O4.15	 -[204.15]RSDATRSF-rEE2 -1
$EE2: .F 134. 15 IRSCO I UP	 -1204. 15 	 8L-$EE3	 ' 23
$EE3: .FCTR [204.15]DN-JUS	 -C204. 153RSGETFRI 214
$FF .FCTR [204.15]DPO)NCODE-[".)84.15]DMDSPL;RP-[204.15]0NNDATE -YFF2 25
$FF2: .FCTR [2O4.15]DMNUMER -[2O-1.l5]DNUFPHUM -$FF3	 '' 6
$FF3: .FCTR [2O4.	 7. ]UTCHA9E0 27
QL8:1I.i]RPB1lM ^q
~ 9:[ l . i ]PM912S U
.B1p
Figure C-15,.	 UPDRSF overlay Description File
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i
f
{	 UPDATE SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION DIRECTORY (DIR) FILE
1	 OVERLAY STRUCTURE. (J. COOK	 11/4/8)
i
.ROOT $TREEIPOTSALLrRMSALL
T+'fREEl:	 .FCTR $ROOT-RMCROT-OTSROT
i
	
$ROOT:	 .FCTR C 204rl53SDIJPDDIR -C204pl 5 3aC'ADDDIR-C2O4pl 5 3SDdHGDLR-$R1
$R1:	 .FCTR C204PIZ38DDELDIR
i
0L6:C1r17RMS11M.ODL
t?LI, : C 1 r I IRMS12X.ODL
.END
Figure C-16. UPDDIR Overlay Description File
1
OMF.ODL
OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR DBAM UPDATE CIF FORTRAN MODULE FUNCTION
	
UTIL I rY	 (4.'30/82
	
BY P. LO)
.ROOT RM'oROT-OTSROT-$POOT.OTSALL.RMSALL
$ROOT:	 .FCTR 1204,ISJMFUP11FUN-1204,77UTMOVE-$ROOT2
SROOT2:
	 .FCTR *I,(SGTPRJ,$PROCF)
10$GTPRJ:
	 .FCTR 1204,157MFGTPRJ
	 i1
1$PROOF:	 .FCTR 1204.l53MFPROCIF-1204,73UTBLAI ,IK-C2=4,157DMZDATE-$PR0C1
	 1S
$PROC1:	 FCTP 1204, 67R5CTYPE
	 1,1
15
QLB : 11, 1 YNS 1 1 I.1
QLB :1 I. 1 ]RIMS 12'
	 i
.END	 1^
Figure C-17. UPD1711 Overlay Description File
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OVERLAY STRUCTURE FOR DBAM UPDATE STATUS FIELD FUNCTION
.ROOT RMSROT-OTSROT-$ROOT,OTSALL,RMSALL
$ROOT: .FCTR C204,15]SFUPDSFG-C204,7]UTMOVE-°$ROOT2
$ROOT2; .FCTR *($GPR,SVFY,$GST.$UPS)
$GPR:	 .FCTR C204,153SFGTPROJ
$VFY:
	 .FCTR C204,153SFVFYFIL
$GST:	 .FCTR C204,157SFGTSTAT
$UPS:
	 .FCTR C204,153SFUPSTAT-C204,73UTBLANK-C204,153DMZDATE
QLB:C 1, 1 ]RMSI IM
QLB : C 1, 1 JRMS 12X
f	 .END
Figure C-13. UPDSFG overlay Description File
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APPENDIX 0 - INDIRECT COMMAND FILE LISTINGS
Appendix D contains indirect file command listings.
Figure Contents
D-1 DBAM Driver
D-2 Update Function
D-3 Archive Function
D-4 Create Function
D-5 Rest(,re Function
D-6 Compress Function
D-7 Update FORTRAN Module
Function for CIF File
Function
D-8 Update Status Flag
Function
D-1
8207
ORIGINAL PAGE Is
OF POOR QUALITY
{	 * SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LADORATORY *
1	 * DATA VASE MANAGEMENT SYSTL•M #
{DETAILED OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS MAY BE OBTAINED BY LISTING
i'SELDBS.HLP' OR BY CONSULTING THE USER'S GUIDE.
i#*****#*****#**** ?TART SEL DBAM #****i***##**#***###
.1001 .ASKS OPER ENTER FUNCTION TYPE
1
IF OPER :> 'ADD' .GOTO 200
QADDALL
.GOTO 100
.2001 .IF OPER <? 'UPDATE' .GOTO 300
C+ UFD ITE
.GOTO 100
.300:.IF OPER G? 'CREATE' .GOTO 500
QCREATE
.GOTO 100
.5001 .IE OPER <> 'ARCHIVE' .GOTO 600
VARCHIV
.00TO 100
.6001 .IF OPER <,, 'RESTORE' .GOT0 650
QRESTOR
.COTO 100
.6501 •IF OPER <> 'COMPRESS' .GOTO 660
VC PRESS
.GOTO 100
.660t .IF OPER <> 'UPDMFN' .00TO 670
QUPDMFN
.GOTO t00
.670: .IF OPER <.A 'UPDSFO' .GOTG 700
QUPDSFO
.GOTO 100
.7001 •IF OPER <> 'STOP' .GOTO 800
.GOTO 900
.8001 1*i* INVALID FUNCTION SPECIFIED ►
{	 USE - 'ADD' ► BATCH PROCESSING OF ADDITIONS
{	 'UPDATE'r INTERACTIVE DATA UPDATE
1	 'CREATE' ► ADD NEW PROJECT
i	 'ARCHIVE' ► SAVE DV ONTAPE
{	 'RESTORE' ► REPLACE DD FROM TAPE
i	 'COMPRESS' ► COMPRES",',PECIFIED DATA VASE FILES
i	 'UFDMFN'r UPDATE FIAiRAN MODULE FUNCTION FOR L'IF
i	 'UPDSFO'r UPDATE STATUS FLAG PIF.LDS WITH ONE COMMAND
{	 'STOP' ► TERMINATE PRQURAM
.i END WHILE
.00TO 100
.900: ii**** *#r*****##**# END SEL DDAM ******************#**
Figure D-1. DBA4 Driver Indirect Corunand File 	 I
r ^
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1#*****#**^t**t****t UPDATE FUNCTION ******t***********
1001 .ASKS FORM ENTER FORM TYPE
.IF FORM <> 'RAF' .00TU 200
QUPDRAF
.00TO 900
.2001 .IF FORM <> 'RSF' .00TO 300
QUPDRSF
.00TO 900
93001 .IF FORM <> 'CSR' .00TO 400
SUPDCSR
.00TO 900
.4001 IF FORM <> 'CSF' .0OT0 500
QUPDCSF
.00TO 900
.5005 .IF FORM <> 'CRF' .nOTO 600
QUPDCRF
.0070 5'00
.600: IF FAPRM <> 'CIF' .00TO 700
QUPDCIF
.00TO 900
.700: IF FORM 0 'HIS' .00TO 720
QUPDHIS
.GOTO 900
.720: .IF FORM <> 'STS' .OUTO 730
QUPOSTS
.00TO YOG
.7301 .IF FORM <> 'ENC' .00TO 740
GUPDENC
.GOTO 900
.740: .IF FORM <> 'EST' .00TO 750
QUPDEST
.00TO' 900
.750: IF FORM <> 'SEF' .00TO 760
QUFDSEF
.00TO 900
.7601 .IF FORM <> 'HDR' .00TO 000
QUPDHDR
.GOTO 900
.800: .IF FORM <> 'DIR' .00TO 850
QUPODIR
.GOTO 900
.850: .IF FORM n 'STOP' .00TO 900
#*** INVALID FORM TYPE SPECIFIED#
.00TO 100
.9002 !*##*#*#****#**** RESTART SEL DPMB ******#*####*****##
Figure D-2. Update Function Indirect Command File
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EET TEFM,'1'1:F
. EHABLE SUBSTITUTION n
1?C 2134.4ICHEC IJP[ l i+RCH IV STH P T
.ASKS LABEL C MOUNT TAPE _1 II NP10
	 3	 ENTER TAPE — ID	 (TO 6 LETTERS) i
ALL MHO: 5
.IF <EXSTAT> EO	 1	 ". IN I	 I110: ' LABEL' :'DENS-1600 S
. IF <EXSTAT> EO	 1 I10U tiMO: 'LABEL' /DENS- 1600
.IF <EXSTAT> EO	 1 RUNNING D.B. ACTIVITY REPORT (READING TRANSACT70N 8
.IF <EXSTAT> EO	 1 PUN C 204, 5 3P.0/TASK-RC
_a
.IF <EXSTAT' EO	 1 PLEASE PRINT PECENT.RPT AND DELIVER COPY TO JEPRY 1^
.IF	 <E)<STAT' Eli	 1 PUN C 204, 5 3DMAPCF IL 1	 i
.IF <E;;STAT' EO	 1 BCK. ^ F" ILNAM.DAT 12
,IF <.E,;STAT, EO	 1 BCK f IMO: TRANS. DAT-DBO:1204, 13TRANS.'k/SL:APCHIV2.LS 13
@[204,43CHEC APCHIV END 14
PR I APCH I V. LST 15
DMO MO: 16DEALLOCATE MMO: 1
Figure D--3. Archive Function Indirect Command File
D-4
II
nnrn tn! `
r^^o P^,rlp,r
'a7
. ENABLE SUBSTITUTION 	 ° "''	 T 1
.ENABLE GLOBAL
.ENABLE OUIET
.SETS $NAME P1
.SETS 4 TYP •CIFCMTCRFCSFCSRHISRAFRSF'
,SET4 $NTYP B.
.SETS $UIC1 'C204r1]'	 i DATA BASE FILES
.SETS $UIC2 'C204.43 •	1 DEFINE ®OMMAND FILE. UIC
.SETF $PROMT
.IF $NAME E:O •• 	 .SETT $PROMT
.IFT $PROMT	 if	 ******** CREATE FILES FOR NEW PROJECT $*******
.SETF $ERROR
.SETF $EOF
SF: fN -$ALLOC 5.
.SE1N $EXTEN F3,
,SETN $DFILL 512.
.SEEN $IFILL 950.
.SETN $FILLA 1000.
,SETN $F'ILLB 1000.
W	
.SETN $FIL.LC 1000.
.SF.Tti $FILLD 1000.
.W!iILE1:	 .;	 MORE F'kOJLAT!'i	 I0 CREATE
. IF'T $PROMT	 . ASKS $NAME E N I ER NEW PI:UJLG I NAME Uk
.IF $NAME EO	 '9f0F'	 .GOFO E:LSF1
.OPEN #1	 1:204r.31F'RUNAM.DA1
.DATA 01	 '$NAME'
.CLOSE $1
!!	 UPDATING ENCODING DICTIONARY AND FILE STATUS FILE
RUN L204 r 5]DMCREF Il.
.SETF $E:RROR
.;ASK $ERROR ARE THE RE ANY ERRORS SO FAR
.IFT $ERROR
	 -60TO ENDIF2
.SETN	 ITYP	 t.
.WHII.E2:	 .;	 ITYP LE:	 24	 (3 * $NTYP)
.SET:$ $TYP $V'TYPCITYP:ITYP+2,3
.SETS $DBF'2 $UICI+$NAME+',•+$TYP
.TESTFILE	 '$DBF2'
.IF <.'FILERR> EO 1	 ,GOTO ELSE4
!	 CREA1ING '$DBF2'
f$'$UIC2'DEFINE'$FYP'.CMD
,GOTO ENDIF4
.E:LSE4:
.SETT $ERROR
11	 FILE '$DBF2' ALREADY EXISTS$ NEW FILE NOT CREATED
.ENDIF4:
.SETN ITYP ITYP+3.
.$END WHILE MORE FILES TO CREATE FOR CURRENT PROJECT
,IF ITYP LE 24.	 ,GOTO WHILE2
.ENDIF2:
,GOTO ENDIFI
.ELSE$:	 .$	 'STOP' ENTERED
.SETT $E0F
.ENDIFI:
.;END WHILE NOT EOF
.IFT $PROMT .AND .IFF $EOF .AND .IFF $ERROR .GOTO WHILEI
.IFF $ERROR	 SRD 99*.TMP/DE
if
!I	 END OF CREATE
1!
.STOP:
Figure D-4. Create Function Indirect Command File
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SET TERM/MCR
i*****:%********* BEGIN RESTORE ****************kA^
1
;PLEASE READY YOUR TAPE FROM THE SYSTEM CONSOLE
a
a'-MCU MM0:XXXXXX/DENSm1600
i
1 14HLr! E 'X'(XXXX' 13 THE TAPE IDENTIFICATION
'r
.ENriBI_E SUBGTITUTION
01 20 .17<11CHGC IZS TOR START
.OPEN F11_NAM.DAT
.100: .ASKS FNAME ENTER FILES (LIST/ALL)
.IF FNAME •;,:y 'ALL' . GOTO 200
.DATA *.*sMM0:C204r13SELDBS.DAT
.CLOSE
RST eFILNAM.DAT
iRUN C204PI43DMRESFIL
RUN C204p53DMRESFIL
.GOTO 900
.200: .IF FNAME	 .GOTO 900
.IF FNAME :^ 'LIST' .GOTO 100
.;DATA C204713:k.*=MMO:C204r17SELDBS.DAT/SE:-
.DATA *.*-sMM0:C204 ► 13SELD0S.DAT/SE%-•
.300: .ASKS FNAME ENTER FILE NAME TO SAVE
.IF FNAME _ " ,.GOTO 700
.DATA 'FNAME'
.GOTO 300
1.700: .DATA C204r37NOTF•IL.DAT
.700: .DATA
.CLOSE
RST QFILNAM.DAT
.900: }**************** END RESTORE *********>k******>k*
RC204.43CHEC RESTOR END
Figure D-5. Restore Function Indirect Command File
D-6
.. _-, 13
vi 0061 4'{ % -QTY
: THIS INDIRECT FILE (PROGRAM) COMPRESSES THE SEL DATA BASE
.:	 DAVE WYCKOFF	 JUL 81
BASELINE
CPP.	 10
HELP	 20C rip
	_30
FILDIR	 .0Cr1PF I L
	 50
DEFNEW 60
.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENHELE GL^_BAL
.ENABLE QUIET
20-4.43CHEC COMPRESS START
.SETS SP1 PSETS SP P
.SETS SVTi'P "ACCHTrk:IFCMTCRFCSFCSRENCESTGPSHDRHISRAFRSFSEFSTS"
';ETS Si i IC 1 "C COa. 1 7"	 FOR NOW	 THEN [204.13
:BETS SU IC2 °C -0-4.4 1 "
	 FOR NOW	 THEN C 204.3 7 nETrl :SNFILE 1.
,ET?, L „L,
SETH EE JP 1 0.
5titi IE'JF: 10.
_ ETF SEPPOP
.PHF'SE UIC. 1.3"]  DUrtl11' GROUP MEMQER DUr"'
IF GROUP e0 11 204 "	 .GOTO ENDFIUU
!t U I C '•UIC`' CANNOT C011PRESS THE DATA BASE. YOU MUST USE A 204 UIC.
.STOP
ENDF 10:
.'SETF SPROMT
IF SPl EO ""	 .SETT SPRO11T
IFT SPROMT	 !1 DATA BASE COMPRESS UTILITY. ENTER HELP FOR HELP.
.IFT EPROMT	 !!	 A BACKUP TAPE SHOULD BE RUN BEFORE THIS COMPRESS.
.OPENA •1 [1SG.DjT
.SETS DA "C304,43CPR.PRU"
.TESTFILE 'DA'
.PARSE ^FILSPC> ";" DUMMY VERS
.ENABLE DATA 01
DATABASE COMPRESS	 VERSION 'VERS'
	 '<DATE>' '<TIM1E>'
ACT MREC BLK FILLS
DISABLE DATA •l
.WHIL12: .: MORE USER COMMANDS AND NO PARAMETERS ON COMMAND LINE
.IFT SPROMT	 .ASKS SP1 COMPRESS>
.IF SP1 NE "HELP" AND IF SP1 NE "H" 	 .GOTO ELSE14
.GOSUB HELP
.GOTO ENDF14
.ELSEl4;
.GOSUB CMP
.ENDF14:
.;END WHILE
.IFT SPROMT
	
.GOTO LIHILI2
.CLOSE 01
11
!! END OF COMPRESS.
!!	 .A SUMMARY OF RESULTS IS CONTAINED IN MSG.DAT.
.&OTO STOP
.HELP: .: THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES HELP INFORMATION TO THE TERMINAL.
11
11 IF YrU WANT TO COMPRESS A SINGLE FILE, ENTER THAT NAME.
'' WILDCARDS k N) MAY BE USED TO SPECIFY ALL PROJECTS OR ALL
i-ORM TYPES. rOR EXAMPLE:
Figure D-6. Compress Function Indirect Command File(1 of 6)
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+. OI PPES.N S 3 : DEA . PAF
+ -OMPPESS S3: i.PAF
k COIIPPESS C 5
	
IDEA.
! !
	 ^^ COMPPESS %CS3: k.a
lI
!! THESE MAY BE ENTERED Ott THE COMMAND LINE. FOR EXAMPLE:
!!
:J[ y0-1, r, 3COMPRESS k. RAF
.PETUFN
.CMP: .. THIS SUBFOUTIIIE PEALS THE DIRECTORY FILE OF SELECTED D8 FILES AND
..	 'ZIIIPPE'SSES EACH OF THEM.
1'PEATE A DIPECTORY FILE CONTAINING NAMES OF FILES TO BE COMPRESSED
.GOSIJB FILDIP
:FT 1EFPOF	 .,SOTJ ENDF30
.OPEhP 02 99DIP.Tt1P
DUMMY READ TO GET PAST THE HEADER
.PEAL w2 DUMM'e
	.IFT .EOF>	 .GOTO ELSE32
.; PIP DIP HEADER n 'DUMMY'
.SETF SEOF
.WHIL34: .: MOPE FILE'S TO COMPPESS
.DEAD M2 PECOPD
.SETS P PECOPDCS.:12.3
.IF P EO "TOTAL OF" .OP .JFT 'EOF>	 GOTO ELSE36
	 ; (SAY EOF)
::T ,
	FE: FPi±11 PIP FILE IS
.''S ETS PEC RECORD[ 3.:25. 7
.PHPSE PEC " " THANE DUMMY
. F APSE SHAt1E , " SPPO J STYP IVEF S 1
.SETS $DBF1 "1204.1]"+SHAME
.SETS 3DBF2 SUICI+$PROJ+"."+ST(P
.; $NAME - 'SNAME'
	
If	 COMPRESSING FILE 'SDBF2'
11
.PEAD 02 REC2
REC2 n 'REC2'
.PARSE REC2 " " SALC DUMMY
.SETS SCHR SALC
.GOSUB r_HRINT
.SETH $ALNOW SNUM
.: SALC - 'SALC'	 SALNOIJ - 'SALNOW
.SETF LOCKED
.SETS TT REC2C10.:10.3
.; REC(10) - 'TT'
.IF L EO REC2C10.:10.3
	 .SETT LOCKED
.IFT LOCKED	 GOTO ELSE38
.SETS CHAR REC2C9.:9.3
IF COMPRESSING NON —CONTIGUOUS FILES ONLY AND NON —CONTIG.
.IF CHAR EQ "C" AND . IF SP2 EO "NOCONTIG"
	 .GOTO ELSE37
.GOSUB CMPFIL
.ELSE37:
11 FILE 'SDBF2' IS ALREADY CONTIGUOUS; IGNORED
.ENDF37:
.GOTO ENDF38
.ELSE38: .. FILE IS LOCKED
11 FILE '$NAME' 1S LOCKED (AND THEREFORE IGNORED)
	
DATA 01 '[TIME>'	 FILE '$NAME' IS LOCKED. NOT COMPRESSED
.ENDF38:
.GOTO ENDF36:
.ELSE36:
SETT SEOF
.ENDF36:
.IFF SEOF	 . GOTO LHIL34
GOTO ENDF32
.ELSE32:	 ZERO FILES SELECTED
if NO PILES SELECTED
.DATA •1 '<TIME>'
	 NO FILES SELECTED
.tnursd:
C OS w
SR^ 9
E
9*.	 /DE
.ENDF30:
.RETURN
Figure D-6. Compress Function Indirect Command File(2 of 6)
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•M.	 ^	 • 1
OF POOR Quit rf'y
.FILDIR: .: THI Aq SU RQUTINE CPEATFS OF PIP DIRECTORY OF SELECTED DS FILES TO
s	 BE NIPPEBSED
SETF II:ERP.OP.
^FIL R,	 SPI
	 G'pSPI'
I F • PA P$ SPI " . " Pt>0J ETSP40
,TEST SPPOJ
IF 5TRLEN, GT 9•	 •GOTO ELSE42
5• T ST STr'P
.I <STPLFN) LT 1. OR IF STRLEN^ GT 3.
	 .GOTO ELSE44
S R.OJ n '3PFOJ'
	 sr ,,p - ' ST',F"
PIP 99 IR.Tt1P	 'LI
.EdOTO ENDF44
ETT SEFPOR11	 1HWALID STRING 'SPI'
.En I,F,4-4-
.GOTO EtiDF4.1
.ELSE42
,SETT SEPROR
!!	 INVALID STRING 'SPI'
EN F42:
:GOTO ENDF40
.ELSE-40: . : NULL LINE ENTERED: IGNOPE IT
.SETT EPPOP
.ENDF40:
FETUPN
.CtIP IL: .. THIb SUBPOUTINE DOES THE COMPRESS ON THE SINGLE GIVEN FILE.
,TEST SVERS1
:'IF	
SACTIV
.TESTFILEE'ISDBFI'	
•SETT SACTIV
.IF -FILERP> HE 1
	 .GOTO ELSE50
	 (FILE NOT FOUND)
.SETS STY ST'E'P
.IF STr'P NE "HDP,"	 .GOTO ENDF56
.SETS STS' "X"
.IF SPROJ EO"ENCODE"
	 .SETS STY "ENC"
.IF SPPOJ 
ED 
"EST"	 SETS STY "EST"
.IF SPPOJ ED"HEADER"	 SETS STY "HDR"
.IF SPROJ ED"SEF"
	 .SETS STY "SEF"
.IF SPROJ ED "STAT"	 SETS STY "STS"
IF STY EO "K"
	 I	 INVALID FILE NAME GIVEN: ' $NAME'
.EN$F56:
.SETS DEFDSN $UIC2+"DEFINE"+STY+".CMD"
: IF	
'DEFDSN'
.  <FILERR> NE 1
	 .GOTO ELSE52
CREATE NEW FILE
:GQSUB D•FNEW
irF SP2 E0 "DSP"	 DSP 'SDBF2'/FU
.IFT R OR
	 GOTO ENDF54
COPY OLD VERSION TO NEW VERSION (EFFECTIVELY COMPRESSING IT)
.I F
 BEFOEE A
	
" NDNV"	 FILES '
SDBF2'/LO • ' SDBF1'/NOSO
SRD -SRSF2'
.SETS LAG "I"
.IFT SACTIV	 SETS FLAG "A"
ATA •1 '<TIME >' ' FLAG' ' SNFILE' 'SNREC' 'SALLOC' ' :DFILL' ''SIFILL' ' $DBF2'
.END 54:
GOTO ENDF52
.ELSE52:; DEFINE COMMA yD FILE NOT FOUND
I!
DATAL
*I DE ' <TIME>'
 COMMAND F
FILE,D FIN ITIONTCOMMAND FILE 'DEFDSN' NOT FOUND
N FG2;
O.ENDF50
.ELS	 NO DHTA BASE FILE (SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN)
II FILE'SDBFI' NOT FOUND
	 (SOMETHING WRONG)
.p
DATA • l '<TIME>'	 FILE ' SDBF1' NOT FOUND
I
NCFSN ILE
.RETURN
Figure D •
-6. Compress Function Indirect Command File
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K
D-9
D-10
-- A
ORIGINAL P^ALITY
OF POOR Q	 .
sIEJ: .	 T",; ,^^^?,aTI,^E :1FItIE^ m IiE.J NILE F,_R THE GIV6t1 F ILE T'i'PE.
'1[FF_
,a^^^.i ^ ' iNVii1iJ'
	 ^d iO.. • 'SUIC"'
°FTF SEPPOP
,LTF PiDu +dj
.';ET: CIE #€ NO,r+ 	 „+T,'F
PUN '_T =, r",MT°vraN rF+ GNMiI TO GET C UPPEIIT tUAVEP or KECORDS IN 99PEC.'*tt^
;^aF'EN N.) aaF^PJ.TtiP
UFfTN N1^ '.^It'
.CLOSE NO
tl 1"'0	 JS 
;^ENI N,'1 P^CGct
?ON —EPT _HHPriC ' FP TO Pl rEGEP
"ET's ECHP RFi OF'r 1 [ I . • J. 7
t,C'SU6 t.HF I11T
. :,rTN SHPI EC TNUr1
; —tl TP ECL 0
:ETH 110 E Q.
_HR RECC ; I , 'P:t; ?9PEC.HIP • 's;EC,-,FD'	 $NPEC • 'ENREC'
l r 1trFE ,: E C:1 0	 ;0 TO ELI
T r ;r P ttE	 44'7" GOTO ENDF61
: ;:r 7 i7,
-- 
ul iit
-1--;1
.£F ' E i '	 r-,.
=ETt1 vo C'^'	 I .
IF	 E[',P NE	 ''CIF" .GOTO ENDF63
.'SETT FrOUNIl
SETN ZFECL O0.
; SETN S10 E r'	 3.
. Er1DFh3 ;
.IF	 jT, P NE	 "Ct1T" GOTO ENDF64
:c TT FOUND
7E T rt XPEI_L	 164.
;E i r1 $111 E',' 	 1 .
EIIDF64:
.If ET,P NE	 "CFF" .GOTO ENDF65
.SETT FOUND
.SETH $PECL	 101.
.SETN SMEY 1.
ENDF65:
.IF 3TYP NE	 "CSF" .GorO EM)F66
.SETT FOUND
. SET11 SRECL 250.
.SETN $1WEt' 2.
ENDFti6:
.IF	 $T'rP NE	 "CSR" ,GOTO ENDF67
.SETT FOUND
.SETN 3PECu 79.
SETN V* EY 3.
. EtIDF67:
.IF	 ST'P NE	 "HIS" .GOTO ENDF72
.SETT FOUND
.SETH XFECL 29.
^a i,I stif
.ENLF72
Figure D-6. Compress Function Indirect Command File
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r^
I
oRIGINAL	 tS
OF POOR QJAUTY
If
T
	
*RAF 	 GOTO EHDF73
N 	 111KEV t3
.IF,  T 
MAPS"
	 ENDF74
.ENDP 4s
.IF STVP EO %,R'	 SETT FOUND
.IFF fEUN	 .GOrOG I^SESB
IF:	
TIIFI L IQ 
^—( .*r'9SRECL+7.))
T
I NR fNSEt99i1^. ♦ tW
	
1 fA11L 	NR*(s+ .). (SDFILL/27.)+IEXTRI
,.T( 0XTNN 31ALL•'1
OTtl fFiLC SS,
.S TN SF	 D 450.gTOt EN .D ^rEELS TN ►1k SIRC% I! .-I
TN fP1L
L 1
NR *s SRECLa7. ) i40.+((fNKEY—I)**EXTR2)
TN $A	 (SA!.L/19.+1.)*18.
Tit S F
	
F 1
L	 0
OF IL L^ I
.ENDF 91D 
IN
oPJRSEJ`F II;
' !8112:
s . DUMW SVERS2
s SVER t * JERSV "PS22	 ^Rgg2'
IF ^f S2 5R? SVERSI	 GOTO ENDiR
I St ETNO 18 F````E CREATED: FILLE 'SDSF22 . NOT C"RF^SSED
. 
N.FATAD01 '
< tIME '	 'INFILE' ' S)IREC' 'SALLOC ' WILL' '11FILL' `MW2' DEF PROS. NOT DONE
.EI^^T^ ^RRpR
,.Ef^
T555550 EFgl`
gL10 FILE TYP: 'iTYP'N F9 s
ELE,^,T.tsEERROR NO RECORDS READ ON F
I
ILE STS FILE
ISS
p
I AT
ls 	
,IfE	 sari	 DDD6
SO*^IIISDFILE,WRS NU COM RES
S^8F1' RECORD
 FILE
COUNTU iSF01 ENOT COMPRESSED
.El 
RETURN
CHRINTs .: THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS A CHARACTER STRING TO A DECIMAL INTEGER.
.QPEAN *3 91NNT TMPF
	 SlL1S TTITUTION
.^SNlM1 'SCHR' .
Figure D-6. Compress Function Indirect Command File
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D-11
ORIGINAL PAQE 18
OF POOR QUALITY
:DISAQLE DATA +3
CL0O5SE M3
099INT.TMP
.RET; ;NUM 
• '3NUM'	 SCHR - '3CHR'
.STOP:
O1204.41CHEC COMPRESS END
.RETURN
Figure D-6. Compress Function Indirect Command File
(6 of 6)
D-12
PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
e
1
2
3
4
5
6
f
8
9
i	 QUPDMFN.CMD
UPDATE THE FORTRAN MODULE FUNCTION OF A COMPONENT INFORMATION FILE
i ri. LO
	 5,• 1%,32^)
r?C204.43CHEC UPDMFN START
PUN C 304, 5 3DMUPDMFN/ TASI: nUPDMFN
9C 204, 4 3CHEC UPDU1FN END
Figure D-7. Update FORTRAPd I:odule Function for CIF File
Function Indirect Conuna rald File
i
34
5
6
OUPDSFG.CMD
UPDATE STATUS FLAG OF A SEL DATA BASE FILE (P. LO 4/23/32)
GE204,43CHEC UPDSFG START
PUN C204,5Jv,MUPDSFG/TASK nUPDSFG
@[ 204, 4 3CHEC UPDSFG END
Figure D-8. Update Status Flag Function Indirect
Command File
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APPENDIX E - FILE DEFINITIONS
Appendix E contains listings of the file definitions.
Figure Contents
E-1. Accounting Information	 (AC^'-"	 File Definition
E-2 Component Information File 	 (CIF)	 Definition
E-3 Comments
	 (CMT)	 File Definition
E-4 Change Report Form (CRF) File Definition
E-5 Component Summary Form (CSF) File Definition
E-6 Component Status Report	 (CSR) File Definition
E-7 Encoding Dictionary	 (ENC)	 File Definition
E-8 Estimated Statistics	 (EST)	 File Definition
E-9 Phase Dates (HDR)
	 File Definition
E-10 Growth History (HIS) File Definition
E-11 Run Analysis Form (RAF) File Definition
E-12 Resource Summary Form (RSF) File Definition
E-13 File Name and Status	 (STS)
	 File Definition
E-14 Subjective Evaluations (SEF)	 File Definition
E-15 Subjective Evaluations Directory (DIR)
	 File
Definition
E-1
8207
ORIGINAL PAGE to
OF POOR QUALITY
.ENABLE G OBAL
TUTIOM
 
CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.bPEN 03 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA w3
DCW 6/29/81
THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
s SDBF2'
NO
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECORD ATTR
IDX	 FILE ORGANIZATION
FI;C	 RE:ORD FORMAT
RECORD SIZE
YES 5r	 ^i	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
:s	 KEY LOCATION
2
 KEY LENGTH
8
KEY NAME, (IF ANY)
tIO
	 DUPE i.E'i'S?
HO	 MORE 1'EYS?
i THE NE:;T OUESTIOt1S DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
.'ES	 DEFINE AREAS?
PU]
	
PLACEMENT CONTROL? (AREA *I)
'SALLOC'	 INITIAL ALLOCATION (BLOCKS)
BUCKET SIZE
'SEXTEN'	 DEF EXTENSION
YES
	
MOREOAREASOUS AREAS?
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA *2)
	10	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
	
2	 BUCKET SIZE
	
10	 DEF E`',TENS ION
YES	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES	 MORE AREAS"(
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?
	
(AREA w3)
	
10	 ;;
	
2	 ;;	 BUCKET SIZE
	10	 ;;	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
MO 
	 THE NEXTRQ AUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
	
O	
DATA BUCKET AREA w FOR THIS KEY ( PRIMARY AND ONLY KEY)
'$DFILL'
	 %%	 INDEX  
NUMBER F
O
R DATA BUCKETS
'$IFILL'	 ;;	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
	
2	 ;;	 LOU INDEX
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
kUED 	
OWNER
kUED	
; s 	GROUP
RWED 	
SYSTEM
WORLD
R
:CLOSELw3DATA
DEFD099DEF .
TMPINDEXED FILE
.RETURN
Figure E-1. Accounting Information (ACC) File Definition
E-2
aORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
.ENA L SUBSTITUTION
.ENA L GLOBAL
v
	
	
CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
,OPEN 03 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA 03
:	 DCU	 6,°'29/8I
,i
'SD8F2'	
THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
NO
TKE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECOR:; ATTR
IDX	 ;;	 FILE OPGANIZATION
FIX	 ;;	 P.ECORD FORMAT
RECORD SIZE
YES 80
	
„ THECFOLLOWEINGEQUESTIONSRDEAL WITH KEYS
QTR	 DATA TYPE
	 (PRIMARY KEY)
is	 KEY LOCATION
KEY LENGTH
8
„	 KEY NAME (IF ANY)
NO	 DUPE KEYS?
t	 YES	 MORE KEYS?
!	 STR	 DATA TYPE
	 (SECONDAY KEY)	 (FIRST ALT)
G	
2	
KEY LOCATION
..	 I'E',' I-EtIGTH
r
F'EY HAI1E 1 IF ANY,
)'ES	 DUPE KEYS?
f.	 YES	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO	 is	 DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
YES	 ;;	 MORE KEYS?
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE
	 (TERTIARY KEY)
I	 10 
	
KEY LOCATION
KEY LENGTH
3
KEY NAME ( IF ANY)
'rES	 ;;	 DUPE KEYS?
YES	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO	 DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
NU	 MORE KEYS^
i; THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
NO	 ;;	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO.	 ;;	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 05)
'SALLOC'	 ;;	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
BUCKET SIZE
'SEXTEN'	 ss	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 ;;	 CONTIGUOUS
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
'SDFILL'	 ;;	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
'SIFILL' 	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
'SFILLA'	 ;;	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
'SFILLC
	
FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
'
L	 FILL 
NUMBER 
FOR INDEX BUCKETS (ALT KEY 2)e	 'SFI LD' 
	THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
.,	 OWNER
RUED
GROUP
RUED
,.	 SYSTEM
RUED
WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE 03
D^FDO99DEFNETW
MPINDEXED FILE
.RETURN
Figure E-2. Component Information File (CIF) Definition
P
E-3
ORIGINAL PAGE 1$
OF POOR QUALITY
.ENABLE UBSTITUTION
.ENABLE LOBAL
.OPENEATE9DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.ENABLE DATA 03
DCW 6/29/21
i,^nPrG, THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
NO
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION L► RECORD ATTR
IDX
	
FILE ORGANIZATION '.
FIX	 ;;
	
104	 ;;	 RECORD SIZE
YES
	 ;;	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
KEY LOCATION
.	 0
	
10	 "	
KEY LENGTH
	
..	 KEY NAME (IF ANY)
NO	 DUPE KEYS?
NO	 i;	 MORE KEYS?
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
YES
	 ;;	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 01)
	'SALLOC'	 i	 INITIAL ALLOCATION (BLOCKS)
2 DEFKEXTENSEON	 P
	
' $E)tTEN'	 ; :
YES
	
;	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?	 i
YES	 s;	 MORE AREAS?
NO	 :;	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 02)
	10	 %%	 INITIALS ALLOCATION
	
10 
	
DEF EXTENSIO
YES
	 i;	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES
	
MORE AREAS?
NO	 si	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA *3)
	10	 ;;	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
BUCKET SIZE
	 	 DEF EXTENSION
YES
	 ii	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
NO	 ;;	 MORE AREAS?
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
	
0	 ;	 DATA BUCKET AREA w FOR THIS KY (PRIMARY AND ONLY KEY)
"DF FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKE%
	
ILL'
	
INDEX BUCKET AREA N
	
'$IFILL'	 ;;	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
	
2	 ;:	 LOW INDEX
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
&WED 	
OWNER
4UED 	
GROUP
kWED 
	 SYSTEM
k 
	 WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
R
.: DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
DEF 099DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-3. Comments (CMT) File Definition
E-4
UFZ!-j,'14AL PACE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
•	 J
.ENABLE GLOBALTUTION
.: CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN N3 99DEF.TMP
ENABLE DATA 03
DCW	 o ^9 81
,i THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
.SDBF2'
NO
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION a RECORD ATTR
IDX	 FILE ORGANIZATION
F V'	 RECORD FORMAT
	
101	 ii	 RECORD SIZE
YES	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STP	 i;	 DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
.,	 KEY LOCATION
0
.,	 KEY LENGTH
6
„	 KEY NAME (IF ANY)
t40
	 DUPE KEYS'
r10
	 MOPE KEYS?
THE NE:,T QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
YES	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?
	 (AREA *11
	
^ALLOC'
	 INITIAL ALLOCATION (BLOCKS)
BUCKET SIZE
'SEXTEN'	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 :i	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES	 MORE AREAS'
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL? 	 (AREA 02)
	
10	 ii	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
	
2	 BUCKET SIZE
	
10	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES	 MORE AREAS?
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 03)
	
10	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
	
2	 BUCKET SIZE
	
10	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
NO	 tt	 MORE AREAS?
THE NEXT QUESTIONS ZEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
	
0	 DATA BUCKET AREA • FOR THIS KEY (PRIMARY AND ONLY KEY)
	
'$DFILL'	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
	
1	 INDEX BUCKET AREA 0
'$IFILL'	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
	2 	 LOU INDEX
is THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
OWNER
RUED
GROUP
RUED
SYSTEM
RWED
WORLD
R
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE 03
DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
DEF 099DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-4. Change Report Form (CRF) File Definition
E-5
ORIGINAL PAGE M
OF POOR QUALITY
.ENABL SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
.: CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN w3 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA *3
DCW 6/29/81
i; THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
'SDSF2'
NO
THE NE:^,T QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECORD ATTR
IDX FILE OPGANIZATION
FIX :i PECORD FORMA
250 RECORD SIZE
YES ie CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
„ KEY LOCATION
4
KEY LENGTH
h
t'E'	 NAME	 , IF	 Alt',')
NO DUPE 1'EYS'
'r'ES MORE KEYS"
STP DATA TYPE	 (SECOPtDAY KEY) 	 (FIRST ALT)
KEY LOCATION
25
KEY LENGTH
3
KEY NAME (IF ANY)
YES	 DUPE KEY
YES	 :;	 ALLOW KE
110
	
DEFINE N
NO	 tt	 MOPE KEY
THE NEXT QU
NO	 ;;	 DEFINE A
NO
'$ALLOC'	 INITI
2	 ii	 BUCKE
'SEXTEN'	 DEF E
YE$DFILL"	
THE NEXOTNQU
FILL
FILL
'$FILLS'	 ;;	
FILL
FILL
THE =OLLOWI
U41NER
OWED
!WED	 1;	
GROUPo
SYSTEM
RUED
WORLD
R
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE 03
66
DEFINEINDEXED FILE
.RETURN
TO CHANGE
KEY VALUE
IONS DEAL WITH• ALLUCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
T CONTROL?	 (AREA 05)
ALLOCATION
ON
SFDEALAWI
WITH
	
KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
FOR INDEX BUCKETS
FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
FOR INDEX BUCKETS
STIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
Figure E-5. Component Summary Form (CSF) File Definition
E-6
I'
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
.: CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETF
.OPEN 03 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA 03
DCW	 6.-29,'2 I
.: THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOP THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
'SDBF2'
NO
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION 6 RECORD ATTR
IDX	 FILE 6PGANIZATION
FIX	 ;s	 RECORD FORMAT
	
79	 RECORD SIZE
YE -	CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
is THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STP	 DATA TYPE	 PRIMARY IEY)
t:EY LOCATION
KEY LENGTH
8
KEY NAME (IF ANY)
tt^
	
DUPE KEYS;
'rES	 MORE k'E'037
STR	 DATA TYPE	 (SECONDAY KEY)	 (FIRST ALT)
KEY LOCATION
21
F E',' LEtIGTH
a
. ,	 f E1' IIAHE i IF Ath')
r'ES	 DUPE KEYS'
(ES	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO	 DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
, ES	 s;	 MORE KEYS'
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE	 (TERTIARY KEY)
KEY LOCATION
10
KEY LENGTH
	
5	 ,
KEY NAME (IF ANY)
'r'ES	 ; ;	 DUPE KEYS+'
"ES	 ;;	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO	 :;	 DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
NO	
io THEMNEXTKQUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
NO	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO	
"^	 INAITIALNALLOCATION
	 (AREA 05)
 ::
	
2	 ::	 BUCKET SIZE
'SEXTEN'	 ;;	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 ;;	 CONTIGUOUS
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
'$IFILL'	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
'SFILLA'	 is	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
'$FILLS'	 s^	
FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 2)
'SFILLD'	 ;;	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
is THEOFFOrLLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
RWED
RUED 	
GROUP
AWED	
;;	 SYSTEM
WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE 03
DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
D^F 999DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-6. Component Status Report ( CSR) File Definition
E-7
i
ORIGINAL PAGE If
OF POOR QUALITY
GLOBALTUTION.ENABLE
•.	 CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN 03 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA «3
DCW	 6/29/81
THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
NO
THE NE`'T OUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECORD ATTR
IDX FILE OPGANICATION
F I:: s i RECORD FOP11AT
6O ;; RECORD SIZE
YES ;; CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
:; THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR DATA TYPE	 (Pw IMARY kEY)
kEY LOCATION
0
., IEY LENGTH
8
E,'
	
flAtIE
	 1 IF	 ANY)
y) DUPE KE' 'S'
E HOPEK E -'S'
;TP DATA T'A'PE	 (SECONDA)' KEY 1	(FIRST ALT)
M.E'r	 LOCATION
X0,8)
„ KEY LENGTH
„ KEY NAME (IF ANY)
'eES DUPE KEYS?
r'ES ALLOW Y;EYS TO CHANGE
NO DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
NO MOPE KEYS?
THE NE:;T QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
HO DEFINE AREAS?
NO PLACEMENT CONTROL? 	 (AREA 05)
10@ INITIAL ALLOCATION
2 ;; BUCKET SIZE
10 DEF EXTENSION
YES CONTIGUOU^
ti THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES804 ;; FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS950 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
950 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS	 (ALT KEY 1)950 FILL NUMBER FOr INDEX BUCKETS
ct THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
RWED ••
OWNER
„ GROUP
RWED
SYSTEM
RUED
k ;; WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE 03
.:	 DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
DEF 096DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-7. Encoding Dictionary (ENC) File Definition
E-8
0^IM)AL PAGE IS
.EiJADLE SU53TITUTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
.ENABLE OLODAL
.i CREATE DEFINE COM11AND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETCRS
.OPEN 13 99DEF.TMP	 j
.ENABLE DATA 13
{ It DCW	 6/29/81
1 11 THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOF' 71	 'ILE. SPECIFICATION.
'lDBF2'
NO i
i	 Of THE NEXT QUESTION:' 	 t., -ILC ORGANIZATION i RECORD ATTR	 a
IDX	 11	 FILE ORGANIZAr[wo
FIX	 ii	 NECORD FORMAT
120	 1;	 kia:ORD SIZE
YES	 It	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL 	 III
i Of THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR	 if	 DATA tYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
{ of	 KEY LOCATION
i	
G
of
	 KEY LENGTH
2
i	 ii	 KEY NAME (IF ANY) i
NO	 1{	 DUFF KEYS?
YES	 It	 MORE KEYS?
STR	 {{	 DATA TYPE	 (SECONDAY KEY)	 (FIRST ALT)
f	
i it	 KEY LOCATION
[	 i	
0
to	 KEY LENGTH
a
{	 ti	 KEY NAME (IF ANY)
YES	 16	 DUPE KEYS?
YES	 10	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO	 {i	 DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE	 j
NO	 11	 MORE KEYS?
1	 ii THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
NO	 It	 DEFINE AREAS? '
NO	 to	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 05)	 {
30	 li	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
2	 of	 BUCKET SIZE
10	 of	 DEF EXTENSION
rES	 of	 CONTIGUOUS
1	 ii THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS t FILL SIZES
856	 of	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
930
	
ii	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
9z,0	 of	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
950
	 ti	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
{	 Ii THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
i	 it	 OWNER
RWED
{	 1{	 GROUP
RWED
i	 ii"	 SYSTEM
RUED
i	 {i	 WORLD
i7
.DIRAHLE DATA
.CLaSE t3
.; TEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
PEF c'?9DEF . TMP
Figure E-8. Estimaced Statistics (EST) File Definition
E-9
r
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
. i^PEN #3 99DEF . TMP
ENABLE DATA -k;
DC4J	 6•'29/31
., THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
•'SDRF2'
NO
THE NE'7 QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECORD ATTR
FI_c ORGANIZATION
	
T;	 RE-CORD FORMAT
11Z	 RECORD SIZE
	
!ES	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING OUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
	
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE	 (PRINAPY KEY)
KEY LOCATION
8
LENGTH
..	 KEY NAME iIF ANY)
DUPE KEYS?
	
-	 MORE KEYS.
DATA TYPE
	 (SECONDAY KEY)	 (FIRST ALT)
KEY LOCATION
KEY LENGTH
B	
,,	 KEY NAME (IF ANY)
	
YES	 DUPE KEYS?	 -
	
YES	 12	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NODEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
	
„0	 MORE KEYS?
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
	
NO	 DEFINE AREAS?
	
.10
	
PLACEMENT CONTROL !'	 (AREA #5)
30	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
BUCKET SIZE
10	 DEF EXTENSION
	
YES	 CONTIGUOUS
THE NEXT OUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
833	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
950
	
FILL NUMBER. FOR INDE" BUCKETS
950	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
956	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
OWNER,
PWED
GROUP
PWED
SYSTEM
PWED
a
WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE =3
. ; DEF IH" NEW INDE:.'C•D FILE
DEF 599DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-9. Phase Dates (HDR) File Definition
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^"ri'ra N	 n/^	 pr
POOR QUt LITy
.INA84E G109ALTUTION
CREATE AEFINE COWAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN *3 99DEF.TtV
.ENABLE DATA •3
29-''61	 •
^3DBF2' •.
HE FtPST QUESTION ASKS FOP THE FILE SPC•CIFICATION.
NO
s; THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION 	 RECORD ATTR
I
A
ss FILE OP ANI:ATION
PECOPD FOPttAT
29
(ES
; ;
ss
PEi_ OPD S IE
CARRIAGE	 TUPN CONTROL
s; THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
ATP :s DATA TYPE	 iPRIMARY KEY)
., kE'rLOCATION
KEY LENGTH
5
;s KEY NAME (IF ANY?
NO
i
DUPE
	
r E',"^
NO HOPE F EYS7
THE NE' :T nUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT AT"PIBUTES
rES DEFINE HPEAS'
HO is PLACEMENT CONTROL''AREA 01)
3ALLOC' ;; INITIAL ALLOCATION	 !BLOCKS',
2 s: BUCKET SIZE
DEF EXTENSION
YES i,
MO RE AREAS?
NO i i CONTROL' 	 (AREA 02)
2 INITIAL ALLOCATION
? BUCk,FT SIZE
2 DEF EXTENSION
`.'ES  CONTIGUOUS AREAS .^
`,'ES i MOPE APEAST
NO ;; PLACEMENT CONTROL? 	 (APEA 03)
2 INITIAL ALLOCATION
2 ss BUCKET SIZE
2 DEF EXTENSION
YES ;i CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
NO ;; MORE AREAS?
THE NXT QUESTION) DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + H'ILI. SIZES
AND
	
KEY)DATA BUCKET AREA w FOR THIC KEY 	 (PRIMARY	 ONLY0 ;;
'3DFILL' ;; FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
INDEX, BUCKET AREA w
'3IFILL' ;i FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
2
THELFOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
s; OWNER
RLED
4LED 	
GROUP
kWED 
	 SYSTEM
k	
ss	 WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
. CLOSE *3
DEFD099DEF .
TMPINDEXED FILE
.RETURN
Figure E-10. Growth History (HIS) File Definition
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.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
.; CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE L;ITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN *3 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA w3
s	 :; Dr_W	 629/81
THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
' SDBF2'
NO
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION 6 RECORD ATTR
IDX ;; FILE ORGANIZATION
FIX RECORD FORMAT
53 RECORD SIZE
YES si CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
ei KEY LOCATION
a
„ KEY LENGTH
B
„ KEY NAME ;?F ANY)
110 DU PE KE 'S?
NO MORE KEYS?
is THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
i'ES ;; DEFINE AREAS?
00 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA ^t,)
'3ALLOC' 'INITIAL ALLOCATION (BLOCKS)
2 ,s V CK.ET SIZE
'SEXTEN' ;; DEF EXTENSION
YES ;; CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES MORE AREAS?
NO PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 02)
to INITIAL ALLOCATION
2 BUCKET SIZE
10	 DEF EXTENSION
YES	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES	 MOPE AREAS?
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA *3)
INITIAL ALLOCATION
1 2	 :;	 BUCKET SIZE
10	 DEF EXTENSION
('ES	 ;;	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
NO	 :;	 MORE AREAS?
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
a	
DATA BUCKET AREA M FOR THIS KEY (PRIMARY AND ONLY KEY)
'$DFILL'	 e	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BL„ KETS
INDEX BUCKET AREA 0
'SIFILL'	 is	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
2	
LOW INDEX
THE FOLLOWING WUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
OWNER
RWED
AWED 
	 GROUP
SYSTEM
RUED
WORLD
R
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE,w3
.: DEFINE NEW IIJDEXED FIL7
DEF 099DEF.TMP
.RETURN
I
Figure E-11. Run Analysis Form (RAF) File Definition
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.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.6PEN 03 99DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA 03
DCW	 6,"29/81
TkE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
SDBF2'
NO
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECORD ATTR
FILE ORGANIZATION
Flit	 RECORD FORMAT
	
115	 sc	 RECORD SIZE
YES
;s THE^rFOLLOWINGEQUESTIONSRDEAL WITH KEYS
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
KEY LOCATION
0
;"EY LENGTH
8
KEY NAME (IF ANY1
t10	 DUFE KE''S"
NO	 MORE KEYS;
i THE t1E;'T QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
( ,ES	 ;;	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO
	
"	 INITIAL ALLOCATION (BLOCKS) 1))'SALLOC'	 ;;
'SEXTEN'	 DEFKEXTENSION
YES
	
CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES
	 :i	 MORE AREAS?
NO	 ;;	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 02)
	
10	 ;;	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
	
2	 BUCKET SIZE
	
10	 es	 DEF EXTENSION
YES
	
;;	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
YES
	
;;	 MORE AREAS?
NO	 ;;	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 (AREA 03)
	
10	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
	
2	 ;;	 BUCKET SIZE
DEF EXTENSIN1
YES 
10	
ai	 CONTIGUOUS AREAS?
NO	 ;;	 MORE AREAS?
THE
	
0	 DATA 	 IBUCKETARE 
DEAL
ORTH SISKEY KE (PRIMARYEAND+	LONLYKEY)
'3DFILL'
	 :s FILL NUMBER FOR ATA BUCKETS
INDEX BUCKET AREA w
'SIF2LL'
	
LOWFILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
ss THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
RUED 
	
OUNER
kWED 
	 GROUP
kJED 
	 SYSTEM
k 	 WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
. CLOSE A*3
; DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
DEF 099DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-12. Re!aource Summary Form (RSF) File Definition
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.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
• CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
. ]PEN *3 9£iDEF , TMP
.ENABLE DATA e3
DCW 6/29/81
;; THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIF:C*":^'i.
No
'SDBF2'
THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE ORGANIZATION & RECORD ATTR
IDX 	 FILE ORGANIZATION
FIX	 ;;	 RECORD FOPMAT
52	 RECORD SIZE
YES
	
;;	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
0	
;;	 KEY LOCATION
„	 KEY LENGTH
4
KEY NAME (IF ANY)
NO	 DUPE KEYS?
STR	 ;;	 DATA TYPE? (SECONDAY KEY)	 (FIRST ALT)
,.	 KEY LOCATION
4
KEY LENGTH
25
KEY NAME (IF ANY) .
YES
	
DUPE KEYS?
YES
	 ct	 ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO	 ;;	 DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
NO	 MORE KEYS?
t THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
NO	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO	 PLACEMENT CONTROL?	 'AREA 05)
70	 :t	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
10	 si	 DEFKEXTENSION
YES	 CONTIGUOUS	 g
THE NEXT QUESTIONS 
FDEADATATBUASSOC 
KEYS TO AREAS + FILL SIZES
950	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
950	 s:	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
950 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX; EUCKETS
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
RWED
	
OWNER
;;	 GROUP
RUED
kUED 
	 SYSTEM
k 
	 WORLD
.DISABLE DATA
.CLOSE 03
.; DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE
DEF 099DEF.TMP
.RETURN
Figure E-13. File Name and Status (STS) File Definition
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.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.ENABLE GLOBAL
.i CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN 03 94DEF.TMP
.ENABLE DATA 13
i if PLL
	
12/13/92
:i THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR T14E FILE SPECIFICATION.
I*DBF?'
NO
1	 ii THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE OROANIZATION I RECORD ATTR
IDX	 of	 FILE OROANIZATION
VAR	 ii	 RECORD FORMAT
570	 ii	 RECORD SIZE
YrS
	
ii	 CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
i	 ii THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
,,iTR	 ii	 DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
KEY LOCATION
0
i	 ii	 KEY LENGTH
3
i	 ii , KEY NAME (IF ANY)
NO	 :i	 DUPE KEYS?
NO	 :i	 MORE KEYS?
i	 if THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
NO	 if	 DEFINE AREAS?
NO	 ii	 PLACEMENT CONTRGLT	 (AREA 65)
150	 ii	 INITIAL ALLOCATION
ii	 BUCKET SIZE
40ii	 DEF EXTENSION
NO	 if	 CONTIGUOUS
ii THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS i FILL SIZES
950	 ii	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
950	 ii	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
950	 ii	 FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS (ALT KEY 1)
950	 :i	 FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
i	 ii THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
i	 :i	 OWNER
RUED
:	 ii	 GROUP
UWED
ii	 SYSTEM
kWED
if	 WORLD
N
.UISATd.E DATA
CLObK 13
.i DEF-INE NEW INDEXED FILE
DEF R;9DEF'.TMP
Figure E-14. Subjective Evaluations (SEF)
File Definition
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.ENABLE SUBSTITUTION
.UNABLE GLOBAL
.{ CREATE DEFINE COMMAND FILE WITH APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS
.OPEN 113 99DF_F.TMP
.ENABLE DATA 13
i 01 PLL	 12/13/82
i i{ THE FIRST QUESTION ASKS FOR THE FILE SPECIFICATION.
'*DBF2'
NO
{ {i T14E NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE_ ORGANIZATION I RECORD ATTR 	 .
IDX ii FILE ORGANIZATION
FIX of RECORD i•ORMAT
100 ii RECORD SIZE
YES of CARRIAGE RETURN CONTROL
i {i THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH KEYS
STR it DATA TYPE	 (PRIMARY KEY)
i i{ KEY LOCATION 0
{ i{ KEY LENGTH
4
i of KEY NAME (IF ANY)
NO is DUPE KEYS?
YES {i MORE KEYS?
STR ii DATA TYPE	 (SECONDAY KEY)	 (FIRST ALT)
i ii KEY LOCATION .
4
{ of KEY LENGTH
8
i IF KEY NAME (IF ANY)
YES of DUPE KEYS?
YES ii ALLOW KEYS TO CHANGE
NO .ii DEFINE NULL KEY VALUE
NO {i MORE KEYS7
i If THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ALLOCATION AND PLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES
NO of DEFINE AREAS?
NO. it PLACEMENT CONTROL? 	 (AREA 05)
40 ti INITIAL ALLOCATION
2 it BUCKET,SIZE
10 ii DEF EXTENSION
NO ii CONTIGUOUS
i {i "THE NEXT QUESTIONS DEAL WITH ASSOC KEYS TO AREAS t FILL SITES
856 of FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS
950 to FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
950 i'i FILL NUMBER FOR DATA BUCKETS 	 (ALT KEY 1)
950 ti FILL NUMBER FOR INDEX BUCKETS
i is THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS DEAL WITH FILE PROTECTION
i it OWNER
RWED
{ it GROUP
RWED
i IF SYSTEM
RWED
i ii WORLD
R^
.DISABLE DATA
.LOSE 13
.i DEFINE NEW INDEXED FILE•
LIEF (?99DEF.TMP
Figure E-15. Subjective Evaluations Directory (DIE)
File Definition
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fj	 APPENDIX F - SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION FORMS
The forms reproduced here are used by the SEL at the Goddard
Space Flight Center to collect data on development proj-
ects. The terms used in these forms are defined in Sec-
tion F.2.
F.1 SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS
This section contains sample data collection forms and
instructions for their use. The instructions precede the
forms. The following forms are included:
1. General Project Summary (GPS)
2. Resource Summary Form (RSF)
3. Component Summary Form (CSF)
4. Component Status Report (CSR)
5. Run Analysis Form (PAF)
6. Change Report Form (CRF) and Attitude Maintenance
Change Report (ATM)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE GENERAL
PROJECT SUMMARY - FORM 580 .1 (2/77)
This form is used to classify the project and will be used in conjunction with the other
reporting forms to measure the estimated versus actual development progress. It should be
filled out by the project manager at the beginning of the project, at each major milestone,
and at the end. Numbers and dates uses.i at the initiation of the project are assumed to be
estimated; intermediate reports should change estimates to actual: ( if known) and update
estimates. The final report should accurately describe the system development I:fe cycle.
A. PROJECf DESCRIPTION
Description. Give an overview of the project.
Inputs. Specifications and requirements (etc.) of project. Give'the format of these,
Requirements. How requ irements are established and changed.
Products Developed. List all items developed for the project (e.g., .iperational system,
testing system, simulator, etc.).
Products Delivered. List all items required to be delivered (e.g..'source , f the oper-
ational system, object code of the operational system, design documents, etc.).
B. RESOURCES
Target Computer System. System for which software was developed.
Development Computer System. System on which software was developed.
Constraints List any size or time constraints for the finished product. Do you antici-
pate any problems in meeting these constraints?
Useful Items From Similar Projects:
1.List previous projects, which will contribute various aspects to this project.
2. For each project, give the percent of the current project it makes up in each
of the 3 listed aspects.
3. For each of the 3 listed aspects (specification, design, code) check what level
of modifications are necessary.
C. TIME
Start Date. First date of work, including design and modification of the specifications.
End Date. Delivery date.
Estimated Lifetime. Estimate the operational life of the system.
Mission D.!% Scheduled operation date of the system (write unknown if not known or
undecided yet on any of these dates). Date project must be operational.
Confidence Level. Give the percent probability you think the end date is realistic.
(e.g., 100% means certain delivery on that date, Me means no chance of delivery.)
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D. COST
Cost. Total amount of money the project costs, iacluding both contract and in-house
costs.
Maximum Available. Maximum amount available, independent of what estimated cost
is.
Confidence Level. Rate percent reliability in cost estimate.
How Determined. At itutiution how is it estimated, at completion how is it calculated.
Personnel. Give the number of full time equivalent persons required at in,cption of the
project, 113 of the way into the project, 2/3 of the way into the project. at the com-
pletion of the project.
Total Person Months. Give the total number of months that full time equivalent per-
sonnel Imanagers. designers, programmers, keypunchers. editors. secretaries, etc.) are
as-signed to the project. Do not include all overhead items such as vacation and sick
leave.
Computer Time. Give tim total number of hours on all systems normalized to one
machine (e.g., the IBM 360/75) and name the machine.
E. SIZE
Size of the System. Include the total amount of machine space needed for all instruc-
tions generated on the project plus the space for data, library routines I e.g., FORTRAN
1!O package) and other code already available. Break down size into data space and
instruction space.
Confidence Level. Rate percent reliability in size estimates.
Total Number of Source Statements. Give the number of FORTRAN, ALf;, or any
c Gha Nnguage instructions generated specifically for this project.
Structure of System. Give overall structure of system. Is it a single load module, is it
an overlay structure. or is it a set of independent programs? For overlay and separate
programs, give the number and average size of each.
Define Your Concept of a Module. Give the criteria you are using to divide the soft-
ware into moJules.
Estimated Number of Modules. Include only the number of new mod.des to be written.
Range in Module Size. Give the number of instructions in the minimum. maximum and
average module and the language in which they are written as a reference.
Number of Different 1/0 Formats Used. Give the number of distinct external data sets
that are required for the system including card reader, printer. gruphics device, and
temporary files.
F. COMPUTER ACCESS
A librarian is a person who can be used to perform any of the clerical functions associ-
atad with programming. including those given on the chart. Check the appropriate boxes
for those persons who have access to the computer to perform the given functions. Give the
percentage of time spent by each in batch and interactive access to the computer.
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G. TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
For "level," specify to what level of detail in the flnished project the technique is used.
(e.g., subroutine, module, segments of 1000 lines, top level, etc.)
Specifications
Functional - Componenr; are described as a set of functions, each component
performing a certain act,
Procedural - Components .	 •:died in some algorithmic manner te.g., using a
PDL).
English - Components are specified usi,rg an English Language prose statement of
the problem.
Formal - Some other formal system is used to specify the components.
Dra.a,r and Development
Top Down - The implementation of the system one level at a time, with the currint
level and expansion of the yet to be darned r. Abroutines at the previous highei level.
Bottom Up - The implementation of the system starting with the lowest level rou•
tines and proceeding one level at a time to tilt higher level routines.
Iterative Enhancement - The implementation of successive implementafions, each
producing a usable subset of the final proiuct until the entire system is fully
developed.
Hardest First - The implementation of the most difficult aspects of the system first.
Other - Describe the strategy used if it is not a combination of any of the above.
None Specified - No particular strategy has been specified.
Coding. The final encodi-ig of the implementation in an executable programming
language.
Structured Code With Simulated Constructs - The language does not support struo-
tured control structures (e.g., FORTRAN) but they are simulated with the existing
structures: please state the structured control structures you are using (e.g., WHILE,
CASE, IF).
Structured Control Constructs - The language supports structured control struc-
tures (e.g., a FORTRAN preprocessor) please list structures you are using.
Other Standard - Describe any other standard you are using.
None Specified - No particular strategy has been specified.
Validation/Verification. Testing: execution of the system, via a set of test cases.
Top Down - Stubs or dummy procedures are written to handle the yet to be imple-
mented aspects of the system and testing begins with the top level routines and
proceeds as new levels an added to the system.
Bottom Up - Check out of a module at a time using test drivers and starting at the
bottom level modules first.
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Structure Driven - Using structure of program to determine test date (e.g., every
statement of program executed at (cast once).
Specification Driven - Using specifications of program to determine test data (e.g..
all inpuUoutput relationships hold for a set of test data).
Cidwr - Describe any other strategy you are cuing.
None Specified - No testing strategy has been specified.
Validatiuni Verification. Inspection; visual examination of the code or design.
Code Rending - Visual inspection of the code or design by other programmers.
Walk Tluuughs - Formal meeting sessions for the review of code and design by the
various members of the project, for technical rather than management purposes.
1'.uo,6 - Formal pruol's of the design or rude. please specify the tedtniqucs used.
e.g., axiomatic, predicate transforms, functional, etc.
None Specified - No inspection techniques have been specified.
There is some space given to permit the further explanation of any of the strategies that
may be used.
H. FORMAL NOTATIONS USED AT VARIOUS LEVELS AND PHASES
Give the phases (e.g., design, implementation, testing, etc.) and levels (subroutine.
module. segments of 1000 lines, top level. :%.) at which any type of formalism (flowchart,
PDL, etc.) will be used in the development of the system.
AUTOMATED TOOLS USED
Name all automated tools used, including automated versions of the formalisms given
above and compilers for the programming languages used, and at wnich phase and at what
level they are used. Include any products that may be developed as part of this project
simulatorl.
J. ORGANIZATION
Describe how the personnel are subdivided with respect to responsibilities into teams
or groups. giving titles, brief job descriptions, the number of people satisfying that title and
their names and organizational affiliations if known.
K. STANDARDS
List all standards used, whether they are required or optional, and the title of the
document describing the standard.
L. !MILESTONES
Give the phase at which management may check on progress of the development of the
system (e.g., specification, design, implementation of version 1, etc.). State also the date at
which it should take place tat completion of the project), how it is to be determined that the
milestone was reached, who will be responsible for reviewing the progress at that point and
what the review procedure will be. Also give the resources used since the last milestone. For
M.
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size of system give the curtent size of the system at that milestone. Each milestone hJ3
confidence levels, one for time estimates and one for resource expenditures. For estimated
future milestone, the first confidence level for the probability of reaching the milestone at
that date. The second is for the accuracy of the resources used. For past milestones, the
first confidence level Is normally 100% (actual date) while the second is an estimate on the
accuracy of the accounting system.
M. DOCUMENTATION
For each time of documentation developed, state the type of documentation, its purpose,
the date it should be completed, its size and list any tools used in Its production. (At the
beginning of the project these should be estimates, at the end of the project, they should be
accurate figures.)
N. PROBLEMS
Give the three most difficult problems you expect to encounter managing this project.
Please be as specific as possible.
0. QUALITY ASSURANCE
To what do you attribute your confidence in the completed system. Be as specific as
possible.
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PROJECT NAME	 DATE
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
O"Istion
Form of Input
Requirements
Products Developed
Products Delivered
a RESOURCES
Target Computer S ystems	 Oevdopmsnt Cs"%WW Systeeu
Constraint( Execution Time 	 Sin
Other
Any P►oblenn in Meeting Constraints?
u..fd Items from Similar Fromm
Project iyselflatMn Deep s
% Mgef Mine/ Nero % Mew war I Nero %
	 I MOW Maw None
C. TIME
Stem Date	 End Dote	 Estimated LHsUme 	 Minion Dote
Confidence Level
0. Cat
Cost S
	
Maximum Available S
	
C*WWwm Lewd
New Cost Determined
Pc►nnrol: Inception	 1/S War	 ZiG War
	
CemMoWn
Total Person Month
Other Cats: Computer Time _	 IWO	 Desuntentstion S
Other 1	 1	 Other 1	 1
E SIZE
Size of System	 Wads	 Data Words	 InwuatMM
Meximem Space Available 	 Werda Confidence Level
Total Number of Sma Statements: FORTRAN	 ALC
	
Other 1	 1
Structure of System (Chak Oro):
._ Single overlay
_ Overlay Structure (Number of Overlays	 Avg. Sin	 1
	
Independent hopaer (Number of P►opanr	 Avg. Sias	 1
Odic Your Concept of a Module
Number of Modules - Rents In Module Sits: I&L	 Max.	 Am
Number of Different Iro Fo ►nrts
e6e.1 (8/771
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F. COMPUTER ACCESS ( Check All That Apply, Who No Ao m to WheL)
Give Iereenlges lair Typo of Aaos:
Libertsh	 hopemmor
% Se1^M
% Intereotive
G. TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED (Cheek All That Apply and Give Level at Which Used.)
Specification:	 Uled 	 Level
Functionei	 holladwet
Encluh	 —r^ pormil
StmtdetinS Conttruait Struetwed Code
Other: None
VolkfetionJVerifio Lien: Toting
Top Down Iitubs) 11Ot"	 Up (Drivers)
Other:er: -- SpoNf)aatlOn Driven
Structure Driven NOM
Validatlon/Ver ifiotion: Inspection
Code Rwding Walk ThrouNt
htro1: None
l
K PORMALISMS USED
Usw Level	 Photos
PO L
HI M
F lowcharts --	 y
_V.a .elbwDiall. (Tres Ch.)
ids—,)S ^	 ^
1110.1 4.1 1711 Conlin 'Ilion
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1. AUTOMATED TOOLS USED
Name	 Imam M Wldeh U6./ 	 Level
J. ORGANIZATION
New are the panonnd Or"N:tls
Roles hrwnmit
K. STANDARDS
Type	 Optimd	 Rewired
Title of Decumma
Type Rqubtl^^.
Title of Document
	 x. ..... ,	 ..,,..^ ..., ,,....W.«o._
Type QptfenM— Re"Ired
Title of Document
Type Optlesl— RMWrtl
Tile of Document
Type OptintN _ Rqulred
Tile of Document
Type Optiend RquNtl
Title of Document
Type Optional 1114"Ire/
Title of Document
Type	 Optlorm	 Rrluirtl
Title of Document
666. 1 1etI I) CamiroA{len
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L. MILESTONES
Phase	 Estimated Dots	 CoMfilones Level
Mow Determined
Resiewere
Reporting Procedure
Ruowoo Expenditures: Cost	 Person Month	 Computer Time	 M's.
Vsoof System	 ConfWoneo Leve
Pews	 Estimated Date	 Confidence Level 	 i
How Dacnrmfnod
	
i
Reviewers
Reporting Proesdut
Resource Expenditures: Cost
	
Person Wnths
	
Computer Time	 hrs.
Site of System _r Confidence Laval
Phase
	
estimated Data	 Confidence Lave
Now Determined
Reviewers
Reporting Procedure
Resource Exponditures: Cost 	 Person Months	 Computer Time	 Me.
Mae of System _,._ Confidence Lae
Phase
	 Estimated Date	 Confidence Level
How letermind
P:viowsn
Reporting Procedure
Resource Expenditures: Cost 	 Person Month	 _ Computer Time	 Ms.
Siaeof System	 Confidence Lae
Phase
	
Estimated Date	 Confidence Lave
How Determine
Reviewers
Rowning Procedure
Resource Expenditures: Can 	 Person Month	 ."ximputer Time	 lxL
Site of System	 Confidenaa Laud
Phase	 bill ed Dote	 Confidence Level
Now Determined
Reviewers
Reporting Proedwe
Resource Expenditures: Cost 	 Person Months 	 Computer Time	 bra.
Size of System	 Confidence Level
Mao	 Estimated Dote	 Confidence Level
Now Determnd
Reviews"
Roponing Procedure
Resource Expenditures: Cost	 Person Month	 Computer Time	 Pert.
Sieve of System	 Contideneo Level
Phase
	
Estimated Date	 Confidence Level
4ow Determine
Reviewers
Reporting Procedure
RmcurrA , Expenditures: Cott	 Person Month	 Computer Time	 Ms,
Sit* of System	 ConfW##Kq Level
540.I I2r771 Co ninuNion
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M. DOCUMENTATION
Tvp -- P►wpose
4timsd Date Estinrtod Size Took Usul
Type _ Purpes
Estimated Dole Estinwd Site ToWs Used
Type ___._.. Pwpwe .
IeNo atd Date Estimated Size __ Tools Used
TVp — Pwpow
Iatintetd Dote Snlnrtd Sue . ToNs Used
Type Purpte
Estfmotd Dote Iatinotd Site Toots Utd
Typ . Purpose
Estimnd Data Estimated Site Tools Used
Typ Pwf"e
Estlnoted Date Istinrted Sine Tools Used
N. PROBLEMS
State the three mat diffioult problems you expee! to enowrtw M oempletinS the prolate. 11 • mays d:ttiowit)
1.
2.
3
0. OUALITV ASSURANCE
State the three mat impmtent wpow of the design, dwolopmeet and teRinS of the system to --h ieA you ettributo yew
eonf Wow in the completed system. 11 • most important)
1.
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RESOURCE SUMMARY
DATE
NAME
I	 I I I	 ,	 T	 -- -
► tk OF	 1	 F	
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'MANPOWER 11OU114i	 MGMT
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COMPONENT SUMMARY
II ran s uted tag keep trick of the t'Wporyn is of A tvttem A component ^s or 	 uv the svttont monp hed tiv s tar%o h rII tq,on t o g., an entry .n a tree clan or baseline d,agiam for the system At any Want in 	 or a shared .action of data such
ANION ldockl With the information oil 	 for,n combined with the infornatton on the Component Status Report, the snug
status of the tysum and its d welopnNnt an be nummored,
A fo,m should t o 11 , 110 out fill 0401 com ponent At the lime that the con4%! g ent is :lef-od 31 the bns0 It it c" ,mpuetird anti at
I t n t.a,e when 3 111410r 11100fication to the Component 4 made It thould he 'filed out by lire person reN tiumnble rot the Coin
000411+!
PROJECT. Give project name.
DATE, tilve date form hued out
NAME OF C061PONENT Give nalme (up to ill characters) by which the component soul tie nit41rred to in other forms.
HAL F DESCRIPTION Sate f unction of component
TYPE OF SOFTIVAR E Check all cian,hcat,o ns that appiv All common WOL , .$ are $0041310 Camtwnents.
STATUS OF COMPONENI Chock whether this it s new camponernt, wherner . t to a component under development Ie.g„ a previous
component summary has already Wen submitted), or whether the competent is now Complete.
A, CODE SPECIFICATIONS, Give the Mint of design for this com ponent, and tell to what level of detail the specifications we given,
Ftineslonal—Components we described as a set of functions, each component performing a cenam action.
Proc41dural—Coimpennents tie specified in wine algonthnmc manner ie.q , tieing a PDL),
English—Components are specified usi erg an English Language prose statement of the problem.
Formal—Some other formal system is used to specify the components.
Rol asove to the one devolCrpling the Comp000lns, rate the precision of the soocdk;ations Vary precise meant that no additional analysis
on the problem is needed. precise insane that only easy or trivial ideas have to be developed, and Imprecise means that much work still
remains in dovelowng this com ponent and its basic structure.
G INTERFACES
Ones the relative position of this component in the system. Give the 	 and list the names of all components that call this
empolent, at>v we called by this component. Also, give the names of any components or other items this component shares with
other components le.g., COMMON blocks, external datel. The components directly descended from this component Won to the nee
Chart or the System. 11 this interfaces are not yet complete, check "Not Fully Specified",
C. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
List languages for assembly languages) to be used to ,mplement this component. If more than one, list Mrantagn of each (in
firm of source codel. If there are any constraints on the component (e.g„ sin, taecution time) list them. Also give estimated tie of
finished component In terms of source statements, (estimate tin with comments and without comments) and resulting machine Ism
gui,ges (includmg date areas, but not COMMON blocks).
Useful Item From Sintitar Projects
I Litt previous components and projects which contribute various aspects to this component
2, For each such component, give the percent of each of the three listed &specie it makes up le,g., a %component mai
design but only 25% of code due to changed interferes, etc,l.
J, For wich of the three listed u psets, check what level of modifications are neeaury,
F-1a
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0. COMPLEXITY
Rats your belief in the complexity of the implementation. Also A pproximate the number (by %) of assignment type statements
0nout statements are included), and control statements Ithow that alter the flow of control, e.g., IF, CALL, GOTO) The sum of these
two may not be 10Wo le.p., CONTINUE, DIMENSION and REAL statements will not be countedl. 1.0 and declarations should be
listed as other.
P. RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENT
For each of the three tested phases )Design, Code, Test), estimate com puter g uns, time needed, hours to implortiont, and astir
mated completion date, if not known, ur no estimate can tie given, write "unknown
F. ORIGIN OF COMPONENT
It this component is independent of any other component of the tyttem (e.g., is a low level component which is deigned first, or
is the root nod# of the tree chart) than check yes, otherwise check no.
If no U checked, then explain why the component was added. (Usuall y only one reason will be checked, although more may be
checked, if appropriate I.
A lower lave) elaboration of a higher level com ponent means that an existing component was expanded to include new compo.
merits (e.g„ expanding tree than), List the higher love' component time.
Added as a drivee or interface means that a calling program was added to all existing components. Li'a thew called components.
• ►#deign of an existing component meant that new ca pabilities were added to an already existing eomponent. Write Its rant#.
• renamkhg of an older component. Give the old name.
• regnupkq of existing material means that te"ral cotponens won redesigned with a steno component resulting from this m
design. Give the old component mast"
Type of addition. Why was this component added to the evium at this time? Chock the aprtroorlaw reach. (Normally, only
one should be checked, although mom can be if appropriate,)
G. AOOITIONAL COMMENTS, Add any other comment! that will help explain this purpose, design, and complexity of this com-
ponent
N. PERSON RESPONSIBLE. Include none of person responsible for Impktmentng component
1. PERSON FILLING OUT FORM. Give name of person filling out form. This normally lift same name min N.
a
ri.
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COMPONENT SUMMARY
PROJECT	 DATE
NAME OF COMPONENT 	 CREATION DATE
IRIEF DESCRIPTION
STATUS OF COMPONENT NEW	 UNDER OEVEL_
	
COMPLETED
TYPE OF SOFTWARE ICheek All That Apply)
—1/0 Processing	 System Related
!Algorithmic
	
OATA/COMMON Block
—Logic Control	 Other
CODE SPECIFICATIONS (Check All That Apply)
FORM OF DESIGN
_ LEVEL OF DETAIL
".
Component ' 	 Basic BlockSubcomponent	 1 Stmt	 Otheri	 Regment
Functional
rocedural
English
iForme I
i Other 1	 1	 '—'j'
Frecision of Code Specification	 Very Precise	 Precise	 Imprecise
B. INTERFACES
Number Components Called	 Names
Not Fully ;,reified
Number Calling This Component	 Names
__...! Not Fully Specified
Number Shred Items	 —Name	 .._
--Not Fully Specified
Nul now of Components Directly Descrodad from This Component— Name 	 ._—..
Not Fully Speelflad
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
LanguisM Used and Percentage. 	 1-11	 11—.1
CONSTRAINT PROBLEM EXPECTED: Constraint
Present
Component Meets
Constraint
Memory Space
ESecutIon Time
her 1
Size: Source Statements (Including Comments)	 Machine By
Source Statements (Not Including Comments)
Useful Items From Similar Projects
Component Project Specification
	 Os lion Code
% Major Minor	 None %	 Major Min ajor	 Minor None
i
i ^	 I
940.5
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D. COMPLEXITY
Complexity of Function	 Easy	 Moderate wed
Assignment Statements
—% Control Statements--.r___._',r Other Staten • ems i+,g„ Data Deei. I U)
E, RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENT --
l	 Rw a Computer Time Imin) Effort Ihn)
	
Est, Completion Ca to
Otltgn_^_
Code	 ^^
Test
F.	 Is this component independent of the existing components?	 Yee — NQ
If No, describe relation of this component to the existing system:
inserted as a lower Iwet r• tatsoradon of higher level components (named
added as a driver or Interface for existing com ponents (names)—_
^i r cdits.gm fto add ieta ;jPab ,t ,,l of e x., mog components !names)
lemming of existing component (name)
	 _
regrouping of existing material from several components (namtsl.
1	 Other
Type of Addition:
error correction Improvement of user service
planned enhancement utility for 0"elopment purposes only
_Implementation of requirements change optimitation of time/space/accuracy
mprovement of clarity, maintainability, or documentation adaptation to environment change
other lexptein below)
G. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
M. PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING COMPONENT
I,	 PERSON FILLING OUT FORM
:e^ ,e wrrq
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COMPONENT STATUS REPORT
This form is to be used to accuratel y keep track of the development of each com ponent In the system. A Component Summary
Report should exist for each component mentioned, The form Is to be turned in at the end of each week. Please fill out either daily
or once each week. If daily, then a given component may be listed several time during the course of a week. For each component
list the number of hours spent on each of the lilted activities. This form should be filled out by persons working on the project.
PROJECT, fame of the project,
PROOnAMMER. Name of programmer.
DATE. Date report turned in. Usually the date of a Friday.
COMPONENT. Name of component. Either a part of the system structure for which there Is a component summary form, or one of
the following:
JCL. Developing command language instructions.
Overlay. Developing sy► tem overlay structure.
User Guide. User's Guide Documentation.
System Description. System Descri ption Documentation.
DESIGN
Create. Writing of a component design.
Read. Reading (by peer) of design to look for erron. (e,g., peer review ►
Formal Review. Formal meeting of several individuals for purpose of ex phuining design. Also include time spent in preparing for
review. All those attending review should list com ponents discussed in their own Com ponent Status Report for that week,
CODE/DEVELOPMENT
Coda. Writing executable instructiorn and d"k checking program.
Read. Code reading by peer. SlmiJar to Design Read above.
Formal Review. Review of coded components, Similar to Design Review above.
TESTING
Urdt. Unit testing. Test run with test data on single module.
Integ. Integration testing of several components.
Review. Review of testing status.
OTHER. Any other aspect related to a component of the project not already covered other than Oeeign, Code Development, Test
(a.g., Oocum.ntetion of a specific component). List type of activity, and hours s pent on that activity. A set of activities has been
listed for which time may be charmed to this overall project:
Travel. Time spent on official travel related to this project, (including tri ps to and from GSFC).
Forme. Time spent on filling out reporting forms.
McMingt. Time spent in meetings which are not design or code review meetings.
Trainiey. Training activities identified for project.
Ace Tam Acceptance Testing activities.
vs
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR =MPLETING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM RUN ANALYSIS FORM
This form will be used to monitor the activities for which the Computer it used in the course of a 3Jr4(erm life Cycle. An entry should
be made for each Computer run-inafuding all activities performed when the Computer is used in an interactive mods,
PROGRAMMER. Write down name of person preparing computer rune. This may not nesewily be the person running the program
h.e., librarian),
PROJECT. Write down project name. Use a different form for each project,
COMPUTER. Indicate the machine on which thew runs were made ie.g.,1/910, POP- 11, Z9).
DATE. Date form turned in,
JOE ID. Identification of lou,
RUN DATE. Date run submittea in format MMAO (montrrdayl.
INTERACTIVE. Ptsce an X if the Fun was submitted from an Interactive terminal.
RUN PURPOSE. place an X in all boxes that describe this run.
Unit Test. A purpose of the run is to test One oir more components without the to* of ten system being configured into the load
module. Arun which uses • 'test driver' would loll into this category.
System Tan. This run executes • bad module which Contains all of the currently available system In order to test one or more
components in a full system configuration.
Benchmark Ten. This is a renrtifiation ty pe run. A run that has successfull y executed in the past now ►nun to verify that
Certain Captbditiet still exist.
Maintenance/Utility. A pur pose of this run is to perform a 'hbrary,type' function. Examples we runs that update source, create
backups, delete/compress/Copy data sets.
Compile/Astembly/Link. A purpose of the run is to check for errors in the Compile, usemhly and/or link steps. A run which im
cludn one or more of these naps simply as a prerequisite to a system execution would not fall Into this cater , y.
Oebug Run. This run was submitted in order % , . ,smlgsts a known error.
Other. This run has of purpose which does not rill into 2M of the other ategarlea, Examples are runs which soon other systems
in order to aid in the do$", development and/or testing of the project under study.
COMPONENTS OF INTEREST, List all com ponents important to this run le.g., components being tested, compiled, co pied, sm.)
FIRST RUN. Plan an X here if this is the first time any of the flood components have been processed b y the com puter for the per•
pose of run specified,
MEET$ OBJECTIVES, This is a subjective evaluation of whether the run satisfied your objeotivea. Runs that terminate in errors rosy be
satisfactory if the objective was to locate errors or to test for correctness; runs that terminate normally may be unsatisfactory If the pur-
pose was to locate an error known to be present. Thus this question is independent of whether the program contained any errase or not.
RUN WULTS. Check the box that bast describe the results of this Fun, Normally only one box Is checked. although more than one
may be ehedud if appropriate.
Goal Run. Program ran to termination with no known errors.
$sap Ester. Error in creating program dak.
Submit Error. Deck submitted Incorrectly, resources unavailable, keypunch error, or general submission error.
JCL Error. JCL statement incorrect. (JCL cards minyped should be lined under submit errors.)
Arh- Setup Error. Such as Insufficient spas or time specified for job step, This should not be caused by program error,
Machine Ener. Errors outside of the control of the programmer.
Hardware Error. Machina malfunction.
Software Error. System crash at system program error (e.g., a ror in FORTRAN compileri,
Program Error. Error caused by the submitted program.
Compile Error. The source program contains an error which Is found by the compiler or assembler.
Link Error, The loader or linkage editor finds an error.
Execute Error. System error messages are generated during the execution step, possibly causing an abend.
User Generated Error. The program terminates In a programmer generated error message which is not a system error.
Ran to Completion. The program terminated with no error message; however, the results are Incorrect signifying that there is
something wrong with the program.
COMMENTS. If you believe that your answers to thus questions do not adequately characterize this run, you may add any additional
comments that you wish. Also use this space to indicate If the Fun was lost before you had a Chance to evaluate rISUltt.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE CHANG$ REPORT FORM
This form is used to keep track of all changes made to a s ystem, A change is any alteration a ten design, documentation, or sods
generated for a project. Each draws can be thought of se • stop in the crones$ of traeforming the amlml Software design into • can
plea working sysnm. The initial crtatlon of unions of fresh code or design Is ram a change.
One chimp reoon form Should be filled out for cash dung. Where several changes are made Simultaneously for different ree•
Some a separate form should be com pleted for each roan.
MUMEM. A unique identifier pan form per day consisting of initials followed by a uquenee number. The initials should be those
the person filling out the form. The sequence number should be a pont:ve integer indicating the number of forms filled out so for dur-
ing the day . Number OMW01 indicates the first form of the day filled out by OMW, OMW02 is the Second form that da y , etc.
PROJECT NAME. The now of the 	 project.
CURRENT OATS. Tho date on which in entry Is first made on the form, ~It the form N not completed on that day,
SECTION A—IDENTIFICATION
REASON. Ex plain why the chsnp is being made.
OESCRIPTION. Use ribs the champ that is being made. This Should not be on the variable name or bit level, but should be suNl.
trendy abstract to that the function of the changed code can be determined, e.g., "the Input buffer was cleared," rather than "array
buff was 	 to zero."
EFFECT. Whet components for documents) are changed? List the nemn of all components and documents modified are pan of the
change, including version numbers,
EFFORT; What additional components lot documents) were examined In determining what change wad needed? Lin all components
and documents that were examined, but want not actually changed, in deciding what champ to make, how to male it, and when to
make it. This list should not overlap with the list of com ponents and documents actually Changed.
OATES OF CHANGE. Need for change determined on. Give the dote on which it was
	
realised that a champ was needed.
Change Started on. Give the date on which the change was stated.
Who wad the eHon M pnson•time required to understand and Im plement the champ?
Give the but available estimate of the total time needed to understand what Change had to be made and how to make it, Includ,
ing the Implementation tine. This Should include the time of all persons Involved In making the cham p. AS an example, if two people
each worked g hours on the change, the tome marked "am day to 2 days" *mold be defied.
SECTION S—TYPE OF CHANGE
Check the one box that best describes the champ. It none of the champ description Soon to fit. Check other and give a detailed
description of the change in Section E, If several of the doseriptionc seen oqu i ly a ppropriate, more than one box may be chocked.
Erns Correction. A change made to 'orrea an error in previous work. If this box Is chocked Section$ C and 0 of the change repot
form Should be completed.
Planned Enheneament. The insertion of a body of code into a progrom stub that was initially created as a dummy for testing purposes,
or adding capability to an already existing component n pan of a planned Incremental development,
Implementation of Rtxta*remenb Change. Altering the system to conform to a change in requirements imposed by the customer.
Impnwmem of Clarity, Maintainability, or Doedmentetion. Changes made to improve code quality, such as Improving indentation of
code, rouowncing labeis for readability, adding or updating documentation or correcting literary anrors In it, tuppresSing redundant
information or replacing multi plvoceurring !actions of code with procedure calls. Corrections of violations of programming Standards,
and design improvements that should have been visible in the functional Specifications of eomponomtt of the system are to be treated
as error corrections. Documentation updates made concomitantly with a change should be treated as a pan of that change and class(.
fled with the primary cam of the champ.
Improvement of User Services. During system development, individual programmers may find that with very little extra work they can
provide the user with additional facilities on to p of the functional requirements of the system. Such changes are classed as improve•
ments to user services.
L
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InaeNOn/DoMNon of Debug"Y, changes mask+ to the program text spesifksally to provide add !rww information during tat rum a
that Brat an be iwlated.
OpseNse TImNSpaa/AawaeY. An optimintion Is • localised adjustment of tha proprMn whew main purn o b to redo" Its oxwu-
tioo tiny a merrlaY rpuirorthMa, or to ottaln esults of Faster numek N aoaurecy by tuning tin alprithma used to the specific
problem being solved.
Adepb.ton M Mwita merit Change. The "boundary" of a software symm is d r'ined to include Just those programs whoa devoloo•
meet and maintenance is being monitored a part of the software onilinwing laboratory project, A change whose taw Iles outside
this boundary (o.p., In reeoonw to an operating system, contpiNr, or hordwore oherhgal Is ropadad as envfronmentaily @ Msed.
Was more thin one Component &"acted by the Change? A component is defined to be directly Involved In a Change if it contains
subroutines that are changed and it contains no subcomponents containing those subroutines, Check yes if the chMge directly involves
More than ono component of the lyrem, rte otherwise. It may be the ate that a change to ON subroutine/component will require
some future odiwtme nt in other components (theta components ma y not won have been Coded yet, or their adapta 	 osttion may be p•
pond). In such Cast, the of facts of the Change Involve more than one component oven though only one module was noted as Changed
on this form.
SECTION C—TV►E OR ERROR
Check the ono box that ben describes the error. If none of the error dnalptIons wens to fit, check other and give a detailed des
scription of the error in Section E,
Requlramonts Incorrect or Mkinteirwated. Requirements may be Incorrect linoomistent or amhblguousl, or their mooning may be mis-
interpreted, In either Clio, an error of chit type, if undetected early, may propagate through design and Into Wde. (Evan if undetected
until accoptance testing la maintenance), errors resulting from incorrect or misinterpreted re quirements should be classified In the re•
quirements error atopry.
fsunotionN Sp olflations Inswrat or MisinsorproW. functional specifications we taken to be a s pecification of • oomwent a a set
of functions defining the output for any input. Similar to requirements, spociflCotions may be either Inco rrect or misinterpreted. If-
fors in the SON fiestione that occur a a result of misundorstendings of requirements we classified all misinterpreted requirements neon
and not Incorrect specifications. Specification errors that result from misunderstandings among those writing the specification are
classifled as incorrect specifications, Errors in code or design or documents resulting from incorrect or misinterpreted specifications
should be classified In the specifications error csts2ory,
Design Error Involving Sweral Componeme. A design decision is a choice of orvnisation of a component Into sub'omponente, in-
cluding the specification of the interfaces among the subcomponents. A design error Is a design decision that results in one of the fol-
lowing:
o interfaces that contain imuffieient, unnscaow y, or redundom Information;
o n sot of subcomponents that do not satisfy the specifications of the Component (i.s., one or more of the subcomponents do
not hrte the capabilities needed to satisfy the use intended to the compoMntl.
'Os+t tkM a desiFh error may result from incorrect or misinterpreted requirements or spocifk,n i : ihs. In such caws, the error
snourd not be clossiiud as • design error, but as a roquiremonts or specification error.
I'm In the Onion or Inhplementatkon of a Singk Component. Most simple, localised programming mistakes fall Into this category, It
cot# stein tWW eases where the organisation of the system Into oomponsim and their Interfaces is correct, but a particular component
JM mot behave according to its intended use (i.s., does not correspond to Its specification). This mar occur because the algorithm
used in designing the Component is incorrect, or because the Implementation of the algorithm Is inoorreet. If the algorithm has a writ•
ton specification prior to code generation, and the specification it incorrect or misinterpreted, the error is not classified as a design or
Implementation error, but & a specification error. If the erroneous algorithm has no written tpscifieation, or if the implementation of
the algorithm has wrort not attributable to My other category, then the errs it classified a on error in the design or implementation
of a tingle component.
NNwndonanding of External Environment, Except Longusgs, Check this box if the error resulted from mistaken assumptions about
the hardware or software environment In which the program operates II.e., that software outside the "boundary" of the project—set
"adaptation to environment change" in Section EI. Included hero we mistaken assumptions about how site operating s ystem works,
about how the hardware is controlled, about response of peripherals to various Commands, about the operation of the library system,
about the interface to special Display hwdwere or afnyae, etc:.
Error in Use of Programming Languege/Com plia. Enron In the use of the lanpuspir/com piler we those errors that result from some
misunderstanding of how the com piler works, how the language provided run-time support system operates, or some misunderstanding
of particular language features. Not included in this category we Clerical errors (e.g., typos) that load to compilation errors.
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OF POOR QUALITY
FOR ERROR CORRECTIONS ONLY
SECTION 0 - VALIDATION AND REPAIR
What activities were used to validate the program, detect the error, and find Its cause?
utivitlea
Used for
Program
Validation
Activities
Eumutul
In Detecting
Error Symptoms
Activities
Tried to
Find
Cause
Astivides
Suomtul
in Finding
Cause
Fro-acceptance toot rune
Aeeeptana testing
at-accootam use
Insr:rotion of output
Code reading by programmer
Code reading by other person
Talks with odor programmers
Special debug code
SWtem error message
roiont specific error massages
rReading documentation
Trace
Dum p i
Cross-nNrence/onributo list
Proof technique
Other (Explain In E)
What was the time used to isolate the cause?
—one hour or less, -one hour to OM day,	 ,more than one day, .never found
If never found, was a worksmund used?	 Yet
	 No (Explain in El
Was this error related to a prevlot-s change?
Yes (Charge Report *Date 	 ) ,._No _Can't tell
When did the error enter the system?
_requirements —functional siwt
	 design _coding and test _other _can't tell
SECTION E - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please glue any Information that may be helpful In categorizing the error or longs, and understanding Its eauas and is
remifiatiora.
Name:	 Authorized:	 Date:
I
face ISO$)
F-21F
•
requirements
new information/data
specification
design
other (specify) :
hardware environment
software environment
_optimization
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Current Date
Attitude System Maintenance Report
Project 'lame
	
Need for Chang! Determined on (Mo., Day, Yr.)^!
Describe Change
What components/subroutines/modules are chaniled
CHANGE
	 -t	 out this sect on	 c ange s !10T an error correct on
This change is being made because of a changs in: (Check all that apply)
ERROR ONLY (fill out this section if Singe 15 an error correction)
The following activities were used in error detection or isolation: (Check all that
apply) (Put 0 for detection, I for isplation)
normal use	 trace/dump
test runs	 cross reference/attitude list
code reading	 system error messages
readin documentation	 ^_ —protect specific error messages
other Specify):
Which of the following best describes the error:
requirements error	 specification error
design error	 clerical error
error in translating design or specfWcation to code
other: Describe
Was this error related to a previous maintenance change __yes 	 no	 can't tell
Please give any information that may be hlipful in categorizing and understanding the
.hang* on the reverts side of this form.
Person filling out this form
Approved	 Oat*
Change started on date (month, day, year)
Time spent on this change:
—_ less than 1 day	 i day to a week	 more than a week
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F.2 SEL GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED WITH DATA COLLECTION FIRMS
This section defines the terms used in the software engi-
neering data collection forms reproduced in Section F.1. A
more extensive g lossary (based substantially on this one) is
found in Ref rt>nce a.
assignment	 All statements that change the value of a
statements	 variable as their main purpose (e.g., as-
signment or READ statements, but the as-
signment of the DO loop variable in a DO
statement should not be included).
attitude/orbit	 Any component that is directly related to
either the attitude determination (or con-
trol) task or to the orbit determination
(or control) task falls into this cate-
gory. This should include full systems in
general (such as GTDS or ISEE-8 Attitude)
as well as specific modules such as Deter-
,	 ministic Attitude or DCCONES.
attribute list	 A compiler-generated list of the identi-
fiers used by a program that describes the
characteristics of those identifiers and
shows the source statements where they are
first defined (or first used) and, for
variables, their (relative) storage loca-
tions.
automated	 Any programs whose purpose is to aid in
tools
	
software development (e.g., compiler, text
editor, or dump or trace facility). This
includes compilers but not standard opera-
ting system software (e.g., linkage edi-
tor) .
baseline	 A structured chart listing all components
diagram	 in a system in which a connection from a
higher component to a lower one indicates
that the higher component calls the lower
one.
batch	 Use of a computer in which the entire job
is reads into the machine before the proc-
essing begins and in which there is no
provision for interaction with the sub-
mitter during execution of the job. (In-
teractive usage is always via a terminal;
batch usage may be via a terminal or a
	 a
card deck.)
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bottom-up	 The design (or implementation) of the sys-
tem starting with the lowest level rou-
tines and proceeding to the higher level
routines that use the lower levels.
business / 	The second of the four major categories ap-
financial	 plies to components related to some ac-
counting task, financial data formatting,
business data retrieval or reporting, or
possibly personnel data management. Very
few of the components being studied will
fall into this class.
change	 A modification to design, code, or docu-
mentation. A change might be made to
co r rect an error, to improve system per-
formance, to add capability, to improve
appearance, or to implement a requirements
change, for example.
clerical	 The process of copying an item from one
format to another or from one medium to
another, which involves no interpretation
or semantic translation.
code reading	 Visual inspection of the source code by
persons other than the creator of the code.
command/	 This class of components includes those
control
	
used either to generate vehicle commands
or to transmit these commands from the
control center.
complexity	 Measures the difficulty of implementing a
component, independent of the imple-
menter's experience. Easy ( or simple)
means that any good programmer can write
down the correct code with little thought.
Hard ( or complex) means that much thought
is involved in the design. (Compare this
with " precise "= e.g., easy and imprecise
may mean a vague specification, but once
the approach is decided upon, the code is
easy to write.)
component	 A piece of the system identified by name
or common function (e.g., separately com-
pilable function, an entry in a tree chart
or baseline diagram for the system at any
point in time, or a shared section of data
such as a COMMON block).
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computer time	 For batch usage, this is the billable time
for all runs. For interactive usage, it
is the number of hours spent at a terminal.
confidence	 Percentage probability that a given number
level is correct: 100 percent means that the
number is absolute certainty= 0 percent
means that the number must be incorrect.
constraints	 Restrictions on resource availability (ex-
ecution time, memory allocation) imposed
by specifications.
constraints,	 All restrictions caused by space problems.
space	 On the Component Summary Report form, list
each restriction separately (e.g., maximum
number of words that component may occupy
at cne time or maximum disk space avail-
able during execution time or for program
storage).
constraints,	 All restrictions caused by various machine
time	 and calendar time problems. On the Compo-
nent Summary Report form, list each re-
striction separately (e.g., maximum
execution time for component to process
and respond to some input condition or
time to complete a component or milestone).
control
	
All statements that potentially alter the
statements	 sequence of executed instructions (e.g.,
GOTO, IF, RETURN, or DO).
correction	 A change made to correct an error.
cosmetic	 Changes in the source program that have
little effect on the performance of pro-
gram (e.g., correct comments, move code
around as long as it does not alter the
algorithm implemented, or change the name
of a local variable).
The creation and recording of the idea.
Date that the component was first named
(c.g., date it first appeared on a tree
chart).
.rose-	 List of the identifiers used by a program
reference	 showing (by means of indices or statement
numbers) which statements of the program
define and reference those identifiers.
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.reation date
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data base
	 This category is to include components that
applications	 retrieve, write to, or format information
for a well-defined formatted bank of in-
formation available to the system. The
user must decide whether or not the data
set is to be considered a data base. An
example of an acceptable data base would
be the ADL file, SLP file, or Geodetics
w file, whereas a sequential telemetry file
or tape would not be.
design
	 A description of what the system must do,
its components, the interfaces among those
components, and the system's interface(s)
to the external environment.
design phase
	 The creation and recording of the design,
including discussion about strategy with
peers. This phase does not include the
development of any code at the programming
language level. It does include the crea-
tion of specifications for subcomponents
of the current component.
design reading	 Visual inspection of the design by persons
other than the creator of the design.
development	 The development and recording of code and
phase
	 inline comments based on the design. This
phase includes the modification of code
caused by design changes or errors found
in testing. It does not include any time
spent in entering the code into the com-
puter.
documentation	 Written material, other than source code
statements, that describes a system or any
of its components.
dump	 Record of the state of the memory space
used by a program at some point in its
execution. A dump may include all or part
of the program's memory space (including
registers).
end date
	 Date that a project is scheduled to be
completed.
English (or	 Specifications given as readable English
informal)	 text, as 9pposed to some formal notation.
specifications
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^r	 Discrepancy between a specification ane
its impplementation. The specification
might be requirements, design specifica-
tions, or coding specifications.
ernal	 Combination of hardware and software used
ironment	 to maintain and execute the software, in-
cluding the computer on which the soft-
ware executes, the operating system for
that computer, support libraries, text
editors, and compilers.
Some specification technique based upon a
strict set of rules for describing the
specification and usually involving the
use of an unambiguously defined notation
(e.g., mathematical functions or formal
PDL) .
nal spec-
LLLcations
function Mathematical notation used to specify the
set of input, the set of output, and the
relationship between input and output.
functional Specification of a component as a set of
specifications functions defining the output for any in-
put.	 The specification emphasizes what
the program is to do rather than how to do.
it.	 However, an algorithmic specification
can be considered functional if it is not
used to dictate the actual algorithm to be
used.	 (See procedural specifications.)
hardest first Design (or implementation) of the most
difficult aspects of the system first.
HIPO (Hier- Graphical technique that defines each
archical Input component by its transformation on its
Process Output) input data sets to its output data sets.
implementation Implementation of a program is either a
machine-executable form of the program or
a form of the program that can be auto-
matically translated (e.g., by compiler or
assembler)	 into machine-executable form.
integration Test of several modules to check that
test the interfaces are defined correctly.
integration Test of the entire system (i.e., top-
test, full level component).
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aintegration	 Test of any set of modules but not the
test, partial	 entire system.
intended	 Result of invoking a progra,n or segment
use of	 of a program, including the actions per-
formed by that program when invoked. In-
vocation may be by subroutine or function
call or by a branch to a segment of code.
interface	 Set of data passed between two or more
programs or segments of programs and the
assumptions made by each program about how
the others operate.
interactive	 Use of a computer via a terminal in which
each line of input is immediately prod-
essed by the computer.
iterative	 Design (or implementation) of successive
enhancement	 versions, each producing a usable subset
of the final product until the entirr-
system is fully developed.
level	 Unit corresponding to some partitioning of
the final product (e.g., a single line of
code, 10 lines of code, 25 lines of code,
subroutine, or module). If the system is
hierarchically structured, each component
in at a higher level than its.subcompo-
nents, and the system may be described as
the highest level component (the component
at level 1), the component at level 2, or
the lowest level component.
level, lowest	 Smallest unit identified by the activity
(e.g., code reading to the single state-
ment, top-down design to the module level,
or top-down design to level 3).
librarian	 A clerk whose responsibilities include
processing source statements but not writ-
ing them, (e.g., maintaining libraries,
updating code, or producing tape backups).
machine words	 Number of words in a main memory that a
component occupies at one time.
manpower	 Sum, over the number of people, of the
number of hours per person charged to the
contract.
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mathematical/
	 This category is meant to be a more speci-
numerical	 fic category than the scientific class.
it contains those components that reflect"
a specific algebraic expression or mathe-
matical algorithm. Such components as a
dot product routine or a numerical inte-
grator are in this category.
maximum space	 Total number of machine words that the
system may occupy at one time.
mission date	 Date that system must be operational.
module test
	 Test of a single module.
none used	 No explicit'technique was specified to be
used.
onboard	 All components that are built ^nr the
processing	 purpose of satisfying some onboard proc-
essing need belong to this class. Al-
though the component may be built and
tested on a computer that is not the real
flight computer, it should be classified
as onboard if the final destination is the
OBC (onboard computer).
optimization	 Changes in the source code to improve pro-
gram performance (e.g., run faster or use
less space). Optimization changes are not
error corrections= however, if a change is
made to use less space to conform to the
specified space constraint, then the term
"error" applies.
PDL
	 Program design language (often called
pseudocode). Used in the design and cod-
ing phases of a project, PDL is a language
that contains a fixed set of control state-
ments and a formal or informal way of de-
fining and operating on data structures.
PDL code may or may not be machine-
readable, and for this study it is not con-
sidered as documentation, but as an
integral part of the finished source pro-
gram.
r
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procedural
	 Specification of a component in some al-
specifications	 gorithmic manner (e.g., using PDL or a 	 j
flowchart). The specification says how
the program is to work. (See functional
specifications.)
goof	 Method for formally demonstrating that a
technique	 piece of software performs according to
its specifications. Proof techniques usu-
ally use some form of mathematical nota-
tion to describe the result of executing a
program@
range in mod-	 Number of source statements in L module,
ule size	 including comments.
+	 read	 The reading by peers of the recordings of 	 j
the current phase to look for errors, in-
vent tests, and so on.
real-time	 This class includes components that are a
direct function of events occurrinc Fit, or
near, the current time. Typical compo-
nents would be the Attitude Control
Monitors. Since parts of most of the te-
lemetry processors are required to process
data as it is received, they too may be
considered real-time components.
requirements	 System 4pecification written by the user
to define a system to a developer. The
developer uses these specifications in
ti	 designing, implementing, and testing the
system.
review	 Formal meeting of several individuals for
the purpose of explaining design (man-
agement review). Also includes the time
spent in preparing for the review. All
those. attending a review should list the
components discussed in their own Compo-
nent Summary Report for that week.
scientific	 A component may be in this category if it
is related to some mathematical algorithm,
engineering problem, law of physics, or
celestial mechanics problem. Most of the
full systems developed will fall into this
category, whereas the various pieces of
modules may fall into some of the gther
classes.
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segment	 Contiguous piece of code that is unnamed
and, hence, cannot be referred to as a
single entity in a program statement. A
segment could be one or several lines of a
subroutine, part of a data area, or an
arbitrary contiguous section of memory.
shared items	 Data And programs, accessible by several
components, such as COMMON blocks, ex-
ternal files, and library subroutines.
simulating	 Statements that are used to simulate struc-
constructs	 tured control structures when the language
to be used does not contain structured
control structure s.
source
	 See source statements.
instructions
source	 All statements readable by and read by the
statements	 compiler. This includes executable state-
ments (e.g., assignment, IF, and 00 TO)=
nonexecutable statements (e.g., DIMENSION,
REAL, and END)= and comments.
specification	 Description of the input, output, and es-
sential function(s) to be performed by a
component of the system. The specifica-
tion is produced by the organization that
is to develop the systems that is, at the
top level, it can be thought of as the
contractor's interpretation of the re-
quirements.
specification,	 The inr ­t, output, and function of the com-
imprecise	 ponent are loosely defined. Much of what
is required is assumed rather than speci-
fied. The specification relies heavily on
programmer experience and verbal communi-
cation to get an unambiguous interpreta-
tion and a full understanding of what Lo-
needed.
specification,
	 The input, output, and function of the com-
precise ponent are well defined. There are under-
lying assumptions not specified, but it is
assumed that any programmer working on the
project, with experience on a similar
project, wall understand these assump-
tions. it is possible to arrive at an am-
biguous interpretation or misunderstanding
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9specification,	 of the specifications if the reader does
precise	 not have enough experience with the prob-
(Cont'd)	 lem or does not obtain further verbal com-
munication.
specification,	 Completely defined description of the
very precise	 input, output, and function of a compo-
nent. The implementer of a very precise
specification need make few, if any, as-
sumptions. It is almost impossible to
arrive at an ambiguous interpretation or
misunderstanding of the specifications.
specification-	 Using the specifications of the program to
driven	 determine test data (e.g., test data is
•	 generated by examining the input/output
requirements and specifications).
i
standards	 Any specifications that refer to the
method of development of the source pro-
gram itself, and not to the problem to be
implemented (e.g., using structured code,
at most 100-line subroutines, or all names
prefixed with subsystem name).
start date	 Date on which initial work on a project
began.
string process-	 This includes components that perform op-
ing	 erations on lists of characters. Norm-
ally, this class is assumed to include
functions of compilers, hash code string
hook-up, and array comparisons.
"	 structure-
	
Using the structure of the program to de-
driven
	
termine test data (e.g., genereting data
to ensure that each branch of a program is
executes; at least once) .
structu a	 Organization of a composite data item con-
of data	 sisting of several, variables or other
array items. Examples of such composite
data items are arrays (both singly- and
multiply-dimensioned), strings, complex
variables and constants, records on a disk
file (each record containing several
words), and multiple-word entries in a
table.
structured
	
The language supports structured control	
.
code	 structures (e.g., a FORTRAN preprocessor).
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systems	 By system-related software, one includes
any package designed to affect, modify,
extend, or change the normal available
processing procedure of the operating sys-
tem. This could include such components
as error tracing or extended I/O such as
1I0.
system siz.-	 Total number of machine words needed for
all instructions generated on the project
plus spr,ce for data, library routines, and
other code. This is they total size of the
system without using any overlay structure.
table handler	 Includes components that are specifically
designed to generate or interpret informa-
tion in a table format such as the Gener-
alized Telemetry Processor.
telemetry/	 Includes all components that are spec-
tracking
	
ifically required to interface (either
read, write, or format) with telemetry or
tracking data.
testing phase Design of tests,	 testing strategies, and
the running of such tests.	 '.► 'his phase
does not include the writing of any code
(even for debugging purposes), which
should be recorded under coding.
top-down Design (or implementation) of the system,
starting with a single component, one
level at a time, by expanding each compo-
nent reference as an algorithm possibly
calling other new components.
trace Record of program execution showing the
sequence of subroutine and function calls
and, sometimes, the value of selected Var-
iables.	 Code used in producing a trace is
automatically inserted into a program,
usually by the compiler, sometimes by
other support software.
type of soft- The four major classific,-tions of most of
ware the applicable software being developed
are:	 scientific, business/financial,
systems, and utility. 	 These classifica-
tions may be refined into the categories 	 .n
of:	 string processing, data base
applications,	 real-time, and table
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type of soft-
	 handler. A further refinement includes
warLi
	
the categories of: attitude/orbit,
(Cont'd)	 telemetry/tracking, command/control, math-
ematical, and numerical onboard.
Any component that is generated to satisfy
some general support function required by
other applications software may be con-
sidered a utility. This class of compo-
nents usually contains software that does
not fit into any of the other three cate-
gories. Although components can fall into
two of the primary categories (e.g.,
scientific and utility), it will be easier
to use only the more descriptive of the
categories (e.g., vector cross-product--
scientific; data unpacking--utility).
utility
value of data
IJ
The number and kind of number (e.g., in-
teger, floating-point, or ASCII-encoded
character) stored in a local variable o.
data area, parameter, common variable, or
system-wide data item.
a
z;
walkthrough	 Formal meeting sessions for the review of
source code and design by the various mem-
bers of the project for technical rather
than management purposes. The pur pose is
for error detection and not correction.
workaround	 The method used to counteract the effects
of an error in a program when the cause of
the error and, consequently, the location
of the statements containing the error is
not known or is inaccessible (e.g., a com-
piler error).
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